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MEASURES OF CHILD BEHAVIOR AND CHARACTERISTICS, NOT YET

PUBLISHED AS SEPARTE ENTITIES, WERE COLLECTED THROUGH A

PAGE.0Y--.PAtit SEARCH OF ISSUES OF 46 JOURNALS (LISTED IN

APPENDIX A) PUBLISHED DURING THE PERIOD OF JANUARY 1956 TO

DEMBER *965 AND 50 RELEVANT Doom CORRESPONDENCE WITH

RESEARCHERS AND AUTHORS OF MEASURES YIELDED ADDITIONAL

MEASUREMENT RESOURCES. AS PRESENTED IN THE REPORT, THE

MEASURE'S WERE GROUPED INTO SIX KINDS, (1) DEVELOPMENT,

ACADEMIC APTITUDE, AND ACHIEVEMENT, (2) PERSONALITY, (3)

ATTITUDES, (4) SOCIAL INTERACTION AND SKILLS. (5) PERCEPTUAL

SKILLS. AND (6) MISCELLANEOUS. THC LISTING FOR EACH TEST

INCLUDED ITS NAME, THE AUTHOR, THE AGE OF THE POPULATION FOR

WHOM IT WAS DESIGNED, THE GENERAL AREA OF INTEREST, THE TYPE

OF MEASURE. AND THE SOURCE FROM WHICH A COPY OF' THE MEASURE

MIGHT BC OBTAINED. A DESCRIPTION OF THE MEASURE (OFTEN

QUOTING ITS AUTHOR) INCLUDED SAMPLE ITEMS AND AN OUTLINE OF

THE ADMINISTRATSVE AND SCORING PROCEPURES. WHEN AVAILABLE,

RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY DATA WERE BRIEFLY SUMMARIZED. A

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCE WAS PROVIDED FOR EACH MEASURE. !MS)
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INTROUCTIOW

II UN fields f psychology, child development, education, and related

fields have contributed their share to the information exigesion within

recent years. Workers in these fields have towed increasingly difficult

the task of keeping up with the literature, particularly if their interet,

owe not namewly 4cfiene. 'searchers fir4 the review of the literature

itmolving more and more references from a wider veriety and number of

journals. As the feed of intonation therwmies, the information retrieval

problem becomes more comp icated, requiring mere and more central sources

to which _die scholar can go to save time and effott.

A faato,growing number of researchers are planning and carrying out

research with young children. Many of them are conducting experimental and

evaluative studies in connection with government. and foundatiosno-sponsored

programs. Much child research is sponsored or carried out without auy out-

side sponsorship in universities, stet* inetitutions, private schools, and

public schools, Attention has ii.feen focused wet recently on the culturally

deprived child.

The rigorousness of the research depends upon the quality of the over-

all design. and upon the extent to which the terminology of the study can be

made operational. -o the variables with which researchers deal in

studies of young children art operationalieed in the form of scores on tests

rating scales, frames of reference for obsemtion, structured inteirvisee,

etc.
Unfortunately, since these assisorement devices are se widely barefaced

in various sources, there is a vast duplicat ion of effort from study to

study in ferreting out of the literature the eats - gathering instruments or

techniques *hi& are pertinent to each inveetigation. There is at present



satisfactery bas c isstirce to tch researahers ca ge for the specialty:rod

e:atr
the* *Lied Cle 111Sealt= imitable tor children. .....w..401....a-

FAentooks (0 K BtinreiCil cover widely Veiled types of its fir all

ivas. Other disadvantaek of the ifontooks for child research purpose. are

tit;tt they are Milted to published tests ind the series it revised intro-

cpsently. Teats-iiili,:bt It Berm) while including neva test$ fee pre4

school age children, has tie same drstibieks es the YearboOb4 Soth are

excellent beginning pointb in n inter, f.* search for specislised data*

gathering techniques. howeiler A comprehensive up-to-date complindien of

instruments and totitniqueg le with Yionii a ~e would mope a growl' ttg

need, by simplifying the search for them# Which presently consumes so ouch

useful titos and awry of reicsiChers. In additt8a , this compilitt would

hove heuristic Value, stimilating the planning of evaluation and leterrement

phases of reseorali.

This total projeCt Wee initiated wader drat' t timber I R11 11110234*-61

from the National inititito of Itialtfr. This report covers that

portion og the *nit Anne under the current contact with the Offiee of

SeatiOnlie Oppettliestillo

MOO=
The task ot And 4s may utipubliabod neenwres of alibi beisedwr Amd

Osrecteristics to the ii ram as peepihlo gam rise to two forektent

(motions. last kind ef Went screening procedure could be set up to find

the largest amber aesoutes, within semis mats of suet mei Owe

Secondly. within the screening procedure nentissed above, how wijot we be

assured of net wag woeful 180=02V411

It VW adr =per alos that the newt reference sauces yore net

appropriate to the task which we have set tor ourselves. Psychalegical
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Abstracts. The Iducation Index. The Annual Review of Payobalea., The liavien

gdscational lasearcb. end s ear soeween, *bile useful in providing

leads. were nevertheleae not appropriate as basic documents from 'which to

work.

It wee decided that we would search the journals in the areas of

peyahology* psychiatry* and ethic:cation. Adds* appeared likely to yield .

immures of child behavior and cheractirieties. It seemed obvious, and en

oxperLence cenfiemed thins, --that a page by page perusal of the materiels

would be isecessary to extract the information- ne-eded.

'while frequently het fel* simply did net give us enough clues that there

If iisbt be c useful measure described in the erticle. Ws found neither the

table of contents new the yearly index to any of the journels useful fir

cur purposes. Every page of every journal which ve-seerched was seamed for

references to measureak, *ether in that 4111tide fie elsewhere

arm volume of every journal over the period January 1, 1936 to

December 31, 1965 was searcheds whenever the journal encompassed that span.

If it was c new journal with its beginning seanwhere in this ten-year

period, the issues from the begieuing to. December 31, 1965 were scanned.

lorty-six journals mere scanned. ihet Use of journals is included as

Appendix A to this import. In addition te the jouroalso approximitel fifty

books mere used because they more Warn to Uwe descriptions of mensare

then. Additionally, measures came to ear attention free various *o ess.

including friends who were conductingr using measures *lab they

bad constructed* and who kindly offered them for inclusion in this compilation.

When, using the above-described search procedure, we found a menears

mentioned. we looked for a referents to it in either Duras' sein -

nset Teerbooke or in his Tests in Print. U we did not find it in either



et these sources, s thee looked in the article or in the liapophy

(if any) for a copy of 4ind a &galavant at the meemore. Whenever possible,

vhich was in practically all cases, vs bad a copy of the measure ao used by

the author. Frequently the possum itself 'as pablished in the origiael

article 'there vs first eas a reference to it. This vow obviously the oast

convenient eituatien. If the measuro itself was of available in the

original article or in the using reference soureeth we wet* a letter to

the author. This le a story in itself, both in the magnitude taf the task

and in the nature of the response. The response to our request for

information was excellent. With very few exceptions colleeguea were

gamma in giving their time to writing answers to specific queatiens we

had, and in general, for seeing that we got all the information vs needed

to write a meaningful description of a measure. A few letters probably

never reached the addressee, fen people simply did not responds even altar

a fllow-up letter; and a few authors indicated that they wished to tiopy-

eight and distribute their atakureii themselves. We tried, in these cases,

to point out that they could be their oft Agents whether or net the measure

appeared in our corapilation, but we were not always sucaessful.

Dien we had all the neceistity infrmation on a &assure, we were ready

to write our description. After trying out couple of formats for the

descriptions, we finally settled on a atee,point forint, set up as follonsi

The first item, of information which we list is the as of the toot.

In every ease whew the a had given his neeerre nem, w seed the

eise which he bad ive** If the author bee net named hie lastreeesto ye

eutiobed the lit* e with regard to the aseeute to lIMa weed ow 'brass

*lob aptly described it. In a very few eases, it wee necessary to went

eates. Sew *Amuse. thethe other heed 1M *SWIM by several. meat.
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uhloh resulted in duplicate files mil# is the process of wain with the;

messetioa it became clear that the two mod aometiasu sore mese refereed to

only 411116 measure.

In sentrat, there las little difficulty with the problem of authorship.

Occasionally, reeeascher developed the testament and described it in a

4114;104 outhOted him and *avowal colleoguert Then, later on, he metheawd

singly a study is which ha used the Slbassits. Sosetimes, it was net clear

whether he alone vas the author or whether the measure had been authored by

the larger group*

Another else* at information which we included in the desaviAtioe. of

wery measure is the age of the population for whom the is is intended,

Occasionally. authors specified the age level for which their measure

appeared appropriate. In moat cases, havevers it was necessary to use as

the apit opriate age for the measure the age of the population olio were the

subjects in the studies conducted using the measure Thus, it could very

well be that many of the measures ere appitceile to ages outside the bite

indicated in thAt. ast range for the test aft given is the test deecriptient

Many of the studies did not specify in oty pereiee time what 10100 the

variable measured by the instrument In age number of ewes, therei*o

the statement -of the variable being mimed IS the Judgment el the pipreon

who did the toiet deeari tinn, 'which as al.4 ba use et the authers thifi

repoTt.

The type af ints frequently a difficult matter to detemkses ter

large pert beca+i e. there appears to be no well-accepted over-all clasaifica-

tion of measure that could be used. Since we were concerned with other

types of measures in addition to tests, we could not use some of the

classifications used for testa alone. libosterver possible, we used any

description Which WIN ,gist by the author. We tended to fall back en some



emmenly used isseemieement torminslosys* fregemly using phrases to quality

the classiflostien of messurs edgen we felt the clasoificetion did net

goi.to it

The sixth tat which is covered in the test descriptions is the source

Braes *Loh the meaner re mai be obtained* This was both one of the simplest

for one of the most iifficalt please of information to get about a alumni.

If a measuro was camtainad in ,snis of the items in the bibliogrephy. there

vas obviously no difficulty in directing tho potential neer to the proper

source* On the of hand. if the measure had never been published intact

in any readily evaileolo source# it was noceseery to contact tho author and

attempt 'to get his peraission to moks the see available in seas way*

Host anthers were neitebly cooperative, teeny of them offering to preside the

alikellUre free to anyone who wanted it. Frequently with more complicated

msseures. especially if they involved ow equipment, the author specified a

price for the mosseres

A large put of the description is aide up of the section entitled.

"Description of Ifoirmoureo" This section frequently expanded on the "type of

Measure" section and im very case whore it was feasible. Whit* ins almost

all caste, sample, of the items were quoted* This section Usually also

eqatained an outline of the administratien and scoring procedure%

The eighth point in -the description,formet is that relating to the

reliability and validity of the saeasure* Data en reliability and validity

would be credal to the potential user of a measure. and they were stormarissed

briefly in this *action* Whenever information on reliability and validity

was alienable from several studies the -data were' included in the test

description in this section*

T o final, eon WWI the bibliegratby /Ai* was made up on the 'basis

of the informstica that me had caning from as origins' source of the measure
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*ad fro* report* by the gather that tie paspoura had bean and by mother

neourchor *our refry.** he provided for *to The bibliegreph to

loutolkaod to be a maple bibliography far the of any amours.



MANUS OF ICIIVAINENT, ICATZMIC APITIODS, AND Aciannicar



MIST DATA WORKSINIXT

Name of Test MC Inventory

Anther _ Normand Adair and George Slesch

ASIt

Area (i.e. language development) School readiness

Type of measure Individually administered paper and, pencil test

4 years 9 months through 4 years 11 months

Source from which the Wit may be obtained Rducational Studio* and Development
1357 Forest Park Road
Muskegon, Michi n 49441

Descriot of sasare
The ADC Inventory consists of a series of tasks comprising four sections which
are orally adainistered to the child. The responses required of the child consist
f naming tests, coalmen knowledge, simple drawings, elementary counting *kill,
and so forth. According to the authors, the inventory is of sufficient simplicity
to be administered by unskilled help, such as teacher's ads, and each requires
only eight or nine minutes to complete. In scoring the results, raw scores may
be converted -to "readinees age*" by---means of a censers table,

"The principal purpose of the ABC Inventory is to identify children chi are
immature for a standard school program. Operationally, the inventory serves best
when used in pre -school screening and has been designed with this function in
mind. Aims in developing inventory were to (1) devise a screening technique that
was reliable and valid; (2) construct a format that was easily maarged by
inexperienced 413gallanors; (3) outline adudnistration, 'scoring and interpretation
procedures that wore direct and uncomplicated; (4) maintain economy by nOttimising
equipment needs and time consuming procedures; and (5) be suitable zo childrun fn
the pre-school asa rosSoktn

Tel Ili I d and standar...Autas
Item analysis, weighting and -refinement cautioned through 1962. The standardisa-
tion group throughout ooneisted of boys and girls whose ages ranged fro* 4 years
9 menthe thrusgh 4 years 11 !months. The average age was 4 years 10 amthe. No
effort was made to seperate the scores of boys and girls or to maks allosances
fir .11101,04-414011001te differences The fifteen schools involved in the study included
112 systems in areas with 400 total enrollment to moderate stud systems enrolling
over 5,500. Became ttAi nuoiber in the standardisation study is large 0,166) and
the age range stall, biases in sele4tion are believed to be diluted.

"ROUgadlitY Imo establisbed by Matching cospersble sreiPe end **Sawing group
equiNialancy. Scores far children of the same age who enrolled in the same school
districitt two :years apart were compared with tha gollowing results:

196.23m 3964 r,
An Both Groups 166

65.51
22.66

66.71Means for loth Groups
Standard, Deviations 21.78
Standard Zrror of Means 1.76 1.23

Mean Difference.
Standard beer
Critical Ratio

I.20
* 4 2.00

_0_40-. f i * 58
According to Table of t no significant difference between means.
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"Validity was determintA by frig space -fail' features between children in
the upper and lower half of the score distribution. Eighty-three in the
standerdisation group obtained scores 68 and above ashile 83 scored below 68.
Vorty-three children failed their first year of school. Of those failing, 37 or
866 were identified accurately. Seventy-eoven or 634 passing, scored above 68
(tetreaboric correlation .70).

"A ready age sante was constructed by combining all test scores over a throe-
year period (N -619) into a frequency distribution and examining its resemblance
to a refuel boll - shaped curve. Features of divergence from symmetry ware studied
for slanificance. The teat for skewness and kurtosis was not significant.
Deviating scores were measured from the an and an a basis of their percentile
rank wore given an age index. This index, called a 'readiness age,' approximates
the mental age feature described for other tests and carries similar implications.
This treatment was tooted by coring the ABC Inventory ready age with the
Stanf ord-lint email age. In a small sample studs (Nal4), the product mement
correlation between ready age and amintel age equaled .78. Investigation of this
relationship is being extended and subsequent statistical measures soy not
yield so high a correlation."

AWAtglir
Adair, N., and hl soh, G. The MC Inventory*

Studies and Development, 1965.
son, Michigan, Educational



Name of Test

Author

Age

UST DATA WOURSUERT

Adj Noun Paired soc tee Tec7;

Allan Paivio

Fourth and fifth grade

Area (i.e. language development) Verbal learning

Type of measure Paired - associates word lists

Source from which the test 014 be obtained See Paivio for examples

Description of Measure
"The learning material consisted of lists of 16 adjective-nwun petrel(' associates.

The lists were constructed from worth, occurring 50 or one times per million

according to Thorndike and Large (1944). Thirty-two adjectives and equal numbers

of relatively concrete and relatively abstract nouns were selected such that
each adjective was a, relevant modifier of either a concrete or a more abstract
noun. Since only a for highfrequency nouns could be found which are abstract
in the sense of having co objective referents end yet a_ re appropriate for

children the concrete and abstract non c. chosen differ mainly iu generality:...

the concrete =UM refer to specific things Jr events while the abstract Mune

are more general in their referents (e.g., meat versus food). The items (listed

in the order: adjective-concrete noun, abstract n.--Ts,7ni are; Wooden-Box, Heal;

Soft-Chair, Spot; Bright-Star, Idea; Tellow-Corn, Grain; Clean Dress, Clothes;

Gentle-Boy, Child; Pretty-Rooe, Flower; Beautiful- en, Lady; Proud-Indian,

People; Heavy-Lead, Load; Loud-Shot, Noise; Sharp - Pencil, Stick; Creen-Ball,

Toy; Deprarlial*Y., Place; Equal - Half,,, Share; Fancy-Shoes, Things; Open-Window,

Space; Hunpsy-Bear, Animal; Early-Morning, Time; Brave-Hunter, Fellow; Herd-Irmo
Metal; Sweet-Orange, Fruit; Stone-Castle, Building; ?vela-Meat, Food; Paper-

Dollar, Money; Cold-Wind, Air; Soft44usic, Sound; Tall-Oak, Tree; Happ*.

Christmas, Holiday; Wise -Man, Person; Busy-Bee, Bug; Large-Army, Crowd.

Few lists, each consistine of 16 paired associates, were constructed from the

above items, the assignment of items to different lists being random. Within
each list, eight of the adjectives were paired with concrete nouns and eight
with abstrav- nouns. Since each list could be presented with the pairs in either

the A-N or N-A order, eight different /lots were wed in the stud

Thee author contends the procedure has potential relevance "...to theorise et

learning as well as to the practical problems of language... (Paivio, 1956, p. 570)
As the theoretical basis for his findings, the author concludes: "The theory of
weans as conceptual pegs, vitt* incorporates imagery as a mediator of recall, is
relevant even in learning situations involving associatively unrelated pairs.

Thus, with randomly paired wouns varying in abstractness, superior learning

would be predicted with concrete nouns as stimuli and abet-tact nouns as responses

rather than the reserver. prediction that Seemu: not to faille, free the
associative probability hypothesis or existing data on the effects of meaning-
fulness. Research is currently underlay to test this prediction" (Advt., 1963,

p. 370.



iend tandardinatian,

It was hypothesised thoitTitor4 ve ceder (N-A) viola be
learned more easily than an adjective-came order (IA); that pair. with esnerete
nouns would be learned as easily than compared with aristvact nouns; and that
the Interaction of iword-ender and noon abstractness was also significant,
the first two instances r s hypotheses were 'verified at a very high 141V4ti of

significance (p <001). In the last case, the hypothesis was also supperted
as statistically significant level (p <.05), "...indicating es predicted that
the greater ease of learning the N-A as compared to the A-N order was inverter
with concrete as opposed to abstract nouns" (Paivio, l963, p. 374).

The subjects and procedures for the investigation were as follows: "The Ss

136 children (62 boys and 74 girls) from the fourth and fifth grades of Zwill urban

elementary school. 8s subjects were run in nine groups? strriageo in slue frets
13 to 18 members, formed (with one exception) by dividing classroon of children
into two groups which met simultaneously with different Sc in separate class-
rooms... Each group learned two paired-ao_mociate lists, one with pairs in the
AN order, and the other in the W-A order."

piattaMi
Iluebert, W. E., and Pelvic', A. The influence of noun-adjective order

is z Journal of,, c141.2a 1956, 10, 9-12.
ruing

14

Theradike, I. L., & Verge, Tho teacher's wftrkbook of 30,000 words

Paivio, A. Learning of adjective-noun paired associates as a function of

Lucholog y 1963, 17, 370*
adjective-noun word order and noun abstractness, Canadian Journal of

New York: Bureau of Pub icetione Teachers College, 1944.

lr



UST DATA WORKSHEET

Nate a Bible Knowledge test

Luther Parehall, U. V,

Ag41 Has been used with children with mental ages
from 3-6 to 14-3

Area (i.e. language development) Knowledge of the Bible

Type of measure Objective teat (yesoino type)

Source from which the test may be obtained See Parsball (1960) in biblio/rapk

Diescriptfron of Measure
The object of the teat is "ta, provide a simple scale of questions available to

Chaplains as a tool in planning their Sunday School program" (Parshallc 1966).

Twenty-five items were prepexed from the Bible, nit from the Old Testament and
sixteen from the New Testament. They are arranged- in the order in which they
appear in the-Bible-rather-than-ft any-order-odifficulty.---

"he test was administered *wally on en individual basis..."

Examples of the twenty-live items en the measure are the following:

"1. (Tee) God made the worli.
2. (T,:te) Moses was the nails of the baby found in a basket in a river.

3. (No) Jesus was born la the city et Jerusalem,
4. (be) The Good Samaritan was one of Jesus' disciples.

5. (Te3) Following hie death, Jesus was placed in a tomb in the side of

bill."

Evidence of reliabattiiz../alidity. and standordiaation
"In order to test the reliability of the atlirwere given by the remaining 48 siibjecte,

of the original 153, the Bible Knowledge Tort was readministered one to three

months later. The mean M.A. tor these 48 sehjeei--4 was e 7:are, 10 eten,tho, he

reliability coefficient was .92, which indicates satisfactory reliability.' Scores
em this test correlated .61 with the N.A. of mental defectives and -.12 with' the
C.A. of the same grOUP.

"This Bible Knowlelige Teat can be used as an aid in establishing a religious

program of training for institutionalised mental defective*. Also, it can be

administered to newly admitted patients as an aid to placement in the religions

program of the institution. By administering this test and asking a few pertinent

questions, the religious worker should be able to obtain a reliable estimate of the

patient's knowledge of the Bible. It can be administered quickly and easily, hes

high *facet validity,* and has high reliability. It is presented to be of site- to

institutional chaplains and religious workers in developing their training programa
for mental defectives" (Parshall, 1960, p. 961).

B Ara&
Parshall E. W, A Bible knowledge test for institutionalised mental defectives.

American Journal of Menta]. Deficiencies, 1960, 64, 960.962.

Parabolic H. W. Personal Correspondence, November, 1966.
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ST DATA WORKSHELT

Name of Test Draw-A-8cene Tett

Author Lowenfeld, Viktor

Age 2-17

Area (1. i language lopment) Growth (intellectual, emotional, social,
perceptual, physical, aesthetic, creative)

Type of measure Free drawing

Soar** from which the test may be obtained See (2) in bibliography

Description of measure
The author provides a framework that can be used to evaluate the spontaneous
drawings of children to set measures of growth in the areas mentioned above in

Item 4. Re provides several evaluation charts at different age levels. The
first evaluation chart is formulated to provide an evaluation method for ggowth

of children aged two to four. This is called the scribbling stage. For each
area of growth, there are items which most be checked. For example under the
emotional growth area, the first question is, "Does the child enjoy his
scribbling?" The scorer or evaluator is then to check either "none", "acme", lor.

"much". In the book in which the evaluation charts are even, the author
elaborates on the question and gives some suggestions and rather loose criteria
that the scorer can use in making his judgment. The next evaluation chart is
set up to me.zsure growth at the "preschematic" stag*, between the ages of fear
and seven. igiin, there is a limited number of items within each cattegory, the
numbers ranging from three (in intellectual growth) to six (in emotional growth)

The scoring criteria are very loose, vthich would lead one to expect the
reliability of the measure to be relatively low.

Growth during the 'schematic" stage (ages 7-9) and the "gang" stage (ape 9-11)
is assessed with the use: of evaluation charts whiCh are separate but similar to
those for other levels mentioned above.

A generalised evaluation chart ia given whi eb, according to Lowenfeld, could be

used at any age level.

It is likely that with careful training of acarca : respectable reliability
level might be adhieved for this evaluation method.

The measure has the advantage of being usable with drawings which here already
been made.

ZiAenevalidiv...4JAL...andndardisatim
None

Siblioareohz
1. Lowenfeld Viktor. Your Child end His Art. The Macmillan Company, New York,

New York, 1955.
2. Lowenfeld, Viktor. Creative and Mental Growth. The Macmillan Comparor,

New York, New York, 1932.
West, J. Hi Correlates of the Draw-A-Screne. Jaunts]. c lobo ,

Volume 16, No. 1, January, 1960, p. 44.



Nana of Test

Author

ASII

Area (i.e. language development)

-,......111111111.-VLINIM
Mk*

TEST DMA ii ?

Hammond-Skipper Pre-School Achievement Rating Seale

Hammond* Sarah L., and eiciPPary Dora

3-3

Type of measure

SOUT410 from which

Cognitive and social

Rating scale

test may be obtained

lament

Skipper* Dora
The Florida State University
Department of Elementary Education
Tallahassee* 'Florida 32306

Dercrintioaa f reNeasu

"The %Triter* have developed an -*claw:resent ming check list which has been used
by teachers with three-* four- and five-year olds. This Aohlevement Rating check
list is not a test. No attempt was made to establish norms for different age
groups. It consists of a list of items for assessing achievement which were
selected from the literature and have been reviewed by specialists as being
appropriate for the early childhood years. The check list is intended to be
used in helping the teacher gin a picture of the child's status to be wed as a
basis -four planning and guidance and as a means of assessing a child's progress"
(Skipper, 1966). The measure consists of 71 items o which the rater evaluates
each child. Examples of item* are: "Eats with spoon, puts on coat alone* pedals
tricycle* follows simple directions* looks at page from top to bottom count*
rationally lft5* speaks in sentences (uses sentences of at least five ;fords)* and
listens and identifies sounds of different instruments. Each of the 71 items is
checked one of four columns headed "Always,#' "Sometimes." "Never*" and "Does
Not Apply."

"Directions for scorings Note items in which the pupil has achieved* the items
which need continued practice* and these which need to ba introduced. Plan
experiences in terms of analysis of achievement items. Ignore these it which

do not apply" (kipper * 1966),*

Retaking, of re_ and
Nene

lalknankt.
Skipper* Dora. Personel Communication. Nay 6* 1966.



Name of Test

Author

AS*

TEST WORKSHEET

Mauling of Opposition

.100/1.11/4.0101/.114.A.,101.1/11.110./711110141.11W.,

S to 7-1/2

Area (Ls. language development Concept of opposition

Type of measure Test, individuully administrated

Source from which the test may be obtained See Kroner and Dallenbach in bibliography

tioRsw2111easur :
Thls teat is made up of a 25-item word list as follows: White, short. fat, vet,
glad, hard, in slaw, week open, heavy, up, smooth, Uttle, sleep, shut strong,
gala, out, soft, sad, dry;..thin, long, black. The ,is given some examples
of opposited, gets feedback ins,kimited instructiett about oppositiotk, and is
diet presented with the stimulus wirittle_ose,Avil time. The scoring system
'lid not require that antonyms be given. "All that we required was evidence
that the Ss, as demonstrated by their replies to the 25 test words, understood
the nature of opposition. The answers 'not smooth,'' or "un-sisooth,' to the
word for example, were as significant for our purposes as the antonym
*nought Musser and Dalleaxbach, 1929,-p. 433). Thus, the-test-is designed
and scored to measure understanding of the concept or relation of opposition,
rather than as an opposites vocabulary test .

irateactil rellabiliandar etdsz

Worms are provided for five age groups, from 5-0 to 7-6, at half-year intervals,
with 111020 for each group. In general, the number of correct responses shows

ion withwith age. Rabinowitz (1956, p* 29) also found significant relationships
twain age of child and ability to learn the relation of opposition.

Witusft
grower, 0. and Dettenbach, L.M. Learning the relation of oppositions.

029, 41, 432-441.

Robinowitsffik teaming the Motion of opposition as.related to scores on
the Veoeirlii intelligence scale for childrsa. Asjigapjamslapj«, 1965,
$8. 25-30,



TEST DATA VORESSEET

Nan* of Test Number Facility ScaleLeaser, et, al._

Author Lesser, Fifer, and Clark

Age 6 years, 2 months through 7 years, 5 nontbs

Area (i.e.. language development) Intelligence

Type of measure Number facility

Source from which he test may be obtained U S. ice Educe n ee Reference)

Descritetion of Measure:
711* authors' purpose ". . is to nmasure numerical concepts prior to formal train-
ing in mechanics of computation or in the operational symbols. The following account
describes the manner in which they attempted to achieve their aim as moll as the na-
tare of the test:

"The resultant -in aterical test consists simply of two pictures: one for the Enumera-
tion, Addition and Subtraction subtexts, and one for the Multiplication and Division
subtend'. The former is a street scene showing houses, trees, autos, children and
other objects. in quantity. The latter picture is of a fruit and vegetable stand with
same-children-in the-scene._ _The test items_require_the subject to etnaserata, add,
:subtract, ditaltiply end divide the persons or objects in, the scene. On the enumera-
tion subtests the subject is permitted to count with ble_finger actually touthing the
picture necessary, as this test was introduced into the scale 11.* order to deter--
SLIM the subjects* debility to count. On all other subtests the subjects were re-
quired to compute without touching the pictures.

It wrs recognized that there was a risk of introducing unwanted verbal variance in
prosenting the tests in the winker. However, the mass of objects to be nanipulated,
the phrasing of the questions and the directions given were all put in the simplest
possible language. Various versions Of the specific methods applicable to each of
the subtests were tested during item tryouts and the wording producing the least con-
fusion wis adopted. Furthermore, the examiner was prepared to give the entire test

the dative language of the child, if necessary"- -(Leseer et al.., 1964, pp. 77-78)

"The direttions- for giving these tic4Ite appear in Appendix A (Lesser at al-. 1064,
A-11, A-15), and the specific enuseratione and answers required are inaltated

in the test blank included as Appendix D" (Lesser et el., 1964, p. 1-6).

As in tha previous scales, the authors' definition of the s 11 Involved in the
test and its significance for intellectual ability as be cited: "This is defined
as skill in enumeration, and in nettory and cse of the fundamental combinations in
addition, subtraction, Luiti illation, and division. It is of great importance
in arithmetic in elementary schcols and !athematic! in iscoadary scboois assear
at Ia.. 1964, p. 68).
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Evidence of end useability:
The reliability coefficient for the entire mtg. vas .96. "All ethnic groups

whole consistently high reliabilities for Number (.94-.96). ." (Lasser et al

1964, p. 96).

The range of intercorrolation for this scale with other scales was .28 (Lower-

Class) to .58 (Puerto Ricans and Negro) on the Verbal Scale; .52 Otiddle-Class)
to .74 (Puerto Rican) on the Reasoning Scale, and .40 (Ieeteb) to .54 (Negroes)

on the Space Test (Lessor et al., 1964, pp. 86-101).

1. Lesser, Gerald S., Fifer, Gordon, sod Clark, Donald R. tft Absltsfli of

Chilren in Differ sit Social Cultural '"o up. Washington, D.C.: Office
of Education, U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Comparative

Research Project $o. 1635, 1964.
Davis, F.D., Lsauer, G.S. and French, Elizabeth C., et al. "Identification

and Classroom Behavior of Gifted Elemeutary-School Children." wratlat
Research Monographs, 1960, No. 2, 19032.

In "Th. Gifted Student," C4-35016, Monograph No. 2, U.S. Office of Education,

Dpattagent of 4-ultho Education, and Welfare.



Name of Test

Anthor

Age

TEST WORKSHEET

Probst Teat

Probst, Cathryn A,

Preschool and primary school

Area (i.e language development General information

Type of measure Individually administrated question -answer

Source from ',Lich the test may be obtained See Probst, 1931, and Rosen (undated)

The items on this measure are similsr the information items on the Wescbler Scales.
There are two forms of the test, each consisting of 66 items. These itenm . are divided
into eleven areas or topics and *ix items measuring knowledge abtxut the topic. The
topics or-areas aeasursd are as follows local points of -interest; time and number;
current topics; natural ithilla1011114 literature and music; animas, birds, and insects;
plants 6 flowers; occupations 6 industries; household arts; simple mechanics; and games

erisemnents. Topics 1 and 3, Local Points of Interest and Current Topics, respectivel
obviously need to be modified for both the time and locale where the tee* is to be used
For example, Rosen/a adaptation of the its in Topic I for use in Milvautz4 contains
the blowing items; Toll as the name of -a Milwaukee spaper. What is the mine of
a lake in Milwaukee? What is the Mississippi? What is Wisconsin Avenue? What is the
Worth Shore? Whitt is worn Similarly, in Topic 3, Current Topics, soma modifications
suet Le made according to the time. Rosen has modified the Probst Test in this way
for his Milwaukee version: 1. VI* is Freddy? 2. Who is Chrushchev? 3. Who-was

thee first_ _president? 4. Who is Mickey Mantle? 5. Who is Beaver? 6; Who is Dwight
Eis enhower? Examples of other items in t1 e. test are the following: Topic V ILitera-!.
tore and Music), "Whet colors are the keys on the piano? What was Cinderella's cowls
Or carriage made of?" Topic- (Occupations &:Industries) shows the following items:
"1. Who makes money by cutting hair? 2. What.: is a shoe made of?" The its are
scored right or wrong, and the two forms of the test muy be combined to Juergen* re-
liability, Mit, test, like any other information measuring test, may be considered
in large part a measure of opportunity to learn. The test is adaduistrated individ-
ually, in either one or two sessions. Probst adlinistratod it in two sessions and
reported a Se= administration time of 17 minutes for Pars. A and 19 minutes for For*
R. Templin (1958) adnintatritted it in a single session and found the mean time to
be approxilately 30 minutes,

of reliabil r 1
Probst (1941) reports an uncorrected equivalent forme reliability of .94 and tor-
rectila relzapilit of .97. She found that corrected co:liabilities for the eleven
topics or areas range from .45 to .89 with a median of ,76. The equivalent forms
data reported shove were beaod on 100 kindergarten children, "A correlation alr .81
was obtained between the eq4ivalent forms" (Rosen,. undated), Rosen has developed an



1,4

"abridged inforotation test similar version of the Probst's Test, sad. up of a total

of 44 items. Terplin (1958) sports an equivalents for corrected reliability of ,.94.

Bibliography:

Probst, Cat A. A general information test for kinderiget.ton children.
....skeiDev .9 1931, 2, 81-95.

Rosen et. Is:fox-ration Range and Interest among Nindergarten Children.
tiarquettQ University, undated. (Uttpublished paper) .

Towline Mitdred C. General information of kindergarten children: a
comparison with the Probst study after 26 years. Child Develpa«,

1958, 29, 1, 81-96.



UST DATA WORM=

illame of Test Objective Leaves* Scale

Joao.: Williams, C.

Ale 5-12

Are* (i.e. languago developewint Language development

Type of 1101110111r* Observation of behavior and individual teat items

Source iro-4 which the test way be obtained Definition of the language scale
itera, and other explanatory data may be tybtained by writing the Aiutber at
Ira*** University* Speech and Hearing Clinic

r. tioate n.,,LLiessure
lible measure is described as language scale fisting itesa of lOOSOUSO develop-
sent at OlteellieliVe ago levels" (Williams* 1960, p. 30) and is a "modification of
one developed earlier by M. 3. Mecham."

*Met of the item were t from Donis Vineland SOCial Maturity Scale* Gesellas
Developmental Scaodules* Tetuan and mill's revision ct the Binat Scale, Poole's
Maturetion Scale of Articulation* and the works of McCartkr.''

All of the items are listed in the Williams article, and each ite m is designated
by category Reading* Writing, Speaking, and Listening.

of reliability.. validi and standon
Scores on the language scale and Metropolitan results were tested by means

of rankorcet: correlation. A significant relationship was found, except la
three grades.
2* The Impair scale scores were analysed by simple analysis of variance, P.

A significant differenee was found in OUCCOOOLVO grade levels.
3. The icons of speeth4elayed children were correlated with the evaluatiens

of speech clinicians. A significant relationship was found between to two
neasures.
4. The language scale vas tested for reliability by use of the split-bAtlf

technique. A significant correlation of reliability was found.
5. The scores obtained by teachers and clinician all using the Language scale,

were tested by t-ration and rho correlation. A significance of differeace was
found with t; a significant relationship was found with rho for most grades.
6. The teachers* subjective evaluation and use of the language scale warn

correlated by using rho and the sign test. We significant relationship use
found with most grades" Ofilliams* 1960* pp. 3043).

AlaaageMEL
Williams* W. O. The adequacy and usefulness of an objective language scale when

administered to elementary school children. our *l Idia
1960, 54, 30-33



Nese of Test

Author

Age

TM DATA 1101118HIZT

Reasoning Scale-tesser 4ipt

Leaser, Mar, and Clark

6 years* 2 south* through, 7 years, 5 maths

Area (I . language evelopmerit) Intelligence

Type of measure Scales on Verbal Ability* Reasoning ability* Numerical
ability, and Space ability.

Source from which the test nay be *Wood U.S Orrice or Education (See Reference

Desert ion el
As eated the present scales are nodineations and adaptations of
the Hunter kptitule Testt.. "The Reseasing subtests used in this study are awe
similar in content and formats to those of the earlier study than any of the other
subteits. Tbe stIjar changes in the now within the subtests consisted of re-
vising the drindngs for t! Picture Analogies and Picture Arrangement subtexts
Drawings were nude with a .4ew'to mthimising the picture-book quality previously
present. A further modifiaetion we* the addition of store abstract drawings; that
is* a timber of geometrical line drawings were utilised to measure the ability to
recognise lariat* relationship* (*told* the usual oantegt of the picture book or
story book. AU Items Included in the Iteasoning subtexts are such that no nesting
of objects ie zi--squired. If the subject can perceive the relationship Involved,
the correct answer can be indicated without Mane ary object or

,
indeed, without

iniovire the maws of any of the objects in the tizavings. Iterbalskills are thus
miniatted.

(I) Picture Analoties: Each at the Picture Analogy items consists of two large
eards=i% first card emitting, three drawings, two of which are paired The

paired objects are similar and are related to es th other in sons 'AT; e.g. smally
large, *011101k old, narrow-wide, woright-turned. The second card consists of drawings

f objects similar to the third object-on the first card. One of the four
objects on the second card bears the sem reUtionship to the third object on the
first, card as do the paired objects. ¶he subject is required to sekiet the analocous
pair.

(2) Picture Arra- ."6 This subtast comaiste or a series of plilture stories
and of abstract oejeas sequences. Time consist of fret three to five drawings,
each an $ separate card. lath item is preses*ed in a predetermined Mixed artier
and the subject is inked to arrange the cards so the pictures he a good story
or are in a good order.

(3) This anbtest coasists at a specially-designed board with Urge holes
in it to a CiLineee Caedtetik board) and severs' large 'wooden pegs. The



subject is presented with a set *2_4* iy_s4niftestr,...z.,01 =cm, orrtusisotieuiog i tlia
board skid instructed to 4p and eliminate pegs until only OM peg Maine Mg that
cee in the center hole of the board" (Lesser, et al., 196k, pp. 74-70.

The authors caution ". . care be taken in each case to be certain that the *Objects
vaderstand the procedwe before scored /teas are presented" (Lesser et al, 1964,
p. 77). To this end, they provide detailed directions for administering and scoring
the subtests (Lesser et al., 196k, pp. A-5, A-10).

As in the Scale for Verbal Ability, the authors° definition of Reasoning and its
significance for intellectual ability might be noted: "This involves the ability
to formulate celer.epts, to weave together ideas and concepts, and to draw conclusions
and, inferences from them. It is, almost by definition, the central element of
aptitvde for intellectual activities and therefore is of pair' isapartance in
all academic fields and aost vocations* (Lesser at aAvol. I p. 68

imam

Evidence of reliabilit useaby:
rellialirres corrected for attetiniovaT are as follows The r for the entire
mole (No32) was .92. The range was true Jewish (.8k) and New* children
(.85) show swat for reliabilities on the Reasoning scale than they do on other
scale,. The reliabilities for these scales are lowest for both Middle-Class Negro
and Jewish children (re.79). Reliabilities for lower-class 3egro children (rim.%)
and lower-class Jewish children (ris.88) are distinctly superior to their middle
class counterparts. Pintail., reliability for boys 0.92) surpasses that for girls
(ral.811).

"Reasoning (Median r e .62 correlates most strongly with the other scales .
(lesser et al., 196k, p. 89

of test
lesser Gerald S. er, Gordon, and Clark, Donald H. Mental allitien

of Children in Ditferse'ot Social :nd Caltural Croups. Wachington, D.C.T.-M.0* of
ducation, U.S. Dewtmernif eMit, Educetice, and Welfare, Comparative Redearch

eat Ro. 1635, l9 .
2. Davis, F.D*, lesser, end -French, Elitabeth C. al 'Identifi-

cation and Classroom Behavior of Gifted XlementAnr-School Children Ea: at...ive
Research Mc 1960 No. 2, 19032.

"m"'3. Nhe Gifted Student," 0E-350b5, Monograph No. 2, U.S. Office of
Education, Department of Health, Education, and Welfare.



TEST DATA TITCAUCSKEET

Name of Test Ri st- Lain Classification System

Author

Age Almost any age from birth to maturity

Area (i.e. league lopment) Diagnosie of type of mental retardation

Type of measure Check scale

Source from which the test may be obtained References.

Merger t M r Riggs and Margaret V;. Rain

Description of Measure:
The Riggs-Rain System is a formal method of diagnosing mental retardation according
to the degree of information available in the records. -"Six major categories are
used; I Familial, U Organic, //I Unexplained, IV Mixed, V Monoloig, VI Ron-

Classifiable. Each category Ls several subdivisions which represent levels of
certainty terms of the amount of infolmation available" (Riggs and Rain, 1932,

p. 15)

"This classifications system involves the interaction of three kinds of information:
a) Positive evidence indicating familial or organic pathology.
b) Less positive evidence, sufficient to raise a slight but non decisive

suspicion of familial or organic pathology.
c) Specific non-diagnostic information concerning family, pregnancy,

develapment, and neurological state, the presence of which %mamas that s.

there had been pathology it woad have been remembered tad reported
by the informant.'

Specifically, the Classification System enables one to classify the etiology Of a
case- as familial or organic according to "definite positive evidence" or "a *tight
-suspicion" for each amatory. Examples of each category within each level of *lido,

demo follow

"I Criteria for Claissif Canes as Familial
A0 Definite evidence:

1. At least one parent or sibling (mot half aib, not twin, not putative
parent) is diagnosed as 'backward,' "dull,' 'retarded,' 'mentally
deficient.* of borderline intelligence or less, on the basis of an
intelligence test, or by an individual or institution know to base
diagnoses only on intelligence tests; such deficiency not accompanied
by a possible organic use or symptomatology indicative of such a cause,
as these are defined in this paper."

"II Cr tette for Classifying Cases as Organic
A. Definite evidence:

1. Dia gnosis by a neurologist or endocrinologist on the basis of objective
examination that a recognized organic syndrome is responsible for the



.'srM5911tWIN'IS!!!naLinRrEME%fr' 11.111111111111M-

child's retardation, e.g. cerebral palsy, megalencephaly, Froelich*,
hydrocephalus. if equally competent authorities in the same field
have given conflicting opinions disregard the evidence entirely

One or acre of the following are in the case history:
a) Severe fails or injuries to the mother during pregnancy.
b) German measles (rubella) in first 3 months of pregnancy.

Pother had severe 41111411111411 during pregnancy."

T Ntlpful aids in the use of this System have also been provided a complete
guide to indicate levels of certainty in the diagnosis and a data sheet for re-
cording all the necessary information that will enable one to make a diagnosis.

According to Riggs and Cassell (1952), the system offers several advantages

1 It is one of the advantages of the system that rules for classification re-
gain, fixed while the specific criteria for Familial and Organic Etiology may
be and should be expanded or changed to fit new facts.. "

vs Inexperienced people might easily train each other in the use of this
system."

"The reliability of this classification system depends so much upon the accuracy
of the user, and so little on professional judgment, that a skilled clerk or
resistrar might do all the abstracts in case histories and most classifying on
a routine basis."

With added practice, a speed of abstract in information from cases increases
and the number of errors decreases. For example, in the original study with
the use of the system, ". * the amount of time oPent classifying a case de-*
creased from about 45 minutes to about 25, but the average number of errors for
the first 25 end 100 cases was 5.2, and for the bigot 25 it was still 3.5"

',Froa the standpoint of research, this system hold* certain uniciue advantages:. We
.4111:- be able to sti-s,::* bow "pure' a certain sample ,is with respect to etiology, or
apsaify in advance the certainty level we are prepared 'to accept* For example;

light wish to survey the etiology of all children *hawing artistic skill;
while low certainty of classification could not be **totted in some cases, We can
s least assign a tentative label to each. For other Problems we might want to
compare the sextant to which Not-C1susifiable or Milted cases resemble the 'purer'
examples of a certain,etioloey. it times we may want the most sharply contrast-
ed groups we can secure and would limit our sample to .cases at the highest cer
tainty level. All too often contradictory reeultig are obtained for the same prOb-
lag because the experimenters are not using the ASSN, type of case. We believe ,tiat
the reliability and objectivity of the systegi-we have JUat presented will help- those
Who use it to exchange ideas concerning the mental retarded with a mininum-of cow;
fusion" {Riggs and Cassell, 1952).

11,ricksatit tof-
Rises and. Cassell (1952) seem to describe a form of 'content validity in support
the classification system'. "In specifying the cause* kat! symptoms which we are
Willing to accept as evidence of organic damage, welavkincluded only thoseq-!
(a) which we actually found a aeries 'of about ses, and (b) 'kWh arAm



also well recognised sea being significant for the etiology and diagnosis of

damage to the central nervous system."

After a practice and teaching session for rating cases, four judges classified

the same 100 cases. "All but twenty -five of the final cases and practice cases

were under age 20. All were taken in alphabetical order from the clinical files

or had been encountered in recent departeentat work. They foaled * representa-

tive sample of the young resident population of the Training School." Several

indices, then, furnish evidence for reliability.

1. "Analysis by Chi-square show that the four fudges did not differ significantly

in the uumber of caves placed in each subdivision. .

Two or more judges agreed on the eats classification for all 100 cases. At

least three of the four agree in 85 cases. Agreement was unanimous for 61

cases. . The over-all difference between chance frequency and obtained

frequency is significant far beyond the .001 level of confidence, even allow

ing for . . low theoretical frequencies."

The authors accepted agreement "of at least three or four judges as the cri

terla for reliability . ." in the classification of any given case. On this

basis, agreement was found in 85% of the 100 cases. "Mal means that we may

expect between 76 and 91 percent agreement of this sort at or beyond the .05

level of confidence, and between 74 and 93 percent at or beyond the .01 level

of confidence ." (Riggs and Canal 1962).

Biblfokraphy:

Riggs, Margaret M., and Rain, Margaret A classification system for the mentally

retarded. Pert I: description. Triin Sch. Su/1., 1952, 49, 75-84.

Riggs, Margaret M., and Cassell, Margaret Classification system for the mentally

retarded art It reliability. Train. Sch. Bull., 1952, 49, 151-16S.



Name of test

TEAT DATA WORKSHEET

Rutgers Drawing Test

Author Anna Spiesman Starr

Age Four to seven years

Area (i. a language development) Intelligence

The of measure Paper and pencil performance test

Source from Which the test may be obtained See Starr (1952) in bitolto *Ow

AMEIPILEBAAIMBEI
The Rutgers Drawing Test consists of 14 geometric figures". . drawn to scale*

and arranged in order of difficulty with ample space beneath each figure for

the child's copy.... The following figures make up the series: cross, circle,

square* square with extended sides, oblique cross, Indian swastika, triangle*
baseball, block cross, straight line star, diamond, double rectangle, interlaced

star, Maltese cross" (Starr, 1952, p. 41) .

Al part of the procedure, the child is expected to copy a figure directly beneath

the geometric form on a single sheet of paper. Details on administering the test

and the materials necee ary are provided.

Responses are scored as 2 for success, 1 as partial credit, or 0 for failure.

As am aid to scoring, complete sad extensive scoring samples are provided for

all 14 figures (Starr, 1952, pp. 56-64). By means of a table for the derivation

of scoring norms, raw scores. may then be converted to an "equivolent drawing age

in months."

* "the Rutgers Drawing Test is, given ordinarily as an inlividual test

_although_ it may be used with small grows of children already familiar with each
other." NO time limit s necessary but Starr has concluded that ". 0 . experience

shows that about five minutes are required for the average chili" (Steyr, /952,

p. 47). Further, she has emphasized that the test should be limited to children

between the four to seven year levels "Failure above that level maybe highly

significant" (Starr, 1952, p0 5).

"Although there has been nu atandardisation of the test on children of seven years
and over, our practice is to give, a drawing age of 84 motAthe fors score of 24 and

to add two months 'drawing age' for each additional score point. Thus, a maximum

score of 28 is a drawing age gives a drawing age of 92 months" (Starr, 1952, p. 51).

Evidence of reliabill alidi ands and zstiot
--butgers Drawing Test has ,had a long period of incubation. In 1931, the ,first

results were reported as tentative norms of One lumdred preschool children copying

simple geometric figures (1(.1),_ In 1937, Stevens submitted a continuation stud, of
355 children (age range 40 Omit 6.9 years) cOpying a series of fourteen
(11), Since then further studies have been carried out with a total of 1143ftt 3;009
protocols available. From time to time, various smaller studies have been made
exploring how well mentally deficient adults and children score on drawtag tests.
Another such r.arlphal study was made of a group of Negro nursery school children,
resulting in no indication of racial differences. More recently. a rescor
was done of all the normal cases in order to extend the spread of scoring values
in the uppor age range beyond the entrance to school' (Starr, 1952, p. 45).



"A further study was made of 277 normal children within the age range of 3 to 6,

who had had individual examinations at the Rutgers Clinic. A -1::omparison of their

MA scores on Binet and Lie 1NA, of the Drawing Test showed a product-moment correlation

of .12 P. R., .019.... An additional study was made at Rutgers of 57 cases of

mentally deficient children under 12 ears of age, with no 1.Q. over 60. The

correlation between, their Binet and Drawing scores was .61, P. Rao .05. This

further supports the validity of the findings with the 4 to 6 year group" (Starr

1952, pp. 49-50)

To the best of the r
are available.

es knowledge, no data on e_ i.abi.lit , Cor the scale

BiblicoratibT

Starr, Anna S. Drawing test for pre-sthool children. Unpublished study.

Preliminary report read before Association of Consulting Psychologists.

New York* 1931.
Starr, Alum S. The Rutgers drawing test. 3.1221kaTr............_SchoolBull.etit, 1954
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Name of Test

DATA WORKOUT

Scales of Mental Ability of Children in Different
Social and Cultural Groups

Author Lesser, lifer, and Clark

Age 6 years 2 months, through 7 yeas 5 months

Area (i.e. language development) Intelligence

Type of 'Measure Scales Cu Verbal Ability, Reasoning Ability, Mumerte,a1
Ability, and Space Ability

Sourer from Which the Test Ma y Be Obtained U. S. Office of Education (see ref.)

Description of ti --
Possibly liportant features of these scales include the sample, the original
lus for the scales, unique features in the standardisation, the actual sub-tests
involved in the scales, and the purpose for the development of the scales.

Smile selection: "Subjects were 320 first grade children, age 6 years 2 months,
through 7years S uonths, 80 from each of four cultural groups (Jewish, Negro, Chi-
nese and Puerto Rican). Each cultural group was subdivided into 40 children of
niddis class and 40 of lower class status. The 40 children in each social class
category within each cultural group were further subdivided into 20 girls and 20
boys. Thus, a 4 lc 2 x 2 analysis of variance design was used (4 Cultural Groups x
2 Social Classes z 2 Sex Groups), each of the 16 cells containing 20 S's. All S's
were drawn from public schools in New York City and its surrounding environs" (Lils-
ssr et al., 1964, g. 37).

Orikinal basis of scales: The present scales were based on av)difications of the
Hunter Aptitude Scales for Gifted Children (Lesser, et al. 1964, p. 61) which were
utilised with children ranking in age from 4 years to 5 I/2 years (Davis et al.,
1960).

Unique features and standardizations: Two rather unique features were included
In the standardisation of the scales. Met, the test . . could be administered
in English or in the child's primary language or any com4ination of the two...."
(Lasser et al.* 1964* p, 65). This unique method of administration was sad* possible
by two interrelated factors:

1. ", psychological testers who spoke one of the primary languages of the cul-
tural groups (Spanish* Yiddish* several Chinese dialects) administered the tests
so that instructions .and test questions could be given. in English, the primary
language of the child's cultural group* or tiara often) in the most effective
combination of the two languages for the particolar child" (Lesser et al.*
1964, p. 26).

2. "Only words were ueed with suitable equivalents In Spanish, Chinese and Tid-
dish* indicating the same verbal concepts at appromimately the same difficulty

level for children of ages six to moven and one half years" (Lesser 441.,
1964, p. 71). Secondly, extreme care was taken by the investigators to control

P.
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numerous variables effecting test performance, These variables related to the
badkground and experience of the examinee* his persooality and aotivationv 'm--
mediate situation, and the test deaands (Lesser, et al.* 1964, pp. 22-36) .
Not all of these 18 variables related to these four broad areas were adequately
controlled, though most of them were. In any case, the authors described ex
plicitly the rationale for the contra, the method for this control, and the
adequacy and/or inadequacy of their controls achieved.

Subtests of the *atlas: "The final form of the scales used in this study included
the following stibtests and numbers of items.,,." (Lesser et al., 1964, p 6k).

Scale Subtests

Verbal Picture Vocabulary
Word Vocabulary

Nyeterical

Space

Number of Item"

60

Picture Analogies 18
Picture tesangement 16
Jump Peg 12

46

Enumeration 6
Additim 10
Subtraction 10
Multiplication 10
Division 10

Object Completion 16
Estimating Path 12
Assay Pussies 16
Verspective 10

46

ra of scales: The specific purpose of the study was ". . to examine the
patterns among various mental abilities in first-grads children from different sa-
tin! class and cultural backgrounds. Patterns mons four mental Witty areas
(space conceptualisation, verbal ability, number facility, and reasoning) axe stud-
ied within four ciltural groups in New York City (Puerto Rican, Negro, Chinese, and
Jewish), with each culture group divided into meddle class and lower class groups"
(Lesser et al. 1964, p. 1). The general purpose of the study tots ". . to extend
the general de;onstration that differential mantel abilities exist in' young child-
ren'by examining the variations in the of these diverse abilities mood,
aced with variations in social class and cultural conditions. While it has been
established that groups factor beyond a general ability factor exist in you child-
ran, little has yet bean discovered about the differences in intLerait of lutellec-
ual expression, the relative strengths related to different social class and cul-
tural influences" (Lesser et al., 1964, pp. 1-2)

Stridence of Reliabiltnd Useability:
Reliability data is extensive and should be consulted for full details (Lesser st
al., 1964, pp. 86-101). "Reliabilittes (corrected for attenuation) and inter



correlations are presented for the entire group . ., for each ethnic group. .

each social class group. . . and each sex group. . . In addition, each ethnic
group is divided into its middle and lower social-class components and-the reit-
abilities and intercorrelation described....

The reliabilities based upon the entire sample . . are satisfzetory except that
the reliability of the Space-test (.85) is sommilbat lover than desired. Reliabil-
ities do not vary greatly among ethnic groups.... However, the Jewish children
(.87) chow a slightly lower reliability on the Verbal test than the other groups
and both Jewish (.84) and Negro children (.85) show somewhat lower teliabilities
ou the Reasoning scale. All ethnic groups show consistently higher reliabilities
for Number (.94-.96) and moderate reliabilities for Space (.80-.85)

Intercorrelatione indicate ". . a rather disappointingly high set of interrelar.
tionships," They depended in large part on homogeneity of the sanple. Thus,

* when each social class group (Nm160) contaIns all ehtnic groups...." the
median reliabilities for attenuation (res091) and intercorrelations (r-.53) were
both high. In contrast, ". . when the samples were reduced to more homogeneous
groups by dividing each ethnic group into its separate social-class components. .

the roliabilities were reduced only negligibly (from .91,.89) but the intercorrele-
tions dropped considerably (from 153 to .40). These data of test degree to which
the current sampling of children from extremely diverse grout* have effected the
intercorrelations among the scales" (Lesser, et ,a1 . , 1964, p. 88). Since the test
consisted of power scales exclusively the statistics for attenuetion probilbly were
not spurious. "Under no circumstances was the child's test performance4nhibited
due to a lack of time" (Lesser, et al., 1964, p. 34). The authors suggest that the
plan of reliabilities and intercorrelations on the scales gives some 3uppOrt to
their validity. Pivot, ". . strong intercorrelations in the present study are
accompanied by reliabilitles for the scales." Secondly, they proposed that it
the predicted differences in patterns of mental abilities among these aocial class
and etbnic groups emerged ".... despite the limited differentiation among abilities,
such findings aay then testify even more convincingly to the power of the social c
class and cultural influences than if greater differentiation of abilities existed*
Significant differences in patterns of nental abilities were found awing the four
ethnic groups (IF ratio of 17.32, p .001) . But these patterns of differences did
not hold with respect to social class groups or the interaction of *4ial1 class and
ethnicity (Lesser et al., 1964, pp. 122-130).

In addition to the differences and patterns of mental ability, the analyse* of vat-
lance indicated that highly statistically significant differences for level of per-
formance existed with respect to differences between (1) social class groups, (2)
differences among four ethnic groups, and (3) significant interactions between
esclel-class ethnicity ILesser et al., 1964, pp. 102-104).

Lessor, Gerald S., Fifer, Gordon, and Clark, Doaald H. Mental Abilities
in Different Social and Cultural Groups. Washington, D. C.: oiliWrof Education,
U. S. Departient of Health, $ aation, and Welfare, Comparative leseardh Project
Bo. 1635, 1964.

Davis, F. D., Lesser, G. S., and Preach, Elisabeth G., et al. "Identification and
Classroom Behavior of Gifted Elementary School Children. agmeglaResearCh
PonoaraPhs 1960, Mo. 2, 19032.

In he Gifted Student", OE-35016, Monograph No. 2, U.S. Office of Educaticu Depart-
ment of Health, Zducation, and Welfare.



TEST DATA WORKSHEET

Masi of Teat Sequentially Sea d Acbieveaent Test

Author Richard Cox, and Glenn T. Graham

Age Kindergarten, first, and second grade

Area (1 language devoloment) Arithmetic

Type of Measure Sequential Athievement Test

Source iron' which the test may be obtained Learning' Research and Development
Center, Untversity of Pittsburgh

DeSeription of Measure.
The 4evelopment of th test was based on the following premiere: "Items for

achievement testing . . should be designed-to inditate whether or not the---
required behaviors had been mastered . ." This premiee, the authors claim,

applies to ". performance criteria for succepsful completion of some
$pe-cific year of work which *re identical for all student*" (Cox ari Grisham, 1906,

po, 1). tinder-these conditioria,-a specific score-Immad-inditate-whstha
dent has mastered specified behaviors. In extending the CoefficitgAilmae:
ucibilitz to achievement testing, moreover, the authors, reasoned as follows:
"If the behavior to be tested could be arranged in a sequential order, and the
tests were scalable, a student who obtained a score of 5 would have answered

itaas 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, and did not answer any items beyond 7. Know-

)1,4 the behaviors these items rel....sent, the score ontHe test indicates to
the teacher, guidance counselor, or researcher those behaviors the student

has mastered and those behaviors he has yet to master. The present study is
and attempt to develop such a test" (Cox and Graham, 1 61, pp. 2 3).

The normative group for a validation of the test was not-specified in terms ot

the size. The test was, however, administrated to the kindergarten, first,
and second grade." (Cox and Graham, 1966, p. 5)

j.tia and
The authors use the Scalogram Analysis by Guttman!): '14:i t ti development of the

achievement test. "The analysis yields a "Coeffitient-* roducibiit "
whiCh indicates how well an individual's response pas to can be reproduced
by knowing his total score. The value of .90 was arbitt*rily established
es an acceptable lower limit" (Cox and Graham, 1966:t-p44). The authors
contend that the Coefficient of when used,' ii*h the reproduci

bOity coefficient ". . further contributes ail:dente* scalability."
The- c# 21.1ciagjaUla. ". . determines the degree to which the
individuals performances can be reproduced from knowledge of the marginal
totals. The coefficient prevents one from spuriously buting high
*edibility from a sample of many extreme items end/or, : ; vidnals. A
efficient of .792" (Cox and Graham, 19614 p. No4tatistits on rolls-
biltty coefficients are given. "Since this test is iitig on an avierizaental
there is no data available concerning reliability *(Cox, 1966).



V.

Bibli_ogr4phy of test usage

Cox, Richard. C., and Graham, Glenn T. '?The Development Of A Sequentially
Scaled Achievement Test." Presentation at the American Educetioral
Research Association, Annual Convention. Chi, Illinois. Fiiruary
19660

Cox, Richard. Personal Correspondence, March 3, 1966.
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I is ,I ts tests esr I t AçsndIz A LLu,sr t si,
196k, £36, A7 aM t .pscUIo srstts aM anmrs requir.d sz
IMicstsd In t test b].s tno Asz I "5eaesr et ., 196k, p.
The 8cs Basis im3Mes the fcUm4u sts:

(3) Itivg Ntk: This sest cists t3ve drawings c .irp2an.s.
fl,._th*ii ov * s1]rn piass t.ri e ai aM seven av two plaass as

of fl the piases
in the first sst, the jsct I. to select fras tt choices the poic the
j4ase viii e c at the c3 it it oasUs the se flight jeth in the
1stsr set, the 3ea esiset. fras f ctIou tb. point the flight psths at
th two p1s wufl 'oss.

=! £st1ting Pth 4st * tz'as the en lie? bslter7 sitboi it ts
tO bsve s at 11t tes-d1mi1 qenilty. As It ss J ensy
fOr the vea'j Ø,ft children, it i . tsbl. for aesIng mursel children.
Purthszmore, being a cc'u3ate17 wl test, It is Uke3 that any rsnt

34 bias It.

(2) Pslau * 1t Is this ti.t ccists at two Identical sqxss,
tris1UIas ae at a cokiful heavy plastic. . at each is ant

thtc thi'.. or more pieces. The 3.eI is rqred to fit th. places tosthex
totch the 1 ch iIch is lathe iwt ast at the renth of the

The Jigsrnv Ps]as test is rst*tasd b.,e it was the most e1 test
In the øpsos Mtts u with ft. children. the p at tbs study,
the dely s s to ntllis, the easI itens fros the revi sty
It is 31k.] that this test iel4s a li4 aM reliable spstisl.vlmlisstias
ftator, as is prsb ase of the bettir ets. This proisC to be the case
in the sty at fted children, aM tb. .stIt.s of difficalty levels sigsst

an qrcp'iata t at itens hea b to in the bettiry

(3) g as: mis a sat ocesists of sixteen ii piatwes at
jsc is rsts to Identify .sch 3.ct. The list at

I.
The 3eqt C3sttcs as Is lass 1 tch. tar a spatial asoemlisa.
tias t is desirable bsose It veit3 tdetifltias as veil en

I
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percptic Th. sttt *s e to aiD1z*e the 'ez'bs1 capcnsnt sslectin

trem.3.' s1. aid Silisx objects (e.g., ci, spo, e car) Ia addition,

this stest 'ms sccx so thet evea it a cbil6 coa]d not the object

precta.1y, his r*spce w xk.d oouct it it S.zUcsted a ItabZ. identitLceticn

of object.

(') !røctii:.; it.st o,ists of three ]iuge drawi, to of street
cs of ithidr*'s )agroi ch ao contains three or fc' persona

The s*jeot is ssk. o iftsnt1i fra* tow five ctions th. pert of the s

a psrticulsr peraon 14 be Ib]* to eee fron. thet person's position in the scens

The etve ern ovides good aistisi *u :
it en as a I

rssoni1ng ability. TO rsde the coiztriion of tntUv1d.L diffarancss in

reasoning sbilit, tbe 1t vera 4ssignec to present perspective in its sii.st

fta"a, directions vera s1litt,d as as possibIa, aM aIa tteuia vera veed*

(Imss ., i96, pp. y88o).

Agdn, the ahors* definition of Co its tice aid its idg1 Lance

sM tsr cf intsl3actusi ability ahd be nc**d: 'This ref crs to a cluster of

al1s related to j%ging spnttel rkticn*ips aid siaes of objects, aid

in visusUsing tb.ir-aointe in- asc -It is iavc]xsd La geonstry, trigantry,

asdisnics, aid dz*ftiag, !n 1entary eeboo sctirtttes s as practical arts

aid dreidngs, aM in ccc tin such as baidcs, inginering, and .rditt.ctnra*

(lass PP 68&9).

zvt4ence rel.tabiliti, e3J,dity aid vessbilitZ:
the auuie

ves .8. The relis.tIti.s (corrected for stt.mettn) range fron 63 to .

The reliability fticients ves beset fcr IUdd3alss. 1eo chUdran (r..63)

They vera also relsti'ieiy low for Wa aid !øesrisClu Jevi* children (rw.yb).
The reliability cosfttcl*et far lOwer-class 1Oe3 on this scale ims appreciably
hider (rur.8l) then thet tar *iddlauCl* Isgo Children ru.63). AU etheic

canstatsnt]y high reliabilities tar bsr .- 9') aM noderata
*i1ibilitt5 far isee (.8O..8)." The data sssts, r*'cer, that the Bjscs

1st, álcag th Urn Y.ihel. Scale, correlates least strangly dth bsr scales
(asdian r of .5 'The scaset tuterccrrelaticne of the $pse Scala.. . are
pIT ipU sttrisb]: to its r rU*bthty* (isas at *1 * 1, p 89)

teat
i. 1ms.sr, 8., PLfr, Ocrdcn, aid C]Mt, Docal4 L ilsetal ]itieg

Gf Ct 4 in Wrsut Social t'ai Cr. Ita*,

aid Vel$re, Ccsrstiie easer Project Jo. 163, 19k.

2. avis, P.D., Im.aer, 0.8., aid Prcath Zlizsbsth 0., ii., Xentt.
flostion aid Claso viar of Gifted *leasstsr8th1o.t si2azia.

- - Cosi 1960, Jo. 2, 3932.

3. a,.. 36, I1onaz Jo. 2, V.8, Office t
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Mame of Test

Author

AS*

Area Ct.e. language development) Ability to use context clues in reading

TEST DATA WORKSHEET

Test of Context Clues

DUMI, L. Id C.

Elementary school

Type of measure ?eat -group

Source f om *faith the test ray be obtained See (1) bibliography

scriaticm of Measure
This is the type of short EleiSOUre of the ability to us context in reaCis4 tic
is found in many of the standardised, published reading diagnostic scales.

Evidence of reliabilizaLud standardisation
Dunn (1) used this me of to compare retarded and normal ..hildrets of similar
mental ages. He found the Mean Raw score for the retarded ,k3TOUT) to be 6.834
astes* that of the normal group was 12:53* a found this &Merano'
significant at the. I% level. "Measures of reliability and validity Imre beyond
the acope of present inveatigatica."

511.21ftgampht
Dunn, L. M. C. A comparative study of mentally retarded and mentally normal

boys of the same mental age ou some aspects of the reading protest*.
Ihtpublishi3d doctoral dissertation, University of Illinois, 1953.

rr



Nose of Test

Author

Age

TEST WORKSIIEET

Verbal Scale--Lesser et al

Lesser, Fifer and Clark

6 years 2 liouthe through 7 years, months

Area CL e. leag age development) Intelligence

Type of measure Scales on Verbal Ability, Reasoning Ability, Numerical
Ability, and Space Ability

So.ace WS which the test may ba obtained S Office of Education (See Reference)

Description of Measure:
"The Verbal Scale consist of 30 Picture Vocabulary items4 and 30 Word Vocabulary items.
The latter subtest was administrated in two parallel:Jorms of 15 words each. The two
forms were administrated at sepaFate tesOng seselOas. This technique was employed
with the Word Vocabulerri.wartly because -of the length of tine required to administer

this test entirely to obtain a more rigorous of the reliability of the test" (Lesser

et, OISE, 1964, p. 69).

In scoring the its on this scale, ". . the examiner's entered on tho answer blank

the entire response gives by each subject whenever it was anything other than an ob-

viousiy correct one. Items were either scored right (+1) or wrons (0).

"Three test influences vete statistically controlled in the analysis of covarlauce

design of the study: effort and persistence. persuasibility or responsiveneis

to the tatiminer. and age of the subject..

"A simple, rote cencellation task was used to provide a rough estimate of effort

and persistence."

2. ". To measure each child's responsiveness to the examiner, the 'experimenter
persuasibility' test was administrated.... The attempt was made "to access the child s

genets/ desire to seek the approval of the examiner in order to statistically control

this variable in determining the impact of social class -and cultural conditions upon

mental abilities."

3. "Interest the child to participate in the testing was illessurad by a structure
tared**, in the coebination with the rank and procedures Since this approach failed

to discriminate any interest level among the children, it was abandoned. The authors

provide detailed directions on the nature of the task, the scoring procedures and

the administration of the checks" (Lesser, et al., 1964, pp. 81-82).

As a final comment, the authors' definition of verbal ability as significance for in

tellectual ability should be noted: "This skill is defined as memory for verbal le-
bele in which reasoning elements, such as those required by verbal analogies, are
reduced to a nininum. Verbal ability hes long been regarded as the best single pre-
dictor of success in academic courses, especially in the largusfts and social science
fields. It is Involved to a narked degree in the work of all professions and most

of the s+ -professional areas" (Lesser et 1964, p. 68).



Evidoa.ce of and useability:
Rellabilitiee (corrected frog attenuation) rligene trot: .78-.94. For the entire sam-
pIe, r was .93. Pallabilities were lowest for Ifid *wish Children 0-.78)
and highest for Middle-Cleee Children considered as one sample (ra.94). The re-
ference should be consulted -for details on these rellabilitiee as they relate to
each ethnic group, each social-class group, each sex group, and each ethnic group
subdivided into sociai-sconomic class components (Lesser et al., 1964, pp. 86401).

The Verbal Scale (median r of .54) correlated least strongly with the other scales.
"Since verbal ability is considered to be the oast la:portent confoululing factor in
testing :Rental *Wittiest these data suggest saes degree of success in reducing the
contributions of verbal differences to scores on other scales (at least relative to
the contributions of the other scales to each other). Further, the data suggests
that, in this scale as well as aeon_g the other /Wile** !to differentiation, among
the various abilities is greatest for Chinese children (median r of .46) end lesst
for the Negro children (nedian r of .61),, despite nearly equivalent rellabilities"
(Lesser et al, 1964, p 89).

In developing the picture vocabulary, two principal procedures were followed:
1. Care was taken that the items selected would be those ". ropresontsed la the
environs's:4s of all urban children, in the population . ." to be sampled.
2. win the pictoriallaation of the item, the artists were instructed to make their
drawings of p vie neutral in ton and to include a 1111111111111 of the frills often as-
sociated with the pictures that appear in popular children's books" (Lesser * ,a0 s,
1964, pp. 69-70). Anther, the precautions with which the investigators dew
the 30 itea Word Vocabulary test in the try-out period strongly suggests that at
lout content validity can be claimed for it. First, in the selection of the
care was taken so that they were representative ones, as indicated before. Secondly
the word had to have an equivalent in another language and be similar in difficulty
within this new context as determined by linguistic experts. Thirdly, a check was
made to sea that the original English word was retained in the process of ballots trans-
lated from English to another language and/or dialect and back to English. All ex-
pert. were consulted for criteria to use in retaining words as in the Chinese group.
Lastly, the five lists of 30 word* included ". . those displaying the best diffi-.
city levels and their tryouts with the four ethnic groups.... These 30 words were
then divided into two matched lists based upon the cooposite rankings of the words
wide by the Psychologists serving as test administrators and by the test construcr
tore (Lesser et al., 1%4, pp. 69-74).

,Eitlionraphv of test *maw

Lesser, G S. Pifer, Gordon, and Clark, DX. of in Dif-
ferent and Cultural Grou21. Washington, D.C.: Office of Education,
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Cooperative Research Project Ito.
1635, 1964.

Davis, F.D., Lesser, G.S. , and French E.G. al. 'Identification and Classroom:
lebaviAr of Gifted EleasisterrSchool SoometEraleamphgto
1960, lie. 2,, 19032.

In "The Gifted Student," OE-35016, Ifoniigsis 2, U.8. Office of Education, Dept.*
of Health, Education, and Welfare.



lime of Test

Author

TEST DATA SIMMS?

Wang Mental Ability Test

James D. Wing

Ikurth, Fifth, and Sixth Grades

Area (i.e. language development) Mental Ability

Type of smut* 20 nultiple-choice questions

Source frog which the test nay be obtained (See reference)

,tilteastvez
The Mental Ability Test which consists of only 20 questions was constructed in the

Sale se _oral manner its certain of the wall standardised nultiple-choiz4 typos.
The scocing was wad. thoroughly objective. The east outstanding feature of this test
is that it can be taken by the childrev in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, with*.
In a total tine of only six minutiae -(Wang, 1941, p. 5). In a pre-trial, the test
was administrated to 41 boys ant 40 girls in grades 4-6" (Wang, 1941, p. 6).

Sole sample items of the test are as follows (Wang, 1941, v. Ili):

"1. Which One of the five words below sea= the opposite of south?
lwast, 2 sunset, 3 north, 4 equator, 5 left............,,( )

a. & toe is to a foot the sane as a finger is to what?
I hood, 2 are, 3 glove, 4 hand, 5 )"

f rellab and. jilt
The test was correlated with the fl Nelson Test* of Mental Ability, For A, for
grades 3-8. The correlation between the two tests were .80. "A partial co:mastics
was run between the two tests, eliminating or holding constant the effects of chrono-
logical age. This coefficient was .81" (Wang, 1941, p, 6).

MItermkusites.aie
Wang, Jules D. "A study of certain factors associated with childreils play
interests." Unpublished- doctoral dissertation, George Peabody College for
Teachers, 1941.
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TUT DATAW

Name of Test The Ansiety Scale

Author Jerry p. Alpern

Aga Pre-school

res (i,.e. language development) Personality-ans t

of measure Modified interview

Source from which the test may be obtained See (1) below

ftgEinoLmMe.ure
The Anxiety Scale is a modified interview consisting of 79 items which the
subject responded to by placing a steel ball in one of two boxes, and contiguous
toiled represented by a nheppy" face of a child of the same sex as the subject,
the other contiguous to and represented by a "sad" face of the same-sex child.
'The Anxiety Scale interview was composed of three types of items. The first
type of item was designed to elicit 'happy' reopened's; e.g., 'Which one looks I
like you when it's your birthday?' The second type of item was designed to
elicit sad' responses; e.g., ''Which one looks like you when you've been spanked
The third type of item, the ambiguous items, were designed to elicit either a
'bappy' or 'sad' response depending upon the experience of the individual
subjects! e.g., 'Which is yon when you re going somewhere you've never been
before?' It is from this lest group of items (ambiguous items) that the anxiety
*cams were derived."

The firat ten items of the measure included els "happy" and four "sad" ambiguous
items. The other 69 items consisted of nitennating ambiguous and unaMbiguous
items, beginning with ambiguous item 11.

In administering the measure, the examiner calla attention to the "happy box"
and points out that there is a picture of a happy boy (a girl) by a period, Be
doss the same for the "Si d boat" and then instructs the child to put the marble
In whatever box he wants to after he hears the question.

Pour scores were derived from the Anxiety Scale: (1) the total "sad response"
score, which is the number of times the child makes a sad response to, the
ambiguous interview items. (2) The speed score, which is the child's main
latency on the ambiguous items, latency is defined as the time elapse between the
presentation of the itemise question and this response. (3) Latency Score. A
basal, response tinewoodetermined-for each child by getting the average of the
latency time on the 34 unambiguous items. The latency score, then, is the
difference between the mean latency time on the 35 ambiguous items and the basal
time mentioned above. (4) Variance score, which is simply the variance of the
latency the on the ambiguous items.

While rellebilities were not high and validity was net demonstrated lathe form
of significant correletions between any of the four anxiety scale sore s and
either of the two criteria, teachers ranking of anxiety and a motor task, the
test procedure used and the pool of items for the ,anxiety measure may be of
Lateran to other researchers. Lew reliability should be expected in view of
the fact that the age range of the subjects its from 3-3 to 5-1.
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and standardisation
Tests-retest reliabilities ou the four anxiety scores* for the younger group
(chronological ages 34 to 341) range fros -.14 to .464 For the older group*
with chronological *gee Iron 3-11 to 5-1t the ',liabilities rouged free .57
to AS«

None of the anxiety scale scores correlated significantly with teachers' rankings
of illaitety. There wes also aossignificant relationship between performance on

to ask and any of the anxiety scale scores

piellinapkt
Alpern. Jerry D4 "The Relationship of an Objective Measure of Anxiety for

Pm-School Aged Children to Two Criterion Measures." Unoublished Master
Thesis, State University of Iowa. February* 1959.



Noe of Test

lathe

Age

TUT DATA WOUSWICST

Child Conflict Scale rich)

Walter Emmerich

Preschool children between the ages of three years*
seven months, to five yeers, one month

Area (i.ei longue development) Personality (emotional conflict)

,Type of measure Rating scale

Source from which the teat may be obtaiaed (Emmerich* 1959)

tioftmlatin

The Child Conflict Scale represents "a measure of a child's conflict about "k3is
parental expectations derived from the interview protocols." Youseerich has
further described the scale ea follows: "This me is composed of various
aspects of behavior believed to signify that the child is avoidins an appropriate
responre to the item. (An 'appropriate' response was defined as one which can
be stilted with respect to content on the nurturance-control scale.) The conflict
megasure used was a composite one, as it was not feasible to evaluate separately
the reliability and validity of each indicator of conflict and than select the
beet of these. Consequently* this measure inaludes same behaviors which may net
be actual manifestations of attempts to avoid responding to the item. Also* it
was not feasible to determine empirically which signs of avoidance behavior
were of greater strength. Rather, it was assumed a 2161931. that certain types

avoidance are stronger than others."

In scoring the child's response on the scale the followiag procedure was
folloars

"A five point scale. of conflict was developed 4ind applied to each of the child's
responses to the six wither-child and six father-child items." In addition,
conflict categories were used. The five point scale ranged from 0 for no
conflict to 4 for very strong conflict. Examples- of the eight conflict
categories included response latencx and hesitatioe as defined below:

. Refers to the period following the examiner's
pre nezitation of an item before the child gives any response. A "long'
response latency is defined as ten seconds or mere

Re.limists. The child starts to respond to as item, but needs sligh
encouragement to complete the item" (p. 302)

rinally,"the child's total score on the six items for a parent was iseed as the
index of the child's conflict about the parent's attitude toward him" (p 279).

bill al i and standardis fey
sae oe st eilfal sap he Child Werturance

Control, Scale by gmmerich. Within this sample* both rater reliability end test-
retest reliability were derived. In the first case, "the correlation between
two judges' independent ratings of a sample of items was +.86." In the later
instance, the test-retest reliability coefficients of 26 children were +.44 for
the 'wither-child items and +.56 for the fether*child items" (p. 279).

MasEm
Emmerich, W.

z
Parent identification in young children. netts Psychology

*nova* 1959, 60, 257-308.



Name of Test

Author A. Paul Hare and Rachel T. Hare

age 6-10

Area (i.e. language development) Social and personal adjustment of 4124.

Type of measure Projective drawing technique

Source fon which the test may be obtained See_ reference

TEST WOUSHr

Draw-AmGroup 'Teat

Desert it of eaau rot

"The Dvaw-A-Group Test is designed to identify the status of the individuals

in the group from leaders through followers to the isolates." The test is
an attempt " to 410steustrate that the children in any one group ow be

ranked in a hierarch of leaders, followers; and isolates on the basis of

their drawings of the Eroli-n

"The test is administered in the classroom., The drawings are done with

colored .Grayons
18" x 24" paper. The instructions are as follows:

Think of the children you like to play iiith most on the -playground.

Now think of the thing you like to do hest with this group of children.

Then draw a picture of your group doing the thiag you like to do beet.
When you are through we will write down what is going on in your

picture..
As the children fintah, information about their pictures is recorded by the
experimenter including the names of the children in the picture (in the order

drawn) and what is. happeuXng as told by the child," in half of the classes,

the child was asked specifically to include himself in the picture.

The criteria for analy; the drawings are the result of suggestions is the

literature such as a range of colors used, use of dark or somber colors, use of

space and relative size of figures, benne or threatening aspects of figures,

unusukul characteristics of figures such as distortions or omissions, and

bizarre or unusual ob 'es. Additional criteria are used which seam meaningful

relative to the ealmr;_ _ the instructions eld of group activity in general.

These are the number of figures in the drawing, the nature of the activity,

the centrality of the subject in the activity, the inclusion of Children ram

other classes, the inclusion of authority figures such as the taaehe. partial

drawaSs on the back or evidences of resistance to the task, and the SOXIOVII1

appropriate ness. of the drawing and the child's description of the activity t©
the instructions.*

The authors have also provided detailed and specific examples of ease letsrft

pretatioas based on these drawings (Rare sold Sere. 1956).



idence of reliabili valid t dins

"The sample for the study consists of 10 classes of children, five frost the

first, second, and thirA grades in two private day schools and five frog two

public schools is New England. The classes range from eight to 24 members

giving a total NI of 166. The children are from the middle and upper socio-

economic levels and include several recognized emotional problems and physi

cal handicaps. The ages range frown six to 10 years."

The authors have not included any data cn the test's reliability. Validity

was determined by the correlattons between the picture rankings by the clini-

cians and the teachers' rankings. "Positive correlations between the picture

ranking and the teacher's ranking, . .(werjobtained for nine of the 10

classes with a mean. y, . of +.52 which is statistically significant. . .since
the probability of &moan correlation this high or higher if the true corre-

lation is zero is <4401. In addition for eight of the 10 classes the cerre-

lations were statistically significant with p<.01. and .05. Within, these

eight clab4es, the correlations ranged between .47 and .92. "This evidence

supports the hypothesis that a child's drawing of his group is related to

his position in the group." On the supposition of that ranking extreme

distributions depending on class would be easier than king the entire class

distribution, rank correletiona were also computed ". . for a oollapsed

ranking consisting of only the upper and lover thirds of each class. This

operation. . itelereasedi the mean correlation to +.62. The difference between

tkis mean correlation and the mean rJrrelatimm for the entire ranking. 40 ..

/was statistical I significant.. ." Mare and Hare,, 1956, pp. 57-58).

libliokraphy,

Bare, A. P. and Bare, Rachel T. The draw: -a-group test. Journa. f leintas

ZgAoim, 1956, 89,- 5159.



limas of Test

Author

TEST DATA MIS=

ltruit.,Distraction Test

Santostefeno, S.

AAP 6-13

AT.. (i.e. language developwant) "a asseur. of the constrietud-flazible cognitive
control"

adainietrated performance testType of measure

Source from which the test may be obtained See Sentostefano (1964) in Ipibliography

pfJuufe
Constricted-Flexible **vitt,* principle. COUCOrilil the manner in whith a

person dads with a stimulus field containing contradictory or lutrusive informa-
tion. irlanible control individuals, when dealing with a central task, can calec-
tively withhold attention from tat se information and theroby IX* not disrupted
by it. Constricted control persons, on the other hand, have difficulty selectively
-Athholding attention from intrusive stimuli and their performance with the central
task is disrupted."

"This test is mad* up of two cards (10" z 15"). Card rcontains 50 drawings of
apples (rod), banougas (yellow), bunches of grapes (blue), heeds of lettuce (goan),
(12 each of IMAMS and lettuce and 13 of grapes and apples) which ere randomly
distributed over the card in tan ONO fruit in each row. Card 11 contains
the same colored fruit arranged identically to the first- card. Howerer, in addi-
Um, immediately above, belga, or to the side of each fruit is one achromatic
linf, drawing of one of the followbg: chair, car, airplane, Oboe, telephone,
clock, (non-food object); bottle of silk, glass, spoon, ice creme cone, loaf of
bread, cake (fof4 objects). These achromatic line des are considered 'in-
trusive information' with respect to the central task (described below) and each
appears four times on the card randomly distributed with the lost two fruits having
to intrusive information b this

1 wee given a practice card teetotal.' five of the colored fruit and It as fere
that $ bunt the MISS of the fruit and could correctly read aloud the UMW of the
font primary COIAWM from loft to right. $ was the:tusked to read aloud the color*
of ths fruit en Card 1 as rapidly as possible and without skipping. I recorded the

Wing cumulatively by pairs of limas and reading errors. Errors consiated of
omitting a color vbile.teading, readies the name of a fruit rather than the color it
bears, or reedits an lacorroct solar in terms of the correct sequence. After $ com-
pleted the first card, be we given Coot 2 on which ware_ the same colored fruit but
with the aurromding 'distractions' described above. $ was asked *vein to road a-
loud the colors of the fruit as fast as possible and to try not to pay attention to
any of the pictures tSat were around the fruit. It recOrded time to reed the colas
cenulatively by piers of limes, and asain recorded reading errors. After S compliited
the test, II ramose the chart and asked $ *baba he -happened to notice end oou re-
call any of the pictures which were surroundiag the fruit.



The test Lads three measures: (a) Reading Time Distractibility Score. (time to

read Card 2 minus Card1); CO Reading Errors Distractibil4cy Score (total read-

ing errors with Card 2 minus total reading errors with Card 1); and te) the num-

ber of intrusive stimuli recalled" (Sentostefeno, 1964, p. 214).

of rehab valid ts and standardisation:
Santostefeno 1964 found significant differences among 3 groups (grotindsmaged

children, orphaned children, and public school children) on the variable of vied-

ing time differences between "normal" and "distracting" conditions. Differences

in giber of readies errors, between the soma and distracting conditions were not

significant'for the three groups of children, although they were in the same tit-

rection as readingjihadifferences. No significant differenceswom found be-

tween the groups on the number of "intrusive object" recalls, i.e. memories of

distrecting stimuli. Scales on this measure wars "riot significantly related to

intelligeoce. (Sentostefeno, 19641.

AlliesmikrA

Sentostetano, S. 3. Cl1n. Poschol.,

in children, 1964; 213-218.

tive controls and exceptions' states



is of Tert

Aut:hor

Age

TEST

General Anxiety Scale for Chi drat

Sarason, Seymour, e al.

Grades 1-9

C

Arta (i.e. Language lopment Personality Amciety

Type of measure Testsgroup

Source from which the test may be -obtained See in bibliography

Descriaampf Pie.istwc

The MSC is made up of 45 items of which 34 are designed to measure general
anxiety and 11 'Constitute a lie cele. Examples of items in this scale are
as followes
"1. When you are away from home, do you worry about what might be happering
at home? 2. Are you frightened by lightning and thunderstorms? 3. Wheq you
are home alone and someone knocks on the door, do you get -a worried Istaing?
4. Do you worry thet you are going to get sick? 5. Do you worry *bout vhecher
your father is going to get sick?

of oliability,4 validity" and standardit
There. are no -reliability data given for the eac Several tinds of data on
validity are given by Sarum*. lie describes correlatims between the Test
Anxiety Scale for Children and the General Anxiety Scale for Children from
grades 1 to 6 in American schools and from 1 to 5 in English school*, As

might be expected, he correlations b __-,teen the two measures are lower in the
lower grades, probably as a result of lower reliabilities in the- first and
second grades. The median correlation between TASC and CASC:,-for-.American
boys was .67, and for girls, .56. The girls in the study do not show the
same pattern of low reliabilities in the lover grades as did the boys, Touch
is probably explainable in terms of sex differences on CA,SC scores.

Low negative correlations are repor:ted bg Sarason between GASC and I.Q._ scores,
and GAN and mean achievement scores.

"It is our opinion that even a cursory study of the MC . would suggest
that there are ,wore items havini to do-with possible bodily harm than with
the. estabaahlig4 and maintenance.of social relationships or with how others
perceive the -chi-Id. In other Wordi,...!the G1 SC stems to_contain items more
pertinent to the aaxiettes of boys than to the anxiutiogr-tof girls" (Sarason, 1960),

$liot a
I Sarason Seymour

Yale University, 1
e es in Eleme.



Nene Test

Author

TM DATA wonsurr

Intolerance of Ambiguity Scale {mss

Rolf *sass
Sixth Acrid*

leingusge deerei oprent) Personality (rigidity)

Type of Illessure 8elftreeting scale

Boyce from vivid). the test may be obtained Res Reference in bibliography.

Description of ileasure:
as defines intolerance of ambiguity ass a general trait, chtreeterised by need
to structure an 121Stractured situation, to avoid mbignous stomp by a tendency
to resort to bleek-wkite solutions end to meintain a, 'statue quo' rather than to
take a dance.... Obviously, the concept, intolerance of ambiguity, is closely
related. to rigidity." The 32 items comprising the Intolerance at t Scale
refleet the definition of this general trait. The score for the
consists of the total mmber its isearierd- in the direction indicative of
intolerance a embioitty. 'Keys for making this Jet are provided lu the article.
The scale itself has been administered on a group basis by ltemse. Semple' of the
it froi the sable follow: *The answer in parenthesis is scored as indlestive
of intolerance of ambiguity.*

*1. I often wish people would be more definite about things (1). (wee).
2. 7 don't like to mdertake any role ct unless I have a pretty good idea as

to how it min turn rat (1) tegree).

levidoice of liellabilit i r2t(l it and Standardisation .
le was as put * es of group tests to 260 sixth grade116-1-7ce

pupils la the pvlblie schools of a aidwestern calamity of 80,000. *About half
of the subjects ceme true aver/mental classes with *eclat emlbssis on the
dynamics of human behavior while the cther half came from, regular classes, _and
awned es controls for the everimentel else.** in a research study."

Though no evidence of reli*bility is provide r this scale, versa indices
suggest 4,anitruct or concurrent validity

1. An r or 0/ 232) between the Intolerame Aubiguity Scale end the
Childromis Ant:Mesocratia Attitude Seals indiabies that the farmer general
trait Is pesitively related to ethnooeutrism.

Children wise sonar 4 strove the mem Olielks) on reliable tests ot social
owl camstion achieve siolifieently low scores r40 the scale than
those Who maned below the aeons (lows)* Ouse statistic aly signifioent
diffeemeeet imp* even among low and Wel 'objects matehed for Lc.



eia--11ser*99%et'gip410AmbPsz,10001:anUslatioagt
eir4rsqIslamJosATVaTISITsertirimitArrincosettaoIlluttille)MAO

ti41311PIOT=irAlms*AnamAttlientOOMSOaosTasessa
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Name of Test

Author

Area

TEST DATA WORKSHEET

irritability Seale

Graham, Prances K., l atareas Ruth C., and

'Zaldwell, Bettye M.

Infants (Neonates 1-5 days old)

e. Ian, llage development) Physiological irritability

measure Rating scale to determine ". . how sensitive the

infant is to stimulation and not has loudly and les ly

he cries" (Graham, 11. al., 1956, p. 13)

Source from which the test may be obtained Authors

Description of :Measure:
11.7.1he experimenters had coLsiderable experience with the phenomena to be rated, and

the ratings probably depend .4 a considerable extent upon 'expertness" (Graham,

et al., 1956, p, 12)

"In an attempt both to reduce the dependence on 'expert judgment' and to increase

reliability, we analysed the behavior upon which such ratings would be based aid

broke it down-into separate cemponents. The Ss were first rated in terms of these

separate components or submeasures, and only afterward vas an over7all rating is

on that scale."

Several factors which contribute to this rating include (1) the in tufty of stim-

uli which evoke crying; (2) the eta e of the Intent; (3 the cry f the infant; and

(4) the ease of quieting."

A three-point scale, with muerical value* of 0, 1, and 2, was provided for the

raking of irritability." A score of 0 represented normal IrritaLtity, 1, a 'just

perceptible' form of abnormal behavior and 2, the extreme and easily identified

fora of abnormal Whavior. In anchoring the points, the definition for each classi-

fication include crying in response only to intense and external stimulation for

'normal irritibilive; crying or 'fussing! in response to wild stimulation for figgI7

perceptible irritability'; and crying in response to many mad stimuli for 'abnormal

irritabilityC (Graham et al" 1956, p. 13).

"Reliability of the procedures was measured by split-half correlation test-retest

agreement and Interocorer agreement as'appliceble. All tests sppearel to be setts-

4actorily reliable" (Grahmu, 19560 p. 32). Split-half rellsbi:ities for the pain

threshold scores for both traumatised and nontraumatised ranged from .82 to .97.

The other sUbtest scores could not be satisfactorily divided into comparable, halves.

Test-retest reliabilities for the Pain, Maturation, and Vision scales were from .62-

.69. On the irritability and sion Scales, the test-retest agreements-after 24

hours were respectively 751 and ft% of perfect mgt rent. Statistics inainterscurer



11-

agreement were as follows: (1) Maturation Scale (rm.97); (2) Vision :* is, (rw.90);

(3) Irritability Scale (682 perfect agreement). Finally, there was 792 perfect
agreement in the Tension Scale (Graham, 1956, pp* 21-22)

In addition to the reliability of individual raw scores, statistics are provided
for differentiating groups and accurate ideptification of individuals as members of
* particular group. In th.' former case, statistically significant differences (p
of .05 or .01) between the Morsel and traumatised groups occurred on all five scales
based on 7 test, t test, and Chi square (Graham, 1956, p. 24). In the latter in-
stance, two pediatricians rated 25 cases of traumatised infants with respect to the
severity of the trauma. ". . the extent of the agreement was high and significant
as estimated by * rrelation ratio of .86 (Graham, 1956, p. 18).

Itibliograohy of Test Uses*:

Graham, Frances Ls Hatarasso, Ruth G and Caldwell, Bettye M. "Behavioral Differ-
*noes Between Normal and Traumatisea lvehomt,
1956, 70, No. 20, (Whole No* 428).



TEST DATA WORM=

Nam of Teat Lift, Situation Perzept

Author Ladonko A.

Age Approximately six

Area (i.e. language lopment) Personality

Type of MOM, Urte Projective

Test

Source from Tibia the toot may be obtained See Ladonko (1962) in btb iography

Desert Lion of ure
This measure is described by the author as "...a new method of percept-diagnosis
which besides being easy to perform, offers supplementary informetion to the
Zorschech test and gives the psychologist a still better view regarding sem of
the tested person's situational reactions."

Administ7ation of the measure is simple. 'After seating the patient comfortably,
the test Lug psychologist proceeds: *New please look around yourself and try to
make a description of what you see.' This explanation leaves the patient in
complete freedom to interpret the enviroznent SS he chooses."

'Everything the tested person says is recorded, as is done with Rorschach
reopens**. During this time, the psychologist must bt completely silent until
the patient runs out of answers or has to be interrupted in order to end the
test. Then he says; *This will be enough.* In ease the patient has difficulties
after thy, first answers, the psychologist may oak; *De you see anything *Tao ?'
If am* is an answer, it must be recorded. When the test is finished, the time
employed for the description is writteL down. Late; the answers are transcribed
on a se ring sheet, classified, scored and interpreted as if it were a Rorschach
test."
Difference* borrown scoring of the Rorschach test and this measure are described
end modifications in scoring and interpretation are noted vow briefly. Four new
types of responses given by subjects taking this test, but rot found in Rorschach
protocols, are described and machined. They are: personal answers- affective
answers; subjective answers; "WD" answers... Some personality correlates of
each of the four response types are suggested. Per example, affective answers
"...indicate the intluencs of affects in the person's behavior,. When there are
five or MOTO affective answers, affects dominate over all other motivational of
behavior."

vtdnce of va atts..andard tion
Nene

Bibliostrair
Weak°, A. Tho life situation perception test. ImmellummlounownE,

1962, XV/It 291 299.



Ni m of Toot

Author

Age

Area

TEST Dim WORKSHEET

Lipsitt lf-Concept S

Lipsitt, lisle P

Fourth, fifth, and sixth grade children

uage dovelopman ) Self concept

Type of lattlieUre Self-rating ort-type

Source frost which the test may be obtained Lipsitt Child DeV44:151"

1956, Vol. 29, 463472.

ion of Ilikasures

The self-concept s contained the fob owing 22 trait-descriptive adjectives, pre-

sented are in the order used in the scale: friendiy. happy, kind, brave honuet,

likeable, trusted, good, prowl, lazy, loyal. cooperative cheerful,. thougitfsil. pops:t-

ier, courteous, jealous, obedient, polite, bashful, elisit', helpful* each of chess

adjectives was prefaced by the phrase '1 an 09 and was followed by a time-point

s ocosz. Ntanteee were eer-efdered es poottiirs or socially desirable 'attributes,

while three ware considered liegatiVO (italicized above). The rating categories, scored

from 1 to 5r were entitled attItohj,1 not .very of some of the t 11100

Lis.,,a0e and ell of the time. A score of 1 was received on an its* if '0 the
first category, s score of 5 if the last category were checked, except-in the case
of the three negative adjectives which were scored in inverse fashion* A score on
the self-concept seals was obtained for each S by swains the ratings aseribed to
himself on each item. Lower scores were presumed to reflect degree of -ealif-dis-
peragenent.

The id4uklself scale contained the sane adjectives but here *ea wal-prefeced. by

°I would like to be . Again, S rated himself on each item an firiselar scales.
The discrepancy scores employed in the present study consisted of the simple sub-
traction of the total self-coneopt score frost the total ideal-self snore.°

Tice discrepancy score was used because it is customarily considered as reflect-

ing degree of dissatisfaction with oneself."

f Rellabili V and Standardizations

was to , sixth gtadere on the day

The sample use subdivided as follows; fOlurth grade, 47 boy* and 62 girls; fifth

trade, SO boys and 61 girl.; sixth grade, 41 boys and 37 girls.

Test-retest rellabilities over a two week period ranged from .73 to .91. for the self-

concept scale sad .57 to *72 fur the discrepancy score. In the former scale all the

correlation coefficients obtained statistical significance bwood the A01 level.

It the latter scale, four of the six correlations obtained siinifieseco at the .001

level, and two at the .01 laud.* Ho reliable grade Or sex taboret** of mese-smU

Wit scores were emident* Nowever, ". . for all six graiUt-esz combisetione,

tbe-zaf-coecept MOM* correlated significantly with porfousenee cat the WAS Child

Ise sidof eet liaaiety Scale), by soeperable correlations for the discrepancy scores



were somewhat less and in s t less and in some cuss not reliable" (Lipsitt,

1956).

Bibliovap

I.tpsitt, z. P self-concept scale for children and its relationship .to the child",

rents form of as Misitest Anxiety Scale. old Dovelez, 1936, Vol. 29, 463-472.





The uppex' bei'.i; cxt tba aitittonc defining ctcrr III wggst a d1sp1&yig of

'
the self in conBExtawua, 8o10 verb1 behviar; the Lower bers sugat a pz'eThrs

"
enee ror patsei're, 1ncoi&sptcu.tn*s bebvior. I

WLtb the ex?e:pb1ou Of ittmt1ou 11, the iapper bers of Pctor IV onta1i syiboUc

act of' agg,et3io Lt cont.eated With the avert, forceful aggres.ix& xepresented

in J.ctor I e behavior ot the 1oitr tembvr 1nifari1y suzt order aM

zw!e.tnes8

Becauie sivat ian 10 al&o contributes to 1?&ctor I", the cIeøcripUm ef Factor V

is considered to be tentative. By tiring and band..cfttng 1 (sit*tiane 11 '5),

S eesa to exrcie sane degree of control over i, wbi1s the slternitei* ast
canp1i.nce $ accejttce of control exerciaed by the" (9entoø 1960, 375

376).

vtdene ol rel.acility vaLIUtr, and ntandardUzation:
.------. .__ - ._.___ .__--. ________,_

.he )ST perforanc. of brain dsged, orph&ned nd pitUc school children was

ex'iued to detrmire ii' dlf!eiences i their behtwival reponse would be coi..

tstezt vith peson,lit3r chacteristica associated with these groups, th pro-

viding suoxt for the cczistruct validity of tLe taethod. A nzber of the situations

disc im3ect og the groups in di ect' which provided sh support. For

extile, ain damaged children showed re agretsion (tearthg paper versus re

pairi'g torn paper with acatch tape) aid a gret need for atueture (tracing &

claøi versus cQpciug it free liazO. Orphaned ch1then, an the other hand, showed

that oral 3re31v on3iderctio3 minated the:!.r encounters with objets (e.g.,

they chose ,1 f1cwt1r more cftr to drink witer frou a babs bottle versus

CUP (3 stazio 1965 p. 21)

In the ra*ine 13tty, SateTh states, "It ubtuld b noted that o frequencies

were oierv1 tc oc in dtections cont2r .o eL differences betwn the

group'

Zn geni1, the r*.sult proi1de ie stipprt foh1 th validitj of the ccnatructs

pree'd to be ted by svera3. of the ittioxw aad presezt iutplicatious for

e;naUty raaieh ai c1tnia1 s&eit.

f'y 2'jIiO. 5. 'cd- cIoic ic'; zrnlitr iea3ures. iptthlished

coctor.l erttLon, iw r.'ctht Stat Univrsitr, 1957.

Saofno.. S. A: iortin of :atce sre of preon11ty. J.
iir. Pe:fct.ol., 6O, 26 733'17.

Santostefino B. )inc ititioz cci t of irLwiag chjldjren.
!SerriU-PLt32tr cus::. ie.. 1962, , 261269.
f IT - _- 'a4 .. -

Sato*tfano C. Cortt miULtty cC the thiature aitizationa teat: I.

the perfcrritnce of a.blic eclwoL, or*rnned ai4 brain deged children.

J. n. Psvch3l., 1965, 21,
_M1J,.t

: n
- - _a. . Pt. J
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'ma DATA WORESSRET

Sy,

Name of Teat Mooseheart Wishes and Pam: Inventory

Author Ifrxmehsart Laboratory for Child Research .
Mooseheart,

Age 446 years

Area (ie language development Personality

Type of measure Projective technique

Source from which the test say be obtained its simeographed copy may be obtained
from C0.11tithard Zilch, Child Guidance

lioosi4dseert Illinois

Die Infonsation obteitted on the Wishes and Pears Inventory " Marc used as a proi.

section of the child's personality and is so interpreted. The inventory cintsiste
of series of questions which have no correct animers whatsoever and hence assume

a projective nature. "While the form of the questions varies, replies to questions
on each of these items and reasons for each of the remiss are requested:

3 Wishes
2 Positive Identificationi
2- Negative Identifications
2 Desired Activities
2 Undesired
2 Changes Desired (in oneself)
2 Pears
l Earliest Recollection

The iiirentor coma in ti forest Fora A designed for younger children, and Ikris

for older students. a former, the questions "4. may be 'read verbatim if de-
sire*, and the responses noted trAder each heading. The child should be
asked "Whytt he chose that response since i:be reason for his choice will often; give

the clinical' more insight into the child's psrsonality than will the choice itself."

**las of the questions on this fora are given below
*Wishes: With young Children this can be presented as that gifts of tmagiclin
11C "Do yiii.knoor what a megiciatt is, t magic sang Todey imagine that I ea a
Magician, eat give you anything in all the world. Of all the things that a-

- magiciaa'aith give you what would you *dab for first?"

2
3

Vt:s Ideatifiesti.ont
LC. "I as still a magician who can make you any body you west to be. liow

the people you have ewer hears of, people you have sees in the movies, the
funny papers, hairs ea the radio, road about or know thee; maybe they are alive
or dead, sayber they are real or imaginary* what parse* would yam most went to be

*1-



.3.

Ng. Idiantifications
2,0, al an still a mmagxel-rn; and booms* I lie you I don't vont to oaks any Id*"
to Cl tho people 7,7ou have ever heard of; know; an in the movies; if you
had to choose someone tc be ilk* who is the last porson you would choose?"

, IP s'ilby Would you'ehoose thaw last?"

3.

*rom S is a record blank and nay be used with the questions given on lora A or
with 'Simplified questions (as below):

l If you could hove Maya's* you wished for, what would be your wish? Why?
What tau would you wish for? (Throe answers)*

2* Who *mild you wet like to be like? Why? (Two answers)

3. Who wouldn't you like'to be like? Why? (Iswo sosverl).

In using and interpreting the Inventori; be broad generalisations appear« First;

,fir Inventory has been, found valuable in use with child en between 4 and 16 rare
-of ege---Sla ylolds *spocielly_rich material in the _sage _range to 13 yaars" Sec-
oadly; the recomassidation is to obtain data from: two gonoral sources of informs-
elm. Ono -suggestion is that the test behavior .4:4 the S be noted in toms of, sew-

oxa di ions which are outlined vagueness of 'responset; suspicion and ro-
ststancs etc.). A second source of finings stow from the responses on the 10-
ventory ;Mob say be classified in tern* of wishes indicated by the well *Ousted

or the asladjustot2* Guideline's for staking this decision are outlined,

As a ffts1 comment; sow* work has been dowa with the scole to dot*, wino "ago trend*

and sot differences in the wishes, identification; activities; and fears of 04
drift° (Winker; 1949)*

of met standordisation:
The scale has boon used with 750 children at the Itoosohoart Laboratory for Child
Research °tinker; 1949; p. 191). Inventory (however) was purely exploratory

and no statistics (exist) on reliability and validity" (Persona COMINIACIP.

ti00)

laiStarkftt
Zilch, C.R. Person.. Coassmainetion. July 6; 1966

lgoosehairt Laboratory for Child Research, iloossheart; 1111 The Wishes and,
Furs laventory Undated Omimmeogprophed),

Winker; 3014 Age trends and sea differe nces in the wishgm* identification,
Oettelties; and, fears of childron Sadoljjszsisfte; 1949, 20, 191400.
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Name of Test

Anthor

Age

-Area (i.e.

TEST DATA lialiSBEET

Mummery Scale of Ascendant Behavior

Dorothy V. Memory

3 to 5

language development) Personality (social acceptability or social maturity)

Type of measure Rating scale

Source from which the test may be obtained Kommery, 1963

.szktiftd1.1
Mummery's Scale is based on the following definitions of ascendant behavior, "ascot-
dant behavior is any kind of behavior by which an individual attains or maintains
mastery of a social situation or attempts to attain or maintain mastery so that he
is in control of his own activities 1., 41. can carry out his purposes. At the preschool
ages, attempts at mastery 'of a site-. on include:

1. Attempts to secure materict.t. oe *ants from his coetpanl, ono.

2. Attempts to direct or infloitAce the behavior of companions.
3. Attempts to defend himself», ble possessions, and activities and to resist

mastery includes:
4. Success in the ab0110 tb,ree t:.-4so of ettempts

In accordance with this definition, thix antoor developed 79 categories of thildran's
behavior classifiable under els-. headings. Zit headings and examples of the behavioral
categories are given below:
I. Verbal methods of securiog play materials. (15 items, 1-15). The child uses a
tteelaratiWe statement to. r:press a desire for a toy whith his companion has, or which

near campanili:on-4.

e. 'Want that over that.'
b. 'Hey, 1 need that scoop."

t 6 41*

:II. Physic:al methods of securing play materials. (9" items, 1644).
Chi31 takes a toy frau the possession of his coapatdowi. is**, he lamildiately picks

up a toy Which his companion has been using but has just put down.
a. A. puts shovel dawn wbile he is amPtling his dish. 3. quickly picks it up.

* * 4 6** 06*. 00* 640 *00:

/II.. Verbal methods of dirocting companion (2,1 items, 2$40.
Statements in 11414 as suggests a certain mutual activity by the word 'Let's,'
or similar expreteions,,

a. 'Letts make a road.
J. we build a bigger hill?'

Aor * * * Sr*** lr 1M° '.** r *
IV. ThrliCal rA)tbodis of directing companion (8 items,. 460.53).

forts or inhibit Companion's tautly/Ay by a nonarettial tSreat of
up fist* as if to strike.

.
Child ettempts to
force; e.s.. 'double*







TEST DATA WORKEREET

Name of Test Perception Score Sheet

loather Combs. A. W.. & Soper. D

Kindergarten first grade

Area (i.e. language development) Observation schedule

Type of sleasnre Percertions of if ind perceptions of others

Source from which the test may be obtained See combs. A. W. & Soper. D. W. in
bibliography

tion lietseas
This is a frame of re erence to be used by specially trained personnel to evalue6t
the relfpereeprione of children and their perceptions of other significant persons
in their ewrironment. There are 39 items or area* on which each child is rated.
using a five-point scale. Most of the items are described and clarified, es in
the following example:

"I. Perceptions of G4Of

14.--Se1;1

1. Adequatte--Inadequate
_This category refers to the child's overall feeling of adequacy. It
represents a global feeling-or being fulfilledd, enough. sufficient, a
cunt rotated to feeling ineffectual, lacking or the like. It Amid be
recognized that it is possible far a child to feel generally-adequate
while at the same time possibly feeling inadequate with respect to some
individual items on our check list.

8111-4.0 as Instrument

This section has to do with various categories describing host the iiidividuat
perceives himself all aitt instrument for earning out his purposes,"

"Adults helpful--Nindering

Adults are nerd fulfilling or need frustrating or depriving. Ad4ts are
seen as a source of satisfaction of one's wants. hopes. desires. Molf's
are facilitating to one* goals and purp04101411

The items are grouped as fellows:
I. Perceptiens of self

Self generally
Self as instrument
Self with other children
Self with adults
Self-with teachers
Self and the 'school curriculum

,1119M115/0136ie4,11



II. *options of ethers
Perceptions of children
Perception of eihalts
Perception of twee
Pere:option ,I school

This obtervetion schedule SOK* to be appropriate for mast elementary schen
children., although C end Soper used it only with kindergarten and firer
graders.

ane* of reliebili Midi and stradardiratian
$cat** the kindergarten group sera facto? soared. "An OXOSIthitiANO of the
commanelitios of the 39 iters**.shase eel/ six it it canannalities of lOsO
than JO rad iodinates a high level of reliability for the scales used is pis
2teseerekft"

The strangest foster identi:led use labeled General Adequacy lacterit" "itin
is an siII-inclisive factor including every item on the Perceptual Score Sheet with
the.exceptloii of 'enough in music' and 'enough in art,' This factor alone accounts
for 67 percent of the total variance of the 39 items. Its strength and pervasive-
ness is: further emphasized by the fact that the next strongest factor (II) accounts

fiii,only 9 percent of the total variance, ?actor Is by itself, accounts for more
of the total variance than the sumOf all other identifiable factors in the analysis.

.11Lbjizo

-Conhet, k.,W" & Soper, D.W. The relationship of child per*eptions to achievement
and behavior in the early school years. Cooperative Research Project No 814-.
University of Florida, 1963.
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Itoildonee of va$A1 stsaderdisation
vas bat each the seam

ese a ylth ea mat for at oamtidoeco reties ea a toarmoolat eado.
Oaly tholes seelee that aro rated lees t tear (so oentideaee) ears, eaesped
for laelnelea.* Nada, it *1.4 1966, p. 69). The owls for the Owileleate ooam
fides** is retlai, tosetber elth s *sore for sods level of oadlileaces is as tansies
eaglets oastideace, 3.; sgderato ocatidtace, 2; ablaut aoarldesee, 3; mad ao
coatideaeo, # (Pterbiatrio coding* a.t.).

Though ao stotistleal data provided for the mole* It aey be of particular research
*am for salloral. reasons. Mame, Edda goad his eolleagoes (1866) madder these
smoke *mailable to reliable apieureasaki.* Iforeaver, the Cedies moles of this
type are re1atively rem"

2. Z., Mason C. 31., & !Mese, K. C.
*latices:4y headioea dd.1 x a ead the elsraeatar whoa. Detrati Woo* nut*

UstWit'' NHS,
Rubin; X. Z. Peyeklaitzlo oodles (a.d. ditto).
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O** th. basis of th1 evid.nc, tbe suthOs concludsd " . . . that there ta a re-
ii*b1e and positive rslationsbtp betveeu the nu*ber of syt*ptona roported by a
child's *other and a degree of a.1sdjuatiunt reported by a ch1d's tøacher
(Glidawell, 1963). .

A second source of validity received support frcs the predictive affici.ncy of
thi eypton inventory as a screeuing tustruam*t for eotiona1 disturbance. Three

.
criteria affect this efficiency. First, the z*iber of false negatives should be
*ina*1; that is, the instn*ent should not alas ..lecttug children ibo are ac-
tu4iy diiturbàd. This crLteriou has also b.i 1aba1d the "aitdau *ias.dcas.
rate." Secondly, the fs]es positivO rate should also be alnlaai; that is, the
dealinstion of cbil4ren ss disturbed who are. not *aladjusted. Thirdly, the nua'
her of children selected for further examination should ba optimal; that i,
adjusted to the diagnostic facilities available within the agency doing the screen
iug If the minimia ldssedcsse rat. is the ptiucipa1 criterion, the best cut
off point is between 0 "d I aynpton. The missed-cu. rate of the percentage of
fas n*Uvss in this case is oniy 9Z but the fall. positive rate is 82% and
84% of the children referred will requir. further study. If a *iniuuia cf false
po4tivs donstitutsa the main concern, th. critical score should be seven or more
sptons. Almost all (99) of such children would be found to be disturbed but
thb rate of false negatives would be very high (88%) If on. wishes to maximize
the succlis th predicting both presence and absence of disturbance, the critical
ant-off score should be near the middle of h. r*ngsthet is, after three syap-
tons (Gltd*welt, , g., 1963>.

Is abort, t'he authors hay. saasrisad the validity data for this inventory as
foi1wss "The question about the possible rsl*tionahip between mother' reports

teschexi' ratings is given as clear-cut an answer as corrdatioaal rsssMcb
n give. The existence of th. relationship was desaonsrated in * pilot study

it was confirmed in this large-easple study; and it has been confirmed on sever
*1 subdivisions of the large sample. The several sub4iis1ous confirm its ax-
litsuce separately for both boys and girls, and separately for four social
:jlausa. It appaa*a quite clear that, at least for samples in St LOuis Couz**y,
the greater the maber of syapcons the mother reports th. greater is th. like-
]thood that the child will be rated disturbed by the teacher" (Glidewell, g
l99 pp. 126-127).

"With respect to th. second question about screening effectiveness, th. current
fidiVgs are quits comparable to previous amsil amirpis findings. ..."

The current study gives 68% valid decisions off f 3
"Altogether, these findings indicate screening .ff4cicay better than many
paychiatrio screening tsctrniquU .." (G1iiMwll, !.t ., 1963).

Ci14ea, argaret; Donks, H.L.; lisush, I.L; aucbrnu.11sr, A.D.; Clidamefl, J.C., &
Zsnter,KJ. C*nity mental health research: findings after three years.
Msr..Paycbiet., 1958, CXXV, 970-976.

au4swsll, J.C,; )Iensh, I.M.; Gi14ea, Ilargarse. "Sebavior symptona in cbildrá ønd
degree of sickness." J. Psychiat.., 1957, 114, 47-53.

--



J.C.; Glides, Margaret; C.L., Danko; Rat. , & Molitor, H.S. Sehavior
**tons in children add adjustnent in public sciiool. ;
1939, 18 123-130.

J.C., Danko; RA" & Maxtor; M.B. Screening in schools for behavior
-disorderss use {.1 *others* report of sysptons. 3..aflue. Res.; 1963, 56,
506-515.

Xantor, M.S. Sone consequences of residential and Social nobility for adjusts
11141131t of children in Mildred S. Xantor (Id.). Mobil i and Mental Health.
Springfield; Illinois: Charles C. Thomas; 1965, pp.

.y4T.,040.



TES'r DATA IfORESSSIT

Name of Test School TAT

Author Mary Engel, toh.D.

Slevientary school. age

Area (1.0 language development personality

Typo of measure Toot--ludividusaiirojective
Source from which the test say be 4ibta3mod

This is a pictura-story test in which all picturapocard ptleali era school-oriented
shoving school-ago chairen varicus asibiguous si.tustions. to constructed a cove.

Contiallikt ropresoiting wore or less nature ways of casing to terns with. the
dessods cif the school out greeted responses to the School MT acconlingly. The School

ts.of five pictures, tour of which have equivalent versions for 'toys aad
girls. portray children in various situations that often occur in the COW'S

a school sday. They- depict children on a school bust youogsters in an art class
:with ono child apparently yelling or yarning; a child at the blackboard with in adult

id* bit; a youcoster racing down a school corridor :with a clock overhead; acsi
elessroos scene with all children but ono raising their hands." ?ha exaeiner
floe the stories into the following categories: liebellion, ?latitude. Constriction,

Punisloon4, Magic Solution, lever Agatn tor:Adorn Solving, and Ifsoacif4.
those categories axe described brief '.f.

of vjgtitu.settit
Intariorater reliability is rist.81, based on the indepeadent rating. of 126 stories

fro* pilot subjootts by the investigators and a psyavologist not associated with the
projoct. Two judges not associated with the Ttroject replicate the *stings these
date, working frost mitten dofini.tions of Oa titer:41es, to the extent of ris.$3."

Piblioarapig_ of test mean

Stigel, Mary, Cohan, *Aorta S., and Sanfilippo, Janet. Children tell SWAMI
*bout .1*cl:col-wen exploration of the differences in the elseentery grates. l'apet
road /it Mier. Psycho1. Ass., Loot Andes, California, 1964
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Deference to change refers to Improvement in social and emotional adjusteent
as a resat of placement in a special class for emotionallar disturbed children.
"A total of 151 children tree kindergarten through fleeced grade were rear
to 1Wsflotte (Xtebiglin) speefeet cuss as candidates for placement
in the special class proem... (Rubin, 1 p 48).



TEST DATA. WORESHEICT

game of Test 'teacher' a Rating Scale

Author Saraacn, Seymour*, et itt.

Age Elementary School Children

Area (i.e. language development) PereonalitrAnxiaty

Type of measure Rating Scales

Scares from which the test may be obtained 8ee bibliography

posicription of Measture,
is is a rating scale to be used by teachers, designed to measure 'misty in

elementary school children. 'Each of the 11 items is rated On the five point *sale,
in whish a score of one means that the behavior described in each item occur*
"very often." (A ishild as very often like this; it is very characteristic Of
bin.) A score of two means that the behavior occurs fairly often (the child is
frequently like this; it is fairly characteristic of him.) A score of five
means that the behavior *barna never occurs. (The child is hardly ever like this;
it is mot characteristic of bin.)

Examples of the items on which the child is rated using the afore mentioned scale
are as follows: 'sl. Does the child perform leis well is school than your
evaluation of his intelligence would lead you t eapect? 2. Does the 'child's
voice tremble when he is asked to recite? 3. ILloes the child become upset when
he is told that the answer which he has giv is wrong? 4. Does the child**
illness or physical complaints tend to coincide with test days or class recitations?"

reliant and standard sat on
gareson 1 correlated scores on e Test Anxiety Sea e for Children and
Teacher Rating Scale and found that the correlations ranged from .09 tw'il34;
Most of the correlations were significant at or beyond the .05 level. Samson
(1) further found fairly high negative correlations between teacher rating scores
and Min achievement. with a strong tendency for the magnitude of the correlations
to drop as grade level increased. It is also a negative but la correlation
between teachers' ratings and I.Q.

Etitlitausehy
Satrasott. Seymour S. I,. st,,

University. 1960.
e n Em..I,m.Ch Tale



Of rnUbi1iti,. V.ltdtti sad J.LUtis
sAd sCors. wsrs cslcu]Atsd tsr poorly M3ast.d .adteil'adj.stsd chil

rsn ea each of the four sesiss. The r.phie evidence iAdicstss that the asdisA

acer.. for vm11*d3sats4 1ifts os all f sosls 'are coasidsr*bly hi$her then

those for the poorly sdjvmtad iuf*sts (1939, n. 4443). m. a for each troop vms

tveat (i11a4justsd Infants) sad thirteos for the pooTly adjuatad cbildrea (l959

p. 433. The poorly .sdjust.d chUdsn iszs L*vlaj 1* foster houms sad the *.1l

ad3usted vith their parents. In the proosse of dsi.lopth the t. for the semis

F



the author used the following sequence. Becords of factual behavior fOr 150 in-

fants under core of a local *sem, were examined. Descriptions of behavior were

then listed according to their reflection of security or insecurity. Subsequently

agreement with the senior psychologist at the clinic wits obtained with respect to

the categorization of the majority of items. Lastly, items for the final revision

were selected on the following basis: (1) initial adjustment t4 anew or changing

situation (2) reflections of security, and (3) indications of Insecurity. Relia-

bility co:fficients of the four scales were based on the Pearsonr correlation for

tart - retest scores free the groups as *whole irrespective of clinical, clue iden-

tification.* These coefficients range frau .46-.91. The author conOlu440 from

these results that ". * the test-retest reliability of the Infant SectiOiti Scale

is satisfactory and, with the exception of level 4, test 2 increased with age"

(19490 p. 45). The author contends that consistency of results °lathe Same chil-

dren over time should not be expected in view of their intense respensiveness to

their environment. At present she is ettelspting to obtain date from internale-

tfte-reliability (1966).

S.gsfgk.oj. Test lifts:

Flint* Botts M. The ,Sacurity, of Infants* Toronto: University of Itoronto Press,

1959
Bett K. Manual for Infant Securit Stale. Unpublished material (ditto).

Personal comauatcetion. March 30,



TEST DATA WORKSHLET

Nause of,Tast Zeligs' Annoyances Test

Author Zeligs, Rose

Age Sixth grade

Area (i.e. language development) Sources of annoyance

Type of measure Questionnaire

Source from which the teat may be obtained Seee Zeligs (1966).

ReecrittionatiLeLsure:
This test is designed to identify the personal, social, and environmental "fac

tors" annoying to children. The author suggests (Zeligs, 1945) inditectly that

the test may measure adjustment or irrj.tability.

the.follosing material from. Zang (1966) gives information on the adainis ra-

tion and scoring of the measures. "DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARING AND ADMINISTERING

ZRLIGS' ANNOYANCES TESTS

TEST 1, PERSONAL FACTORS ANNOYING TO CHILDW
List items found in Journal of Genetic ZgalltkosE, 1962, 101,

pages 256-259 for the boys and 260-265 tor-thetirlso (from

tables) title: Children 's3 Attitudes Tdaati00evances

Like Don't Mind Don't like Hate it t ;such

On top of the page have child give:

Name Grade Boy or Girl Date 'Se 'boo'

Then write:
DIRECTIONS: We would like to kno*1007 0440 fafiel eboUt'certain

things. Put a circle around the word or)* tell,best how

you feel about each thing on the listglvaillike the thing

tioned put a circle around the word 0 doetcara-either
Way, put a circle around don't mind, like the W.,*

man tioned, put a circle around the wor 1*Itate; if you baite

the thing mentioned, put a circle am* estid.if you
ri

hate much the thing mentioned put a cir01 the words hate

Muth, Answer everything on.the list* B 1u1 to Agive-your true

feelings.

TEST 2. SOCIAL FACTORS ANNOYING. TO =vans-
1.10011,010.111M. IMO 1110~1~11411.11WIF 4.1.111111~11.111 IMMO/ 4.1.10.101~101.11111.111.1.10C

g Itolfound in tables in JournalofJOit i Vsvcholo0,1* 1945,

29, 7582, making separate teat* for bays: aid A.far girl" Proceed

as for Test 1, above.



TM 3. ENVIRONKENTAL ?ACTORS ANNOYING TO CHILD'ANN

List items found in tables in ,Sociology, it Sockal yesearch, 1941, 31,
549-556., !salting separate tests for boys and for girls. Proceed as
for Test 1, above.

The three to can be administrated at the Sarne time as it does not
take long to encircle the words, and the falter they answer the more

reliable the results will be.

TO SCONC. Add total number of Items encircled under eath category of feel .

ing. Multiply the number under like by 2; under don't mind by 4; under

11441114.4aby 6; under hate by 8; and under hate much by 10.. Add the

totals and divl.de by 10 to get the Boo*.

The total score divided by the number of nlist the test gives
score in per cents. The total score for :,entire test of our study.

Of all categories was 56.4% for the boy4. $0;.41,t for the girls, and
58.4% for all subjects. The higher the sio,re ':',the more easily annoyed

the subject is.
1,

The score for an individual is the per ciini4f~:;*he highest possible

scores i.a. if a subject marks hate much f0*ery item his score

would be the total number of items and the r:,cent would be 100
per cent" (Zeligs).

ridaxacn of re it vti 13d t andstandardisation:

Soa* standardization figures are given for sixth grade boys and girls n the

articles cited by Zeligs.

Bibliography:

Zelige, Bess. Snvironmenttl factors annoying to children. Sociol. sot. tie.,

1941, 25, 549-556.

Zeligs, lose. Social factors annoying to children. Jt.6221; Psychol 1945,

29, 75-82.

Wigs, Bose4 Children's attitudes toward annoyance

255-266.

igs, Rose. Directions for preparing and admix

test. Personal coiuunication,1966
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TEST DATA WORKSEsitET

Itronfenbienner Parent Dehirrior Questionnaire (IPBQ)

Uri° Bronfenbrenner, Professor of Psychology
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York

Fourth through sixth grade

Area (i.e. language deve/opment) Attitude Scale (Child's perception of how
his parents treat him)

Type of measure Questionnaire

Source from which the test may bee, obtained Sie elman, 1965

Desalskn of M.,......evtse:
The BPBQ requires that the child answer questions about how his parents act to-
wards him. The questionnaire apparently,has particular research value from the
phenomenological standpoint since this vier stresses that only the child's per
caption of his parent behavior toward Wit affects his personality deirelopment.

"The SPBQ consists of 45 statements concerning parental behavior.: The same 45

statements are used for mother and for father. The children are asked to indi-

Ceti the extent to which the statements in the questionnaire are true. Of how

their parents act toward them, The subject selects one of the faldeing five

choices for each of the first 25 items; in every case, in most caewei soMetimes,
seldom never. The last 20 statements have the choices of: almost* *Very day,
about once a week,. about once a month, only once or twice a yeari---never. The__
scoring ranges from 1 (in every ease or almost every day) to 5 (never), so that
a low final score indicates affirmation Of certain parental behavior end 'a high

score denial of some parental tendency. Fifteen variables are **portal:4y mea-
sured by the BM, and there are three statements for each variatilie.* the range
of scores for a single variable, therefOre4 is 3 to 15. The three Otenti for any
one variable are separated from each Other by seven or eight state ,tee: describ-

.

ins the remaining *ariables.°

Exatiples of three variables with the eprefs entative statemente are giVen below:

11. Nurture:tee: I can to with her ,(him)',about everything* Ceiiefcirtt tee and

helps to when I have troubles. Is theft for me when I need' her (WOO.

Affectivit Reward: Says nice things tbotit me to other peoplti; *et af-
fectionate With me. Praises me.when have done something gotid.;.

M Instrumental Companionship: teachers me things which i want to
Helps ate with hobbies or handiwork* = Helps me with schoolwo* don't
undartitand* something" (Siegelman,_196S sp. p. 164-165).

of is val it and' $
41.4444,4 rdisation:

Yourth, fifth, and sixth-grade boys (N Si and girls (N 131), frit IC* ***to-
atonomic area in New York City completed the IIPBQ TAO fifth and. sixth *tad*
assess were in one elementary school, and, the fourth-grade clue/tit were in a



second elementary school nearby. Approximately 65 per cant of the samples /tiara

Puerto - Rican, 25 per cent Negro, and 10 per cent Italian. The children in the

fifth and sixth grades were in classes ranging from the 'brightest' to the

'slowest' in each grade."

lased on generalised Ituder-Richardson Formula 20 reliabilities. The following

data have been reported by Siegelman: "The reliabilities range from .26 to .83

for, male fathers, from .23 to .70 for male mother, from .55 to .88 for female

father and from .32 to .75 for female mother. The mean reliabilities for all

BPSQ scales are .58 for male father, .45 for tulle mother, .68 for female father,

and .51 for female mother. The numerous lov reliabilities are not surprising

since each scale is composed of only three items. The reliabilities for female

father, in this respect, are unusually high,"

In addition factor analysis yielded data on the internal consistency of the

scales. "The first three unrotated factors accounted for 62 per-cent of the

total variance of male fathers, 54 per cent for male mothers, 57 per cent for

female fathers, and 50 per cent for female mothers. Each of the remaining

three factors considered for boys and girls accounted for less than nine per

cent of the total variance."

These BP3Q factors were those of loving punishment, (with strong suggestions

of rejection), and demanding...," Some validity for these factors may be sug-

gested by the fact that increasing numbers of studies suggest that loving,

rejecting, demanding and antonomous ways of acting represent fundamental and

vivacious qualities of parental behavior." The mean of these fact3rs have been

described in full by the author. The author bas also suggested a method of

merging scales to increase the reliability of a measurement on the WW1. "On

the basis of the rotated factors, the scales with high-factor saturations for

a given factor were combined to form a single score. The single 'factor score'

combined rev scores. for the variables with high-factor lciadings for each sub-

ject." Thn details of the procedure as well as the statistical justification

or rational have been presented in.full. /n any case, "factor-score reliabili-

ties based, on the merged range from .70 to .91.... these internal-consistency

coefficients are generally higher than the reliabilities of the individual

scales. The single-scale reliability of 82 per cent were 'belay .70, The num-

ber of items used to calculate.the factor score reliability ranged from 12 to

18, contrasted to three items associated with each individual scale."

0211gangt:

Siegelman, X. Evaluation of Sronfenbrenner's questionnaire for children con-

cerning parental behavior. Chtld pevelopment, 1965, 36, 163474.



12ST DATA INSET

A Child Attitude Inventory for Problem Solving
(Crutchfield, Covington)'

Richard S. Crutchfield & Martin V. COVingt,

Age Fifth and sixth grades

Area (1. e. language development) Attitude scale

Type of measure Group administered paper and peucil inventory

Source from which the test may be obtained

Des tion of
"CAPS consists of two scales. Scale I is designed to indicate the child's
beliefs about the nature of the problem-solving process and his attitudes toward
iertain crucial aspects of problem solving, such as the expression of novel or
rinnellel ideas. A nnutber of related themes are treated, including the child's
ceneeption of the innateness or unchangeability of one's problem-solving
ability, the desirability-of-impressing rather then expressing novel ideas, the--
wisdom of persisting in' the face of a problem that others have failed to solve,
end the value of generating many idet.Al. The scale consists of 30 such true-
false items*

"Scale Il, also consisting of 30 true-false items, is intended to assess the
child's feelings about his own ability to succeed in problem-solving situations.
Question' concerning some of the typical sources of childhood anxiety about
thinking are represented. This includes the fear of having one's ideas held up
for ridicule, anxiety *bout not understanding how to go about solving problems,
alitd the fear that one is not capable of effective thought" (Covington, n.d.).

Rumples from each scale follows:

Scale
"1. Tee No A problem like the one *bout the TV cable and the pipe is

probably too hard for anyone in the 5th grade to solve.
2. Yes No There is probably only one answer to a problem. like this one."

Scale /I
"Sow we would like to knee how you yourself, might feel when working on
problems like the one of getting the TV cable through the pipe. Remember,
these questions are about hos ton think and feel, as theta are no right or
wrong answers. Circle the vortlArles" if you wee with the question. Circle
the word "No" if you disagree* Answer every one, even if it seems hard to decide*

tea No Do you feel that other children in class know more oboist what
to do in working on it problem like this than you, do?

Teel No Would you like to work on, a problem like this one?" (Thinking
about Thinking, n.d.)*

Potential uses CAPS have also been discussed in detail (Covington, tied.).



Voidance pf retiabili alidi and standardisation
initial form 4.1 CAPS Consisting of 0 trues,. lee halt in Scale I snd 25 tree-

false in Seale U, was "tried out Mk a total (1 123 fi::thi-grade and 65 sixth.
grad* Sio..." The current scales wore developed on II basis of taw analyses of
the initial forms. "The present form of CAPS zas administered on two separate
ecassions to seven fifth-grade and five sixth-grade claisrooms from thepublic
schools, representing air total of 325 Children" from few different elementary
schools A five week period intervened between the two administratioas
Means, standerd deviation* reliability coeffieleats

,
have becn classified

acemling to grade level with sexes combined. for grade five the riliebility
coefficient on the two test administrations were respectively .70 and .65 for
Stales I end 11. In the siagthmgrade the corresponding coefficients were .67
aid .64. A number of additional findings gives some support for the validity
for the CAPS.

1. On the basis of item analyses on an earlier form of CAPS the present version
of the scales includes highly differentiating revised items

2 A positive but modest correlation between the two *abet:ales (r of .35 for
325 Ss) Ludlam.* that the amount of overlap is minimal and that_the two tests
measure independent functions.

3 ma scale scores shoe a significant and positive correlation with the IQ
results on the California Mental Maturity Scale (r of .33, p AC.01) but negative
correlations exist between these data and two aardsty measures by $0111$11660,

Tests Anxiety for Children and General -Airctiity Scale froe-Childratt

BA.olionukit
1. Covington, )L V., A child attitude inventory Ave problem solving, (n.d.,

ditto).
t. Crutchfield, R. S., IS Covington, 14. V. Think....1m±...s 117tthWabuu (menelith,

u.d.)*



TOT DATA WORISBEICT

blame of Test The G-41 Method of Paired and Proiectivet Questionnaire
(PDPQ)Author J.W. Getsels & J.J. Walsh

Aga 8.13, whites and nevoes

Area (i.e. language development) Attitude structure and socsocialization
Type of measure 40 incomplete sentences

Source fruit Which the test say be obtained (See. reference

DiespriaLAL ...ionMeasure:
The authovs provide empirical evidence that the method of Paired Direct. and Pro-
jective Questionnaire can profitably by applied to the temetic- invest4ation
of overt and coVert levels of ettitude structure (Case's and Walsh, 1953, pp.
1-15) . Per this purpose, ". . class of 48 freshmen and sophmores in a Iwo-
ismes college in New England ware utilised as the subjects for the experiment"
(Gatti. and Walsh, 1958, 'v. 7) . The authors also inn estigated the development
of levels of attitudes as a measure of social:Usti:Oa-With variations ex a film-
tiou of such factors as age, sex, sibling position* and social class Stiitu0 as
previously described. In this struly, they conceived of .socialisation as a two-
fold process. ; "On the one hand, the child learns-to renounce, suppress, or re-
direct drives ,and behavioral impulses that are at variance with proper social.

..standards. 04 the other 'he learns to bring his observed behavior into con.-
foro4ty with _ttite norms and expectations of the society.in which he lives."

other wordel; the socialised child has learned that "14 every day. life it is
rft gat necessary to mask the true self, to present to the world the appiarance of

.comentionsil .(qpteels and Walsh, 1958, p,..15) . The principal- Mea-
euie of socislisation west the' Index of Differentiation; which was computed by the
turnula

1°104 D Where P represents the number of negative *completions on the projective
P

questionnaire and D tke,same icor* on the direct questiOns. The sample utilised,
for the study of ID as a measure of sociulisatiOn-inol4ded 8 elementary sebto4s,
consisting of private and parochial institutions Witiiiii;:wide range of social
classes, as well as 428 boys and 485 girls range in 8 to 13. In addi".
tion the breakdown of the sample reveals the follow-14i- "Negro children **Asti,-
tnte 112 of the sample, and the sample is divided as religious preference susfolitows: Catholic 422; Jewish 6%; Protestant 47%; and ri :5% of the sample that Ada.
lit no religious affiliation" (Gsumi* and Walsh, 058, p., 11). The test itself
consist of 40 incomplete sentences. in the direct form, the Uses are phrased inthe first person. The projective technique phrases the sentences in the third
person and the items are disguised as a verbal speed test. "The items are written



. .. - - .

so *t to coniorit th. thse iaI or requir.nts s Pint , they sust be of such a

turt rntd stuctr as to Ci1i.iti a dichotomous c]usificatit,n of tb. respousu,
usumUy *s pusitive (socially accept*ble) or i.gat*ve (socaJ1y unacceptable) . .

S*coid, th its **s to be free of affict]a4ón words that aibt rt undue

flu.nc. in th. nature of th.ir response. Thus, words like 'good, ' 'bid, ' 'angry,'

'sad' wo*4s that idbt dand uniformly poaitiv. or negativ riapouaeaare
avoU.& ThLrd, the its should * £*r sa possible pruant b.b:"toral aituationa

corresponding to aresa identifi.d in tb.oUca1. or .iipiricai stUdz as having
. dUfsvtuti*1 'a1ues for varying subsections of tha popul*tion" (G.txøli and Waiah

:L938, pp. 45). ma projectiva and diract tts inc1i4. uparate foru for boy.
; ad girls. Zn adainistratiug the test , the authors u.s the following proc.dur.. :

"The pro*ctive inatrteut yes sd*inisrated fi*Ii .ud the direct test was adin-
. i*tr*t.d after a tvo.we*k intervaL At the end of the second teat session the

ct*ildresz cuip1esd a personal data *heet ivbich provi4sd data concerning age, sib-

lug position, d other variables needed in the analysts of the data." (Getseis

eid Wm1s, 1958, p. 18). These vrixers feel that the PDPQ aeet.s a red nd in
attitudinal resxch because of a . . lack o an efficient tethnique for deu
tsz*injng 'intewa1' and 'sxt.rii*V *eacttons to the ae itlaulus ezsaining the

relationihip, between thea" (Cetsels and Walsh, 1958, p. 1). The PDPQ bridges this

gap btwsen 1evtts of reacti. The basic aasuiaption that this ID measure this

gap is". . that when a Subject is attribute behavior to others, and ha

perceives the situation as devoid of personal reference, he tends to reveal, levels

of behavior he mtght otherwise be disposed to distort or censor" (Getsels and

Welsh, 1958, p. 3).

flnally ezples of iteas on the direct and projective techniques follaivs:

". I think that moat bosses are ......"

0 Beverly thin)ts that most bosses are ......"

II Chuck thinks that most bosses are .......'

E1dences1iabilityva1idttt.. and pseability:
thifnt.rsebrà relisbitity ringS. were respictivet .97.98 for the diact scores,
.95.96 for the projective scores, and .90'.93 for the discrepancy scores. With

respect to iuterscorr reliability the authors state: "This problea was invisti'

gatad by correlating the scores assigned to a rafldo sáple of 20 pairs of tests.,

each test containing 38 iteas, with the scores assigned to these tests by two other

independent scores" (Getzela and Walsh, 1958, p 5). flie nature of the saapl* on

which these scores were basd is, however, not clear. The authors use the "Index

of Differentiation" which is a measure of the discrprn*cy of negative rssponsa on

:: dit nd projective forms of the questionnaire study socialization. They

pr.dict.d that if this Index of Differentiation (ID) represents the extent of social'

ization four hypotheses should receive confirmation: "1. The Men Index of Dif.

fsroniation should increase as a direct function of age. 2. The mean index o

Differentiation should be greater for girls than for boy. in th. same ag. group. 3.

Th. mean Index of Diffeenti*tion should be greeter for the only child than for cbl.'

dren with siblings. 4. The mean Index of Differentiation for children of the high'

er or middle socioeconounic classes should be significantly different iron that of the

lover socioeconomic classes." Tb. empirical data verifiad these hypothesized re

3ationships in svery cue and high statistical levels of confidence. The authors

the**f.rs conclude: "This congruence between the empirical data provided by the

0

Ii



PDPQ and the predicted relationships derived frost attitude sod socialisation theory

attests to the usefulness of the techniques" (Geteels and Walsh, 1958, p. 25).

11.21maitaz of test:urns:

Gage's, J. and 3.J. Walsh, "The method of paired direct and projective quo,-

tionnaire in the study of attitude structure and socialization.

Mcnneranhe, 1958 230 No. 1 (Whole No. 454).



UST DATA WORKSHEET

Name of Test Maternal Care Checklist

Author Aheingold Harriet

Age Infancy

Ares (i.e. language development) Maternal oars. motherinS

Type of measure Observation schedule

Source fromwhich the test may be obtained Set Rheingoid (1960) in bibliography

....419412101141tiktegri
This measure i$ described as "a method of measuring maternal care in terms of the
actual operations the mother performs in caring for the infant... The method
employs the technique of timesampling maternal care as it occurs in its natural
setting."

"On the bests of observation and trial...a checklist composed of 42 itsmswas
drawn up, 30 for mothering activities and 12 for infant activities... Of the
30 mothering items six recorded the location of S in his environment. four the
number of people in his room, and four the number of people within six feet of
him.

"The remaining 16 items recorded activities more closely related to mothering.
'Caretaking' was an alloinclustve item which was Checked if at the moment of
Observation someone was doing something for 8 while in proximity to him. 41 of
caretakers' recorded the number of different caretakers who cared Lot $ during
the eight-hour period of observation. The last 14 items were sufficient to
cover all the caretaking operations performed by people in caring for three-month
old infants at the level of analysis selected for study here."

The scare is the frequency of occurrence of oseb item over a specifiedkper od of

time.

aciiiltvidenLelLetaitz22.,..talidlandstdardisation
The median percenta,a of interobserver agreement in scoring all itemswas 89.8,
with a range of 16.7 to 100. Observer agreement was also measured by correlating
els frequencies obtained for each item by difLrent observers* The median r was

.97, roust .35 to 1.00.

Evidence on validity of this observation frame of reference is given by itheingeuse

comparison of the maternal care given to five home infants and five infonta Ulan
institution. Significant differences were found on 23 of the 42 items. The

differences were.in what most child researchers would consider the expected
direction*

Bibliograph
Mangold, Harriet L. The measurement of maternal care. Child tte42 merit,; 1960,

31, 565-575.



MT /*TA iftIMISIT

Name of Test Maternal Values Cuestionnaire

Author Cox, Henrietta

Age Parents

Ares (i.e. languege development) maternal. values

Tinte or measure Wart-type scale, forced choice scales and raaed traits

Howes fro' *Leh the test may be obtained gee Cox, Henrietta in bibliography.

Deseri ion of ileascevin
or seanti-criSiViis as a measuring inetrament with "three quite Independent

parts." A likert-type scale consists of 5 **scales irith names and numbers
or items in each scale as follows:

factional Tone (demonstrativeness or non-dencestrativeness oT affeetica).
Autonaiw-Control of the child's behavior. 6 items
Achievement-orientation in childhood, and adult life. 6 items
Koster: or Powerlessness over the environment. 6 items
Coneeptions of Rumen Nature (trust or distrust in interpersonal relations.) 6 items
Discipline Practice (Not intesled to constitute a scale). 5 items

edition,, ree items relating to.earital adjustment were incloled, but 'were
also not i iended to Constitute a scale.

The items are taken free various other existing scales and combined into new ones
as noted above.

The object marks each item by circling either as (strongly agree), A (agree),
1*disavee), or SD (strongly disagree). Ittamplea or its are given below.

3. Children should be allowed to learn to their act experience rather than
toadng told *at to do *With* time.

9. leathers Inght to punish children *o misbehave by taking away soothing they like.
M. A Child should be tamest from infant,' to tale theyeatest pride in doing things

Parents-oupht-to show their children thew love them by lugging, hissingf *ad
plowing idth times often.

25. Illowadsys the vise parent will teach the child to live for today and let
tomorrow Ube ar

31. Children should, learn that soft imoplay can be trusted.

Port 3t, the fOrced4boice seas parallele the Iiikert scale in content. This
*Wale is given in the spgremilx of Coates thesis. A trait list constituted the



third scale* These latter two measures were not used in Corts thesis, so no
data on reliability or validity are given.

Evidence of Reltab31it voludit and Standardisation:
Each of the five a disc " teed significantly among social classes, but
note of the scales discriminate string races or religion, although Ewe at the
individual items do. Each of the 30 items (five scales, six items each) in the total
scale is analysed for aiscriminability between social classes, races ant religicam.

Bibliography:
Cox, Henrietta Sheppard* "Social Classes as Subcultures: Variations in

Value-Orientations in Selected Areas of Mother-Child Behavior*"
liehyd der &Jaen* Washington Uaiversity, St. Louis, Missouri.

ATOM,



TOT DATA WORM=

Parental Nurturance-Contsol Attitude Scale bemorich)

Waiter rich

Parents of preschool children

Area (1:. language development) Attitudes

Type c neasure Open-weed questionnaire

Source tram which the test nay be obteinsd ( tiastrieho 1959)

Description of Steam,:
1411111131141z surturencz- antra Attitude by Daserich ves based on a projective

qiestionnaire cassissting Cf eight hypothetical situations in which the :wrests
WW1 asked how they wield deal with their child. The. items contsired in the self*
tobsisistering parental. questionnaire reseabled those presented to the children

dollople interview. 7or awes it One we as follows:
"1. Ton and your dead are in the- food store-and.ishe wont -leave. else see* Sale
ands she wants. least do yam doe" Cp. 303).
The parents* response were then rated on a nurturancecontrol seal. similar to
those sodas used to evaluo the children's dolliplay interview responses" "except
that the specific exis4oles or the *ajar scale pasta were oppressed in more *adult'
toss.° The scale* then, rated the parental :re with **Oros ,ringing row
+3-0 (stray surtursoce) to .34 Est control The description of the category'
strcvz nurture** is given below:

Strong lturturance Parent 'facilitates accasplisbaist of a goal
to a greater extent than the child requested.

1. aye several twos
2. Nods for a lone tine
3. llhdoes special effort to prepare or secure food child mots
144 Plays with child or lets hiss play indefinitely
S. Alines child free reign in hitting dog
6. Gives child special privileges beyond caring tor, medical. irOblen
T. late child stay u inderinitelt
8. lissourages child to get dirty (p. 300).

bide relisitd.li validit end stinderdisetiont
Ways .-e... , ..... s ;47t'-s-r: litteturaneemeontrol Scale,

"Ikeentytive... mothers and 23 fathers cospleted and returned the questionnaires."
"The following procidure wes used in *sapling quistionnaire itais to be rated
for reliability purposes: (s) 90 respoosits to the first five items were gmaseted;



(b) the sauple Wae stratified so to there would be 18 ratings made of each a
the five items; (e) bail a the ratings verb of the mothers' responses, end Ulf

were of the fathers' responses; (d) the particular subjects for vhaa a particular
item4arent pair voold be rated was detendued randaaly The correlation between

tvo judges' independent ratings of a maple of items vas found to be +.ef. The

responses to questionnaire Items 6, it and 8 were so frequently rated 4200 on the

nurturenceoontrol scale that these items ad not discriadnate amomg pereas.
Consequently, the parents nurturespeocontrol scores were based vgion the first film4

items cedar". (p 2604,-

As an extansi criterion a validations, teachers' ratings of the mother** nurture:Kw

control toward their children were correlated with the .sum of the mothers' nurtursuce

control moms on the first rive questionnaire items. "ihm correlation for the

25 mothers who responded to the questionneires were found to be +41 (p. .01).

W. Parent identification in j children.
1959, 60, 25i408.



is at r.. S Iself,adeintstads* invoutori of ihtldibreering practices,
parasite are requested to complete We** it with an crisior the* is elm lest to the
troth. Thoit are urged to describe actial practices *bleb thety hat* Used in a
*will* situation.. Ths inventor* itself .consista of item. in six gissera3. areas.
The areas, seid a *icing description at each, are glwin below

2, AfirtiMarMangtu The parent is requeibed to aterser isesth items as
re abiroship to the child, the reseber of' diildran in the he said the swim and
ordinal: posittaes-of the .c,01,1dien.- The entire motion media four lUies.

U. roacittnna ALL CULDRIIN la TB HOPOL 11140t it's* tolprised a section
lch irim.thirpa.""r;nt i'INIWstem.ihean51MTP:1 position at the child !ith *o she

did the beet Sob in child rearing, the test adjusted child* the child with the
closest relatioeship.to her, etc.

In. MIECRIPTIOlt NT PRACTICS8 MB A ItMUSIT. This pert of the inventory includes
11 items. 11- bAirvioral sitiationss-Vgiparent is requested to select the test

as Walling it for herself am( six alternative responses.. A Ala item
*aloes:.

if'. ipt.lostratbs.disagree, this *Mid Baton it
nearly savoys.
sonstiaes

"4"7"-----alsont never try not to let bin Mawr (1:tiventory,

XV The eaphsais ot this description
is to tiro poreat7tVirrespond lt in vexes of *et has been done during most
or the child,s life." The subsoils consists a 12 items. aseple items are gins
Isamu

sl The person idio how dooe molt of the rasing of this child in
his nother





444F4MIIIIPM111111111111111t

a mit* the instriuset is a research tool in its prelfainery stogie.

kvallebility odd alterrate forms, perelesibility duplitstiod:

itibliogresby ot test use'.
erciniell, Rue Ts. Paw* Practices Invostaryi tbpablished ( liasogrighod) imam. 1966.



TEST DATA WORKSHEET

Name of Test Sex-Role Attitude Test (Scat) - Adult Form

Author Leonard M. Lansky

Age Adults

Area (I e, language development) Attitudes toward sex-role choices

Type of measure Questionnaire

Source from which the test may be obtained See McKay, 1964, in bibliography

ketic11.2tIosgftLAutea
The SRAT ". consists of 50 items each of which ask the parent to judge either a
preschool boy's (girl's) or a parent's reaction to a preschool boYis (girl's) pre-
ference for or decision between a pair of objects, games, or activities" (Lanaky,
1966).

The parent is given three "sets" which are as follows: Set 11 sem PLEASED,
=map, CONTENT, PROUD, Set 2: NEUTRAL or IN BETWEEN THE FEELINGS OP SET 1

and SET 3, that is, NEITHER ''HAPPY NOR -UNHAPPY, NEITHER PLEASED OR ANGRY, etc-.

Set 3: ANGRY, UNHAPPY, SAD, DISCONTENT, CROSS, D/SAPPOINTILD4, Thus to each
item the parent responds with a choice of one of three points along a variable
which may be described as something like satisfaction4iiisatisfaction. For ett-
ample /tem 1 from the scale which parents would use to rate a daughter goes as
fallows:

girl- hail a choice be tweexi playing with a toy gun and playing with a dolI,
how would her mother feel if her daughter wanted to play:. with both-the toy gun
and the doll (circle one)?.4 6- 4* * * * ti *Set I Set 2 Set 3.
The parent then indicates his or her degree of pleasure or displeasure by cir-
cling one of these. There is a comparable item in the scale for evaluating
parents attitude toward boys' lex-role choices. Each camparable item is
ler except for the changing of the sex of the "actor." Items 2 and 3 of the
scale ara,given below as further exa of the types of items used. If a
girl had a choice between dressing up as an Indian .priucess and dressing up as
an Indian chief, bow would her mother feel if her daughter wanted to dress up
as an Indian princess (circle one)? Set 1 Sat 2 Set 3
If a girl had a choice between playing with toy tools for building and playing
With toy things for cooking, which would her mother like her daughter to play
With the most (Circle one)? building tools cooking utensils

"'here were five pairs' of sex-linked activities: (1) playing with a gun or doll;
(Z) dressing up as an Indian chief or princess; (3)-plaring with toy tools for
building or toy things for cooking; (4) playing on swings with some boys or some
girls his (her) age; (5) playing with a toy shaving kit or a toy cosmetic kit."



Ten variables are measured» Exampies are "father's attitude toward a same sex

choice, "mother's attitudes toward a cross-sex choice," and "father's permis-

siveness towards the boy's wish -to sometimes enjoy a same-sex and other times

an opposite -sex choice."

Each item is scored 0, 1, or 20 with 0 meaning that the parent responded fa

vorsbly to the item.

Evidence of re11011117.220141S/4ANALAgLand
NO data are given on reliability of the measure. Some evidence on constrtct

validity is provided by one of tansky's studies. 'The researcher interested

in using his measure should consult this paper (lance r; 1966).

ittkLings11h

Lansky, Leonard M. "The family structure also affetts the model: h, 'mom
role attitudes in parents of preschool children." Revision of paper

read at Am. Orthopsydbiat Assn., San Francisco, 19(16.

McKay, G.H. "Some dimensions of sex-typing in kindergarten children: an

exploratory study." Cambridge, Mass. Unpublished Ed.D. dissertation,

1964, Harvard University.



Same of Test

Author

TEST DAVIA WORKS=

Teachers' Mang Scale of Parental MOrturanceoControl
(nmerith)

Walter Enaerich

Teachers of preschool children

Area (1.*** language development) 'Monotone* control toward child by parents

Type of measure Rating .scale

-Source from which the test may be obtained (Eumerichs l9$9)

tep..criigisa of mu...re

The Teachers' Rating Scale of Parental Nurturencw.Control is comprised of two
subscalesmes scale for rating the mother's nurturance toward the child when he
was e2`on her (as "the child's wanting the mother to play with him ")
and the scale rating the mother's control of the child when he was deviant (as

the child's fusing to go home and continuing to play"). In both cases, the
scores range from a +3.0 to a .3.0. Respective exauples from these eubscales
are strong wirturance for a child when be is dependent on the mother and strong
maternal control when a child is detrliants

"4-3 S 11.genrsu....211ram Mother usually facilitittes child's accomplishment
of a goal to a greater extent than the child requested. eg mother
volunteers to play with the child in several activities. .

"-3 LtmLaSE21 Mother usually strongly interferes with Idles goal*
cog*, scolds or physically punishes the child for making the request*"
(p 304)*

valid ndardirationt

Since five nursery schools were invOted in the aegole, presumably the same
or of teachers rated the behaviii** the 2$ tilOtherig 160 responded to

the parental questionnaire. The teatherii" ratings coapriaing the scale, as
previously looted, consisted of two Sibscaltes-sthe *other's nurturance0control
toward the child when he is depesdeit the same 1111110110141. behevi.or Otos
he is deviant* Thie respective teacher aiiiimasnt reliabilities for these
subsea** were +.62 and +.41. Moreover, the correlation between the sum of
the teachers' scares on the two subscalsa with the Sum of the mother's nurturanceo
control scales for the first five questionnaire items was +*51 (p41 *01)*
liaserich has indicated* however that he did not consider the teacher agree
sent reliability to be very

Itibliograiht

Imrserichir W. Parent identification in young children*
1959* 60, 257-308.



Same of Met

Author

Age

TUT DATA WORKSHSET

The Traditional Family Ideology Scale

Phyllis Blaine Willman

Adults

Area (i.e. language development) Family ideology

Type of measure Iikert-type smile

Source from which the test may be obtained See Huffman, Phyllis in bibliography

De...193.14eases
The Traational Family Ideology (TFI) is composed of 40 items, divided into six
subddicales as follows:

Conventional values x»12 items
Over-idealisation of parents -6 ittims
lowet-relationehips0-69 item$
Pseudo=masculinity such femininity -.8 items
Disciplined-7 items
Rejection of id06 items

Some items are included in more than one subsea*. There are 40 different items,
of which six are used in two subscales and one is used in three subsea**.

Examples of the items are as follows:

it helps the child in the long run if he is made to conform to his parents idcas.

Women can be too bright for their ow good.

It is only natural and right for each person to think that his family is better

than any other.

The sayings "Mother knows beat's still holds more than a grain of truth.

The married mother is morally a greater failure than the unmarried father.

"Six choices were allowed +3 for strong agreement, +2 for moderate agreement*

+1 for slight agreement* -1 for slight disagreement* M2 for moderate disagreement*

-3 for strong disagreement" (Hoffman* 1950).

Evidence of reliabili validit and standardisation
"Reliability of the scale* based on odd-even correlation uzzrected by the Spearman

Brown, formula* was .84" (Huffman* 1950, p. 32). Item means and an index of
discrimination power are given for each item.

The ri scale correlasod .65 with the Adorno othrocentrism scale and .73 with the
Adorn. F (Vattern) scale when given to a group of 109 students in adult evening
psychology classes.

There are suggested relationships between TVI scores and religious preference and

attendance at church.. Persons whose religion/hand politics were different from

those of their parents tended strongly to have lower TIM scores than subjects



/.
a

having the seine religion a their parents* There was *0 relationship apparent of
Idri with the subject's political atffilistion the relationship between WI and
aceepstion was suggestive* Ad44tional data are given by Huffman on Trl scores
and prejective question res per.

NiltsLA.1 oft
44 41nifro T. W. and OthersAthsttasatai...mursona....AM. Nov 'fork* goon and

Itrothers* 1950.
ItufPons Phyllis Stain** Anthowiterien personality and family ideology: A scale

fir the meesuremest of traditional family ideology* Unpublished masters
thesis* Western Reser* University, 1950



Name of Test

Author

UnnamedA aeasure of Plaget "reciprocity

Hartley, X 1. and Condor, E. I.

5-14

Area (i.e. language development Ratiprocity ( naturAity is social perspective)

Type of measure TentIndividual (Katt:re test with interrogation
41,

Source fres:which the test may be ebteined Unpublished--see bibliography

of Measure:
presents a series of six pictures to the Subject and then proceeds

the thterrogation which for TIMM goes as follows:
Throe Men were ergliing, (Pointing to they in turn) One was American, one was

ono was Chinese. They were talking about flags; which is the prettiest
flag. I:Pointing) This is the Chinese flag, this is the'American flog, snd this is
the .Seglish flag, The three men were Chinese, Astericia and English. k'A) No! will4t
fo you think they said?. (B) And who was right? (C),

reliab = velidi usesbili
subjects in-grades X-13, Hartley and Condor foundeft:a progression from #41ga t,

,Stage Ifs: as the children become older. iStege I "involves" ab solute
ts nct sensitiviiy to relativity of Salueei;". Stage n Involves. "ay ametricel

basic sociacentrisa saintained; Stage tit "involves a recognition
s; may be ientiveted as we are avid derkee-leals:Judgetents -fres a perspective-

4144 differs frets ours." Examples are given of responses which are typical:Cif
:.children In sad: of the Stages, I, II, and lit. That eiatmples are usable 4.04st
seeiing criteria,

SIMMIXektt:11 tea. 111ma

Bartley, EL, and Condor, 1.1, The development of oku.drakis ideas about 'the
ccesaunity, Unpublished manuscript, New Tork Reiteaith Council of the City ttollege

LL= of _Wee York, 1957
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Nam. of Test

Author

Ass

17,

TEST DM WORESSEET

Check Shoat of Opportunity in Hunan Relations

Cunninghna Ruth and Associates

Upper elementary and older.

Area (i.e. language delelopment) Opportunity to participate in human relations.

Type of measure Questionnaire

Source from which the test may be obtained See Cunningham, Ruth_end Associates
In SiblictEraPhY

DOS yiki212.....aasure;
Major purposes of this Check Sheet 4, are to discover the 'range of acorn,

tivities in which an individual engages, and the values he places on them.
There are also opportunities for the individual to indicate his opinion of

the degree of adult control, to show to whoa he would go for help with personal

problems, and to 'give his opinion of hieself as a group namiber. The responses
-on this instrument were helpful in gaining insight into the relation between
shildrenis experience and indivis u t differences* age MIX* and between oppay.
to for an exporiento and its value." The measure consists of 40 activities
which the subject is to evaluate in two ways: 1., Wow often he participates-in
these acttyitiea and he checks a column to indicate either frequently (allost
every da0,, solse;.imes (once a week or so), seldom or never (not were than once
a month), and 1. For the same item the subject also checks how valuable he
perceive* the experience to be for lain, and checks it as either important, 0.1.-
good but not important, unix:portant, or 1. Samples of items are the follotadiag:

'Item Se a ainaber of a team for some sport:.
ttest 4: Work or play with people _of different re/isle-us beliefs.
,,item 8= Work or play with people who have considerably less money

than my family.
item 17: West people who come from outside 'my :001110tinity.
Use 24: Discuss boy-sirl relational.
Its. 31: Work for pay.

The .scals consists of five additional items asking-:theeubject to whom be would go
ie the family with a personal problem and to whom he Would go outside the family.
with such a problem, bow he feels about adult control in his featly, and is sthoolk
'olio iteei hitting to do with self evaluation which ha cheeks words or phrases which
he feels detcribes hie, one item in which he doecribes.the three things he wants
Roet to liprove about himself, and finally he lista the three best friends in, his
room, home room, group, or section at school. The reading level for this measure
is appropriate for the more able upper elementary children and beyend.

of roll and



Bibliograohv:

Cunninghsa, Ruth. Understanding group behavior of boys and girls. biewitek3

Teachers College, Columbia University, 1951.



Nome of Test

Author

TOT DATA WORKSHEET

Classroom Social Distance Scale.

Cunningham Ruth, and Associates

Upper elementary

Area (i.e. language development) Social acceptance-rejection

Typo of measure Nomination questionnaire

urce fro:Ill:high the test may be obtained See Cunningham (1951) in bibliography.

Thelnstructions and method for using this scale are simple and straight ferward.

Each child rates every other chilkin_the_room on a five point scale as follows:

"1. Would like to have him as one of my best friends.

2. Would like to have him in my group but not as a close friend.

3. Would like to be with him once in a while but not often or for long

at a time.
4. Don't mind his beiug in our room but I don't want to have anything

to do with him.
5. Wish he weren't in our room."

CunanShem (1951, p. 171-72) states, regarding this scales "It allows for a

reaction, on a five-point scale, of each youngster to every other in the group.

This instrument is most useful, in our opinion, in studying responses of each

ehild, when it is used by a teacher who knows his group. Vowever, it is possi-

ble, by assigning numerical values to the five items on the scale, to arrive at

two types of social distance scores: one, a self-social-distance score indi-

eating the degree of acceptance or rejection of the group im an individual; and

, suersocial-distance score, indicating the degree of acceptance or re-

iection of on individual by theAroup."

Cunningham reports correlations between scores for group-social distance (how

other rated hi') and chronological age, I. , and socioeconomic status. She

also reports correlations between self-social-distance (hoot he rated others)

and Chronological age, IA" and socio-economic status. The subjects were 32

fourth and fifth grade children, and the results were as follows:

Factors Correlated Correlation

tromp-social-distance and
Chronologicel age
Intel 14110AcCquqpient +ASO
Setio-iftenomid status -.337

Self-social-distance and
Chronological age -.345

Intelligence quotient -.026

Socio-economic status -.09"

. -



Cunningham observes that the chill with a high -group social distance store
tended to be the child who on the basis of her Social Analysis of the Class-
room (described elsewhere in this book) could be described as follows:

"He is aggressive and displays a high degree of initiative, especially in
suggesting interestine things for the group to do; he is cheerful, jolly,
enjoying everything he does; he sees a joke easily and can laugh even when
the joke is on him; and he is friendly and goes out of his way to be nice
to his colleagues.

By the same token, someone who is judged to be timid., untidy, and afraid,
is frequently sad or unhappy; who is unfriendly or too bashful and shy,
will tend, in this group, to receive a.low score on the Classroom Social
Distance Scale."

laliggE624V,

Cunningham, Ruth. Understanding group behavior of boys and girls. New York:
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1951.



Nam of Test

Author

As*

UST DATA SHINT

Hackett's Saciametric Technique

Welty Reichenberrnacksitt

Preschool cAldren

Area 9ie language development) Social interaction in classroom

Type of measure Sociomstric technique

Source from which the test may be obtained (Racket* 1963)

Description a Measure:

Hackettss Sociometric Tech:Aqua was based on behavioral observations of the
child, in play sessions entirely* Its purpose was to reveal the child's social
status within the group As in expository device, it isay delineated in term
of 401 external approach* and the specific ingredients of the method*

General Description

The measuring instrument rested on the preimise that a child's "seciesetric
choices could be determined through systematic observations and anal es of
play behavior* Ca the basis of recorded observations, a soatalpaa consisting
of a graphic representation of a child's social contacts within a given time
could be constructed* The graph brought into Locus a child's interactions,
his relations with the group or any child in the group, and the type of social
contact he initiated or invited. This sociogram i/lustrated his, status and
permitted quantitative &smell as qualitative analysis of social behavior*"

1 le Method

The essential ingredients of the method included the pertinent observations
recorded in the record, the units of bobs:vier to be deicribedo the type of
co to the child lade, and the eategories employed to classify the 1741101110

types of behavior exhibited by the child*

rbillaut agmat.Lon.o.

"The pertinent observations were mad. on three consecutive mornings during
'free, play' periodos,* Hach observation period lasted AS minutes*
observer followed the child throughout this period, using shorthand to describe
all social contacts, and recording verbatim all verbal mchauges Monologues*
singing, and laughter were included to, the record. All three reports* cam*
piled by the same observer* were then combined into one Miming account of
two and a quarter hours of observation*"

AMMds...yr

The running report me enalysed in term of episodes*" "An epieode represented
the smallest discorniblik unit of action*, for purposes of the *octaves*
however, only those episodes which were releven to a social situstion or an



change in 4 social situation were deal prated with consecutive Arabic stashers.
When, for examples a child spoke to another child requesting a toys this was
conisdered 3n episode."

live.21.mact
Differentiating recordings, were made for,"'outgoing' contacts* as Mhos the
subject approached another child, and *incooting. contactsS those initiated
by the other person." A third recording Was made for Verbal and physical
obi:tact*.

cis of 3

From the materials in the running accounts of the child's interactions* cate-
gories for various types of behavior were developed. The development of these
categories preceded according to certain sequential steps as follows:

1. "As a first s,p, the various types of outgoing and incoming contacts,
child or adults were noted."

" The second step pertained to the subject's cossausications. These
verbalisations were categorised under several headings." lox examples
the provision of information by the child served as one category:
"One hundred miles means how fast you can go.. I aam building a
garage for this truck".

3. "The third step consisted of an appraisal, and summary of incidents typical
of different forms of the child's social behavior within the play situation."
The complete and detailed description of this appraisal system has been pre*
seated. In general, the seven behavioral systems employed for the child's
social behavior were as follows: (I self-assertivenesss (II) aggressive
behavior, (III) hostility, (IV) stibmissives (V) domineering, (VI) cooperatives
and (VIII) sympathetic.

*tacit behavioral unit included a definition sand behavioral *samples form actual
social interactions between children. Illustrations from both aspects of the.

-behavioral unit are presented belme4

"I. SIIINASSIDITIVENISS
(to be clearly distinguished from aggression)

The establishment of selfidenty through free expression of feelinipc desires,
opinions. The child feels sure of himself, he knows his rights and feels free
to let other_s know about this, expresses himself naturally and directly. This
may include aargaiDIS and desoolds.,

Sespitts

The children bad finished rest period and folded their rugs. A student reached
down to get a chiles rug and fold it for her. The child quickly grabbed the
rug and told the student that she could do it herself."

"The final step routinely used, pertained to an investigation and sumeary of
the child's moods: laughing, smiling, erring, screaming, whining, and pouting
were consisted under this heading*"



The authors have also reccamonde6 that this method of sampling a chiles
social contacts be inured twice a year to review social adjustment of indi-
vidual children

kfktttmt....ttjaLzLxe.ofre/ t Ild IlditAwr411114t out

,No direct data on samples, norms validity, or reliability have been provided
for the use of this instrument. Some evidence has been presented which indift
cates however, that the scoring Is objective in that it can be reduced to
enumerative procedures. Case histories have also been described which illus-
trate the application and value of the sodamserie technique. The rationale
for this instrumene"as.44nsplained by the author, would seem to provide acme
content validity.

Bibliography:

Reichenberg-Ilackett, W. A soda:Istria technique for preschool children and
its use in the study of individual child behavior. Journal of mastic
Psychology, 1963, 3$, 4.59.



TEST DATA WORKSHEET

Name of Test Mother-Child Interaction Test

Author Zunich, M.

Age Nursery School Age

Area (i.e. language development) Mothers' behavior toward children

Type of measure Observation frame of reference

Source from which the test may be obtained See Zwick, H. in bibliography

Descripilon of Measure:
This is a ti...me of reference for use in observing stothar-child "interaction.,"
althOugh the 17 ...ategorieiz refer primarily to the be of the mother toward
the child, and involx.fes little if any ref.riprocal behavior on the part of the
child* Mach category hae a name, a short description, of the kind of behavior

observed, and an example. Thus, the first category is "Swing Un-cooperative-A-
e.g., Mother ignores the child's stimulation. SIC: Mother continues to read--
*waltz* when child addresses her." Other categories are "Giving Permission
et*S., Kocher consents to child's proposed etttivity. Rat ITes, you may use the
towel." "Observing Attentively -- e.g. Mother noticeably directs her attention
to the child and/or child's activity by etlently watching. Ix: Mother watches
child as the chi* playi with the stove."

The total list of categories used is as foAlows: Being On-cooperatie, Contacting,
Criticizire, Directing, Giving Perld$111011, Giving Praise or Affection, Helping,
1ntetferring, Interferring bar Structurising Lending Cooperation, Observing
Attentively, Playing interactively, Reassuring, Remaiting Out of Contact, Restrict-
4,ng. Structizrising Teaching.

once f r b3lit validi end standar....on:*
fl ity was *assured by calculating percentages of agreement between two

observers recomding materna l. behavior simultaneouely during thirtrisinute periods.

This observers were trained to reach 4 certain level :of :agreement in their observe,.
.

tient; before actually beginning Any collection of .data.

Party mothers and their children were observed each In five thirty minute *haulm-.
tion period* by two observers, and the percentage of *peasant between this observei4
fear the 17 catesories ranged from Si to 10074 with emit -median agreement percentage
of.8824

Correlations were computed between the Mother'. attitudes, as measured by the PAU"
and their observed behavior toward their children In the 17 categories Wintlatled
Teat* of the 272 correlations were significant at the .05 level or beyond, The



b

authors point out in view of the large number of correlations done and the possi-
bility of a number of than being significant by chances that "Although logical re-
letionships are suggested by the eignilf..cant values of the correlation coeffitiants
between the six attitude subscaes and six behavior categories the interpretation
of these statistical rolationshps should be undertaken with caution." "Of the raves
totem behavior categories, only two showed a significant relationship with the sex
of the child at the *OS level when the median test was siployed. The mothers of
daughters evidenced more polaella than did *Others of sons. However, mothers of
sous showed more ObsafttAtteit behavior than did mothers with daughters."

libliosrephy:

ZUnich, K. Relationship between maternal behavior and attitudes toward children.
han_t_gtanjugh., 1962, ILO, 155 -165.
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MT DATA WOUSHIST

Naas e of Test

Author

Age

Area (i.e. Language devalopeent)

SD Scale for Chi Idxsa

Patricia V. Idonnebors and Clifford

Social Desirability

Type ofNeasure Teat Question's ifs

Source from latch the Test Way be Obtained

Description of Keasure:
Originally, d9 items *ere drawn from the NM, *awards Personal Preference S chad-

ulato and other sources and rewritten for fourtivithrowsh sixth-suds children. The
criteria employed in rewriting were that, 1u rs opinion, (a) the Item had an ob-
viously socially Adsairable response, and (b) the item was one for Which- it was

---expected-that children- 413011011126 ivithaut- -dietortion would diepio_ vutebility laud
not all give the sale answer, e.g., althorigh the SD response to ail lika'..tio tithe a
bath" us considered to be "yes" it. was assumed some children would s " yes"ay`..,
ions "no" if they could answer u:sinfluencod by test-taking attitudes **4"` "400
this SD item pool was judged "suitable" Zer the population intended by three elAt-
metal* school officials, and felatively free of anxiety content by e. pastel of
10 sradwite psychology students. to judges independently selected the response
(yes-no) to the original 89 statements that "anxious children would dive -.amt the
non-sasicur'ilOtiti not" using a common definition. of anxiety. Items were elimi-
nated when there was significant agreemant among the judges as to an "anxious"
response.

Inn the resulting 711-item pool, and 20 Use SD scale was dorivsd.

SD scores were significantly highsa for stria " Uri 4.781 p -4.01) and ds.
*lined regularly with 111"A^ for :pie= us. Suipwver, the only significant ass dif-
ference for girls and b.;;;;"'combimed was between the fourth end sixth grades (t 2.35;
p *0.5). The-split-half reliability coefficient for the SD scale, corrected for
test Wit, is .83".

lizersepy of Test llasies

laliailbot** Patricia if and LualbaborX, C. Z. lbs , pada ISestral)**

32, tear yez Mt AttA.,...s itot Man. J. Climb Ps ,., 1940 473-477.
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Name of Test Slobodian Reading Observation Record (ROR)

Author June Jenkinson Slobodian

Age Teachers of elementary school children

.Area (i.e language development) Teacher-pupil interaction in the setting
of the reading group

Type of measure Structured observation schedule

Source from which the test may be obtainei

Description of Measure:
The purpose of the Reading ObServation Record was to "guide the observation and

aystumu-satica.-recording of teacher-pupil Verbal interactions in the setting of read-

ing instructions...." The ROR "was developed following procedures outlined by

Medley and Mitsel (1963). The ROR makes possible the sequential recording of
verbal discourse segments Si, and elements within theseiegments." Consequently,
the schedule provides "data on the number of call-on response units, acceptance-
response units, rejection-response units, nterruption-response units( interrup-
tion,acceptance units, and interruption orejection units." The ROR also provides

data:on the sequence cf interaction, as well as the "time spent by teachers on

various standard readin' instructional actiVitisit."

Examples of the major headings within the WI and the definitions for each are

given below;

"2. Headings, The major headings are listed below with definitions for each:

Talk - Presentation of information, structuring by use of
statements, possibly leading or transferring to question-
ing. Literally any statement which is not in response to
a question or in response to teacher request for informa-
tion falls in the 'talk' category,

Calls one = ti ons - A teacher or student asking a ques-
tion or requir commend a response from a student
or teacher is marked in this column.

Raimondo - Answers given to questions or replies made when
called on are indicated by marking the appropriate box un-

der this column.

Interruption A sudden change of topic which occurs before
the approeriste series of actions to close the unit of ac-

tion is complete. Entrance of the reading group for in-



formation, etc. by a student outside the group.

Teacher stopping the chain of discuosion to speak

to child either inside or outside tom: group for

purposes of maintaining order or givttg direc-

tion. Correcting of oral reading by supplying

word missed, or by making the student reread for

self-correction.' ("Manual, ROR).

Evidence of reliabilit validit and standardization:

on two different occasions, interrater agreement for the classification for the

observation made reached a level of 95Z. Ia one case, agreement was between the

author and an assistant with no training in rating (Slovodian 1966). In another

instance, five experienced special reading teachers were trained as observers for

a specific study. "All reached a criterion of 95 per cent agreement on all ob-

servations made during training" (Davis, & Slovodian, 1966). No data on norms

or dteect evidem* of validity have been provided.

JA,I2Liagssity

Davis, ID. L. & Slovodian, June J. Teacher behavior toward toys and girls in

first grade reading instruction. Paper presented at American Educational

Research Ass., Chicago, February, 1966.

Slovodian June J. Personal communication, March 8, 1966.



UST DIVA .NORESSIST

NMI of Test Social Analysis of the Classroom

Author CUnningbanit Seth

Slasentary School Aso

Area (i.e. lassuase dovolopment) Dshistior

Tn. 01 Meastrce Nomination Questioneeire

lames from Shich the test May be Obtained SOO Couninshoo 1951 la ilibliotr*PbY

of the Classroom offered 37 dascriptioni
obit* smelt pupil could apply to as may or as fat of his classmatos
fit" (Conninshai. 1961). Thot children sr* tlatxucted to read each,
minte and to wit* down the noose of the poisons whom the &scrip
JO tO "'Ate waysolf" if he thinks the description fits him. Scum

from the measure too gives Ulan

Ito* ls

Its* 4:

Item 12:

nom 131

25t

-i4svior
so thought

Stittiltis
t*

Sere is someone who find* it herd to sit stil; in claesi; she)
aores staged in his for her) lest sots up and wan* arovad.

Sae is someone who *met like to talk very such, is vary quiet.
mcaa *he *early 411,41r/0011 elaa is fiakies4

This is *mace* oho never seems to have ti good time* who never soma
to eujoy very much anythies he (or she) close.

This is 00.600O who CILNksys cheerful* jolly* sad soodoinatereds
ley* and sidles a sood deal.

Oar* is someone 'oho can enjoy a joke and sofa the fun in it
the j is es himself (or harsolf).

The realties lovol of this moetrite suggests that it is more sppropristo
level elementary childrest and older.

tri,iiii_sioimagroatitakcAwit
Some items Social Aealysis WASINICOOIC saii.i74 pecelitrely

tariptiva of three she received hish Oakomp Social Notate* awes* is that
fragemitliy to such isittridasis is this soap but wan aster wed to
ream those the five lowest means am thia,.sailie (Osirrbijksse .3bp

to thee* item* sera to be sismitisastly reletell$ rams en env Soda Distance

L.

P:N





Name of Test

Author

Age

TEST DATA WORMIEST

Boston University Speech Sound Discrimisw on-Pict

Wilbert Pronovost and Charles DuMbleton

Kindergarten and first grade

Area ( i.e. language development)

Type of measure

Articulatory discrimind.tion

Picture.type sound discrimination test

Source from which the test may be obtained DuMbleton, C.* at al * AO ahilYais

of the relationships between speech and reading abilities-of four hundred and

twenty five first grade children. Unpublished Master's thesis, Boston University*

1952*

211S01112.9.91.11.1.1151:
The Boston University Speech Sound Discrimination Test requires children to

identify paired word sounds correctly and to discriminate between unlike

sounds. It is essentially a revision of a similar scale originally, developtsd

by Mansur 91950) and partially validated by Barolan (101). "The revision

took the form of eliminating some word pairs* adding other different paivs,

Wang fewer of the possible combinations of each pair* and revising the pic-

ture sheet to obtain random positioning of the pairs with only threl word

pair pictures." (Pronovost and Dumbleton, 1953, p. 258). These arreftements

on a test page included "... one 'unlike' pairing and two 'like' Pairing4".

2:64a, catmicat, bat-bats cat-bag/. "The position of the particular word

pairs was selected at random in order to eliminate the factor of pattern

responses. Simple line drawings were used for the pictures, lxhick were utpro.

duced by means of multilith.*

In administering the test, only two of the possible coMbi antions of eattil pair

of words were used: the 'unlike!. pairing as pictured on the picture shoit, and

one o the 'like' pairings determined at random. The order of presentation of

the items was determined at random also. On each half of the test, one-half

of the 'unlike' pairs was presented, and one-half of the 'like' pairs - -the

picture sheets being used twice in the same order...

On the present test the child, in order to respond to a PresunLed 'unlike pair,

must make only a 'like-different' judgment. /n response to a ptesented 'like'

pair, he must make a 'like-different' judgment and an IdentOication."

The complete test consists of 72 paired words. The auditory characteristics
of the paired sounds consisted of vowels (e.g., penvin) semiftvowele end

nasals (e.g., lockwrock), plosives (e.g., cat-bat), fricatives (e.g., vase.

face)* bloods (e0g., grassioglass), and miscellaneous (e.g., pan-sand)*

As an example of the procedure, a description of the "familiarisation" follows:



N

"4. Use picture No 1 (cat4at) for ins_ trudtion ass .follows:
'We are going to play .'a game- vitlithese pictures. Each page has' three
pictures .0m it like this.- On this one there is .a picture of -cat-and a
bat., a bat and a bat, .and 'a cat and a cat. When'/ say two words, you point
to the right picture.. If X should say catbat* you would point to this one.
Which one ,would you point ...to. if I said bat-hat? Now listen carefully, because

to say it .once. Point to .,catreat..'"

Complete -instructions for .scoring and .administering the test are .available-.
Though. the majority of the Children complete the test in 10...to 15 minutes,..
there-is no time limit for administering the seal. (Pronoost and DuMbleton,-
1953).

"The test was originally designed to test speech sound discrimination of your%

children with misarticuIations of speech sounds. The correlations of die-

crimination ability and articulatory proficiency are low and we do not use

the test except with the children with a large number of misarticulations
Dr. Bernard Schlanger of Ohio State University has used the test with retarded

children. Several psychologists have used the test as a gross auditory

discrimination test for the testing knowledge of the same-different concept.

It has been used in Bead Start programs and with neurologically impaired
children, but X have not seen any of the data (ronovost, 1966).

Evidence of reliabilityx and standardization:
"The number of correct responses was assigned as the test score. The range of

scores for the 434 children tested was from 72 to 16, the standard deviation

was 6.56* the mean was 65.5, and the mode was 10. These measures indicate a

distribution which is strongly skewed negatively." Further about ". 10%
of the children attaised scores which were one or more standard deviations

below the mean. In view of the skewednees of the distribution of the results
of this test, one would be justified in assuming that any socre one or more
standard deviations below the mean would indicate poor ability in speech and
souni discrimination."

"Reliability of the test:" The producit-moment correlation coefficient between
the two halves of the test, with correction by 'the Spearman-Brown formula for
attenuation, was .88. "This coefficient is sufficiently high for the test to
be used with confidence." Moreover, the ". . order of difficulty obtained
for the ..items was similar to shose found by Measure. . L19597 and Earoian,

L1951,7

Validity appears to rest essentially on item analysis based on the per cent
of correct responses on each item tO upper and lower quartile groups. On 'the
strength of this procedure with thet j coefficient, 65 items were signiftcent
at the .01 level of confidence or iietter. These coefficients range from .17
to .41 (Pronovost and Dumbleton, 1953, p. 263). The authors* however, ?Ave
the following precautions regarding the use of the tests.

I "The instrument it valid and reliable, but subject to some limitations.

It does not test oil, A high enough level of speech sound discrimination to be
used in a definitive, study of the abilities of the normal population. When
used as diagnostic instrument, the instrument is valuable as an indicator of
the adequacy of A child's speech sound discrimination abilities. The inability
to find usable word-441re which can be_ pictured easily, however, makes it
impossible to test each difficult sound in various combinations.

`4



Evidence of relish validity and standardizationt

The limit on the validity of the instrument in individual use is the
articulation of the person administering the test. If the tester prolongs
or emphasizes the sound which differentiates the words of a pair, the child'
score will be higher than it should be.. Greater validity could be
obtained if a tape recorded test were used under controlled acoustical
conditions" (Pronovost and Dumleton, 1953, p. 266).

Bibliography:
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TEST DATA WORESREET

Name of Teat Ridden. Figures Test

Author Kagan, J. et al,

AS* Elementary School Children

Area (i.e lansuage development) Visual pattern analysis

rype of measure Individually administered picture type test

Source from lthich the test may be obtained Examples of items are given in
Eagan, et al., 1964.

Desert tion of suilsitteitia
"EFT was devised especially for this study and consiated of one practice and 11
toot items. Each item included a figure card that illustrated a familiar object

Mickey Mouse, a cowboy, a rose), and a hidden figure card in which the
familiar object was embedded (i.e., blended into a patterned background)" (Eagan,
J.,' att al., 1964).

The administration of the test is described by an as follows: "The It said,
stereo is a picture. What is this?' On the rare occasion when the child did not
respond correctly X said, It is a to' Then the hidden figure sard was
placed in front of the child to the right the figure card and $ was told, *Now
won" find the in this picture. Point to the when you find it.*
/f $ selected incorrectly, he was told that he had not fob_ nd the figure and was
encitnraged to look for it again. A maximum of 60 seconds was allotted for each
item. The number .of incorrect guesses, response time to the correct solection,
and success or failitre on each item were recorded. The items differed markedl
in difficulty* and tiVeightad score for each child's performance was eceputed lasing
weighted solution times four each item" (Kassa, 30 et al., 1964)

Lc-- of and standatiejt
odd-- intratest rilitdxilityevest coefficients, corrected by the Spectrum-

Brown formula, were .78 for the first grade and .41 for the second grade"
(Eagan, 3. et al., 1964).

Some evidence of construct validity is suggested in the study by Eagan which
hypothesised a strong relationship between analytic responses, as measured by
the Conceptual Style Test, and in inhibition of incorrect solution hypotheses
on the Ridden Figures Test, This hypothesis was supported.

latkulAtEagan, Jerome, et al., Information processing in the child. lt,..sdmW1.
Monographs, 1964, II, vo. 1 (Whole No. 578).



Nan of Test

Author

Agc

TZST DATA woman

Irvin-Jeneon Sound Discriminetion Test

*MILS C. Irwin and FaulJ. Jensen

617 for two groups of asceptional children (1)
cerebral palsy and (rt) educable mentally raterded

Area (Le. languege development) Speech (Sound Discrimination)

Type of measure Individually administrated objective rating scale

Source from which the test may be obtained See reference.

-The Irsin-Jensen Sound-Discrimination Test consists of 30 pairs of words which are
orally presented to the child by the examiner on one-to-one baste. The child is
simply requested to indicate if the words are the sane or different. Threi possible
scores are available: The total ember of correct rasp es, 'the total tO:kbilre of
errors, and the number of no responses. In calculating the scores, five Watch are
pairs of identical words, should not be used. Thee* simply serve to indicate if the
child is listeniag. The 25 word-pairs, then, are unlike words.

In sdninietrating the test, Irvin and Jensen give two precautions. First, they mug,
gest that the child be tested for hearing. Secoudly, they recommend that a check be
mode by the examiner, to determine if the child Si 1110#411- enough to understand-the We,
forme in the meaning of "sane" and "different" ,(Triini.!end Jensen, 1963a). h parsraal-
lel form (Fern 1) with 'adequate reliability and validity has also been develojed---

1963b).

vatidit anti *tendert'
ores A and B have been adsiinistrated to both cerebt ,died and :mentally rata

children. in the former group, Form A was administrated to "153 children with cc
Oral palsy from six through sixteen years of age with the seen chronological ale dif
10.3 years. The mean mental age was 65 years, the ranie was 2.8 to 17.0 years.
They were from speech centers, public schools, and hospitals in eleven stets*" "'
and Jensen, 1963b). On the other hand, Form L "wei adjitnistrated to 260 cersbttt
piloted children in two geographical regime." The children were from *levee state*
'primarily from the vet and sithrest areas of the 11:44. "The alp reap vas flea et* to
aannteen years with a man chronological age of 10.9 *ears. The man :rental age wee
6.8 years and the range was 1.7 to 15.1 years" (Irvin and Jensen, 19630.

Reliability of Fore A rests on observer agreasetit and trammel emssistenty. Thus,
two observers who recorded the responses of 65 cerebral palsied abilities with speech
defects Were able to obtain a mut overall agreement of 962.

With mentally retarded children, Form A was admstrated to 357 mentally retarded
children (1965a). Form I was administrated to "a total of 347 mostally retarded





Irwin, 0.0.. Ei Jensen Pt.% A parallel teat of sound discrimination for use with
carabi4 palsied children. tersbx#241Liti 1963t 24, 3010

& S.D. A comparison of sound 'discrimination- of mentally
ristardia and cerebral palsied chil4ren. form A. WOraluLlgeft 1965s
26. 3,1.' `

& Bill, D.D. A second Comparison of .04.44 discrininction of Orem
bral palsied and mentally retarded childran. VO* S. Cerebra), talsixjahsi,
1965b, 26, 3-4.

0.0. & H ill D.D. An item analysis of **amid discrinination test. l'ortra

A, for, use with asnttfly retarded children, Ce....EELigsatt 19643 260
9-41.



*sum of Test Pain Threshold Test

Author Grahame FA" litaierasssii R,Gtand Caldwell lat.

Age Infants (Neonates is;15 days- old)

Area (i.e. lansuage development) impairment of sensory function

Solitte fun Which the test may boa obtained, Authort

frisc.Aption of Measure:
Xesentially the Scale measured-an infant's reaction to an electronic stimulator:
!the apparatus 'delivers shock* whose intensity, diaratient and frequency.can be
versed withIn the stimulating range for skin and ,paripliatai nerves. For the'ipt*.i.
teat work, ditration and frequency war* hold constant so that the shock consisted of
a two-sue impul$ at a frequency of 14 per sees and which could be varied in inttert-i
city from 50 to 530 volts. Fleiren voltages cove_ring-thie rang* and correspondiat
po the points on a control dial ware selected as stile:Cll. The aierage differ-
foetid:en *titan was 50 volts. A resistance of onau4stif teOam was in series
ilOcii itt this reducing the effect of individual skid **Costal:cm. Wer also madm:**

* measUrissents of skin resistance in a number 0-10* to check *that, in fito
`resist-anis did not determine the response.

infant was stimulated while lying on his back',witiik:;t4* legs in the usual*-0040.
'Joni The indifferent electrode, covered with1104Cgause was

ter of ,the back against the skin, and the shirt;4 -:eo that it takeited
eti n. k circular area, approximately 3/4 Inches: dm *otter 34st..below thik.

bOth 1* was treated with vaselinee Those iireaa'.' Still:dated alters*
Aver b electrode of 1 um. diameter. An effort 'wide to iiiroi4 st

ill: same *Pot succeasirtely especially if the skin .t in d. ?hero V4$ appateititil

"oitficient sprcad of stimulation so that differenCe*:_iC4pct sansitttity elid.'ilot-
iiiitrOduce Undue variable error."

thriehol4 determinations were made, using desicalcondintw;deseolid.$*'-
$04ding order of presentation, and tke average. of theme four series wits
es. the threshold..... Assurances were made that. thai,datent was wide awake Wort,
elitiiittlatiOn was applietlint4 the series did not betiin:-*1*il he turn:dal to tit0'

' c eeecutive stimuli.. Consequently ,the stimuli 0,-ratitig Voltage intensitlei
were .applitid. "The aeries wait COnti040034:11 th**#f*Att did not respond to
the 'last stimulus evokilit a" response and the which did not_

response" (Graben jig, Ai* 1950, pp. 4-5)*



10406401Mt and interscarer agreement as applicable. All teats appeared to be satis-
factorily reliable" (Graham, 1956, p. 32). Split-half reliabilities flr the Pain
threshold scores for both traumatized and nontvaumatised ranged from .82 to .97..
The other anbtest scores could not be satisfactorily divided into comparabla-helves:-;

-Test-retest reliabilities for the Maturation,. and Vision scales were from
..S2-.690 On the Irritability and Vision scales, the test-retest agreements after.
24 hours were respectively 75% and 86% of perfect agreamontz Statistics on intar-
scorer agreement were as follows: (1) Maturation Scale Coft.97; (2) Vision Smile,
(rm.90); (3) Irritsbility Scale (68% perfect agreament). Plain 0 there W*6 792,

perfect agreement in the Teustan Scale (Graham, 1956* pp. 21-22)

In addition to the reliebiliti of individual raw scores, statistics are provided
for diftermdAsting groups and accurate identification of individuals as ambers
of *particular group. In the former case, statieticellY significant diffsreacei
(p of .05 or .01) between the normal and traumatised groups occurred on all five
*dales based on F test, t test, and Chi square (Graham, 1956, p. 24). In this

latter instance, two pediatricians rated 25 cases of traumatised infants with roe*
*peat to the severity of the trouma. ". . the extent of the agreement was high
and significant as estimated by a correlation ratio of .86 (Graham, 1956, p. 18)4,'

ra hast usage:
Grahma, Frances K.; Materasso* Ruth G.; and Caldwell, Bettye "Bshavioral
Differences Between Normel.and Traumattsed Newborns...." f*AthU.aMoftegpits.0
1956, 70, No. 20, (Whole Nuo 420.



Dez'in of I$ssse:
aeasu'e t. sbiiity ct cbLldr.n sn Mi*lts to discrtminsts

betiee rs#t .xg ]t. Thes sre tim tozs c the test: "Pare A, i4cl rquiru
th il$et to xsL*ts ]oes1isiu aaisats to ccii, ecaststs c' 32 1tiuis Xt

t
usssm* six ssscts of rizt..1a!t dise21a4*tioa, the sp*cific tasks beg as

z. With tlw 3s$ POtUti*I1 tO $1U3* ]at.z boy psrtm.
2. WIth tha u cpen, ezecu ct 4o,is crausd an crossd ccsMs
3. With tiw a*a closcd, PUIUbIRig to sing]e istaral bo srts.
k. With ths 1j ctoi.d xecic.i at d3 cro.s.d aM crsad cir4s.
5. Intisg to lst.rsl body srta on t acbwzmbic, frcsrtview rueitait1cnafssreo.
6 *csc*tici@ of doubis crcusd vs uiiou.d ei.s iuvOWth 1t,r*1 body

psits or both tb* IJet aM the KI*&tit reprsaent*t:tcn. N ()
A r.quira no ,ml responses the mthjsct, aM no euhs*Ls is p]aced cm

speed. iich requires the e*j.ct to iwe 1*toral body psrts, consists
at 36 itess. Dss1ied to be the *1dbs3 response" analogy at P A, it
iztal1y the s: aspects at ri*t-]aft iacr1ainsticn, the specific tasks being

as failows: 1. With the eyes open, uftig single lateral body parts. 2. With the
eyes open, and ft' the .xsminer has placed ons at the sjeets buMs cm an

F poi1st.rsl or c tze]*t.ral body pelt, identifying bath the band SM the indicated
body part in t.ii.i at ritt SM left. 3. With the es closed, uasdng single 1st*l

*
body partL 1. With the eyes close, aiM after the einer has placid one of the

J.tt bands cm su ipsilat.ral or contraisteral body part, id.ntifing both the
and indiastc4 bødy pert in tei'*s at ridzt and left. 5. liming lateral body

ports on a sctic, front view representation at a person. 6. X4tntlfying the
SM body p4't in ts*as at laft and rif it on front viii, rqraIsati*ss bi±

4spct crcs*4 end *scrcssel 3ocs34ssticne (1).

i* V bsre r.res the sject to glie s veebsi responae. 'a4aaos
a pat4ant'* reativ level at psrfcrasnee on t11 two fc*ø Ive yielded parti.

Q*I*r37 **V4'S$ti$ fiMilms in the assia disorders" (1)

PWe A eonuisIs o 3 it*s of i4 the S12edsg are a1s:
a1. Miowas $t q.

* 2. 1 has. with ri hand.
3. ?* to the see',

left a the em's rI asr.

-. g_.......

HI

I



of the above sore done vith the eyes open eith, the eyes closed
fir' as pour left leg

2. Toerh your right eye with your left heed.

Tom Vot the battery incleden lamas Wm the followleigt With the eyes open, the
taminer touches the ingeSecte-laft hand-anti- soy* 'Skit* haneVis-thier essintmer

Opt' pants to s pinto* and says **doh Oar is thief* The stn places the
seshjantin edit heed vot the stftleoVit right mar end mats **lob hand is on *lett
ear boy 'look st theft platen*. Apicture 3 tor examplat shows * person sith the
right band. on the Is;t eye) *whi+ t. bawl is an latch eget"

.

With thie eyes closed or blindfoldedy the isolator touches the ms's left ho2d
and seIs *shish had is this? With the sebjectis apes still 01004 the essisiner

given the same luateisetiona as prviviocslyi Plactsg one of the subjeatis bawls on

we or his ears and astisig hi* Mich 'head an ihish sort* The Mee items ire
Used b in revues "orZer pliossa41,7 to eltatuate the posSibiltty of the sad

memorising the order end :serract responses.

iicecrding to Datitc0, *a mien or the clinical lit iratere shows clearly that right
let disarimiletion and finger towels tiploally do not moor as isolated ibenamens..
Instead:, thug, occur in ass9clation wit h one or more of a considerable variety of
other behavloral 4v4ieits." ease of theft deficits are mental deterioration, aphasic

dliteribanoeso disturbances in body awarevsesso distrabanovis in writing* sOutedus
distriiiiices in calo.tedationst distrehmaces in reading, viva disovientation, end

caters.
-

or Valet 464.1 ant

QA3

*nen y lam .92 in ample. of nomml.
area. 'Retest reliability, as letImated by the correlstios coefficient bete's*

newel on enxtivalsat form givvon 20 minutes apart* mu fo001 to be .72. StUbility
of performinee over a'period of tiles as estimated by the aorrelatioe coefficient
between soaves oneimivalent forms give* 30 *Wks art,. male Aqui to be -6T.
limaliete practice effect, as itemised by s lavarisan of mews scozes on equivelent
forms given 20 ablates *putt ms fogs to be prectioally oil.* Worms are given

for children ages :six throtth nine (V pp. 2T-28).

Amis **1 Wan* BD 095, 2110t-left discriminotion linger
zociailskiat in soma sod trida.lajsrel iikikieetS
ieldi.neOs 447451*



ware of Test trauss-Werner Marble Board Teat (Goldeaerg version)

Author Samuel Goldenberg

Itementary children with Sinew iocrbulary IQ *torus
of 80 or above (Goldenberg, 1955, p* 162)*

Area (i.e. language dev,slopment) Psychological diaposis of organic brain disorders
in children

lieurce.froa Which the test may be obtained (Goldenberg, 1955, 'To 144-164)

crfption
The Marble Board Test, which Measures the reproduction of visually perceived stimuli,

*.* involves the use of two identical square boards, h having ten rows of ten
holes. The examiner places a design or configuration on one board by ,puttiatilsar
les in certain of the holes and then the subject ..te OW to reOodnee tha design

on his beard. A record of the location and sequence Wplecements is nade tet-enth
.pattern" (Goldenberg, 1955, p. 152). The ipecific diMu*ions for Producing these:
boards for anyone interested in using the test have been specified by Strauss and
loaditinin (1947).

In his Wetaion of the StrauSs-Werner Nimble Board Teitti, Coldmberg has tlimplOid
very objective scoring system relating to Amcor /icy, set az, approach, and iktgai44-

spatial* **plea and definition of each scoring-Once*** have been provided: 095ti
pp. 215-219). Examples of items for each type of SOokaa, are as follows:

"MARBLE BOARD SCORIVG Gib
Accuracy:
A. tistiLittkassurst five

1.. Reproduction like the model in all respiete accept
2. Position of configuration on the board may ,Vint* from the model in the

number of empty rows of holes above, bele* or io the sides of the patieriu

1 7.

* 110 * ii* aoSa-a iv*

Method:
agatOleaconsecutive plateau* of adjaceAt. garble* prseeding .i* a single directiovA of

.sovesentt
to Along the C,onfigurstion.outline (sed of on or more coarganst sub-

forms) to coapleiitinvf subf!sart

outline* of component subforaa,
Tactic* of Wiest*

ted eith

,
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Name a Test

Anther

A.

'ST DATA 110USIMIBT

Sicyttle Safitysaterforseence

Miller, B. N.

Night and older

Skill. Test

Ares language development) Bicycle skill

Type of moisture Performing*

Soiree from which the teat may be obtained See Miller (1962) in bibliography
or write National Safety Council, 425 N. Mit:114ft Avenue, Chie.a., illinie 60611

tivn of Xeesure
The author describes 12 teats which measure skills on the bicycle. They are
designed to measpre specific skill* such as balance*, pedaling, braking, hand
gliivaling, dismounting, and fine control« The 12 taste are ma follows*

1. Balance Test (Straight Line)
2. Pedaling and Braking
3. Straight Line Teat
4. Signaling, Mounting and Dismounting
3# Single Obstacle Test
6. Double Obstacle fest

7. Double Zirlsag Obstacle Test
8. figure Bight Steering
9. figure Eight Balance Viet

10. Turning Around
11. Emergency Turn and Stop
12, cruising Twit

An :wimple of one-of the tests is Test I, Balance Test (straight line). "Parpase:
To test the delicate balance of the rider, the most important skill techniqtte."
Valloring this paragreph is a diagram showing the length and width of the pathway
*ids the cyclist must nes* -tine, "Procedure: The rider starts from * standstill
with the front wheel at one end of the lane and very slowly rides through the
lane in iit:este than 30 Rotondo* with neither tire toughing the lines as either
aide "

"Standard* for Sitcom;
( ) 1. Touching neither foot to the stead.( ) 2. aping distance in more than 30 seconds.( ) 3. liwring neither whettl touch either line.
( ) 4. Not using brake eicceasivel«
( ) 3. Upending not mc--e than average amount of energy" °tiller, 1962).

Sell diagram are AIM giving the layout of obstacle coursal and ether skill
tots.
"the tests may be conducted on a SuCceill-leiltste At a point basis. The fAvermr is

for teaching parrisee, the latter for contests" (Miller, 1962).

Millar states or shows is his sussery scare Sheet oil the lest pap aids ertlale
* possible point total of 70. It appears that this should be 75, since in his
ammo* seen sheet he gives it AI total possible of 15 for the final test* the
cruising test, wherela in the description of that test he has a total posiiible of
20. this woald make the total passible score on this test 75

tai and standardisation



UST DM WORMS=

Name of Test Slate's Evaluation Check List for Classes

Author Burton Blatt

Age Elementary ME classes

Axes (i.e. language development) Evaluation of programs and services in NNE classes

Type of measure Objective check list questionnaire

Source from which the test moy be ovtained (Blatt, 1966)

Thiiiicitiibing and evaluating special classes for 12411 children by

Blatt is an objective check list in which an observer and/or rater checks for

the quality or presence of certain features and services available for * given

program. This objective evaluation pertains to six areas: (a) details of

observed lesson(s) and general learning* (b summary rating of teacher in learning

environments, (a) sumsary rating of children in learning environments* (d) summary

retina ofaasnasie and placement procedures and extent of consultative and super..

visaing practice* (e) smeary rating of quality of observed lesson(s) and curricutms

emphasis (f) per cent of daily distribution of time (teacher's estimate). Place

is also provided for the observer to record additional comments and *presets:nut*

Area A is given below for illustrative purposes:

"A. DMUS COPCOMMED MON(s) AND GIENERAL WARNING ENVIRONNENT

1. Materials for Observed Lesson (doubly cheek ) if materials were

adequate for lesson)

a. None
b. Textbooks, workbooks* and other commerical resources

c. Coemlereial, teacher prepared material, and/or teacher-pupil

materials" (Blatt* 1966, p. 61).

Evid ce of relit:bait validit and standardisation

Blatt has provided no objective data regarding the standardization, reliability,

and validity of the check list. Two procedures, however would seem to provide

some content or logical validity for the evaluation scheLle. First, be eon*

tends that "perusal of the literature failed to locate an instrument meeting all

the following requirements:
1. It should be designed for use with special classes for the mentally

retarded.
2, it should describe what is taking place among parents, administrators*

teachers, and children in these claim..
3. It should pose questions that are answerable in one Observation seselon.

4. It should be easily, managed by the observer and be relatively free of

ambiguous questions.
5 It should make provisLA for both quantitative and qualitative evaluations

of the class" (Blatt, 1966, p. 59).

Blatt believed his instrument meet these requirements. Secondly* the manner in

which he developed the items lead one to the conslusion of content validity..
" 'Promising" questions culling frost the literature* plus a variety of suggestions

elicited from colleagues, simulated the constructicou of a prototype schedule. The

schedule was tested-in five special classes and first revised during the early

spring of 1962. Two later revisions were required in order to reduce ambiguity,

duplication, and cessplexity in the instriment."



Blatt has **de the following suggestions to potential consumers of thi$ stkottale

for its improvements "ibis schedule is suggested for consideration by profosticatelly

prepared and qualified special educators who are either concerned with the task

of developing such an instrument for the purpose Of solving a research problma or

are respomsIbla for, the evaluation supervision, and development of these programs

in a community. It is possible that, as further refinements are she and more

formal validity and raliability data become available, the schedule will prove

worthy of the serious function for which it was designed. it is expected that

conscientious 'feedback' from those experimentin g. with it is crucial if this

goal is to be realized" (Blatt, 1966, p. 59-60.

ljaiLurgaz

Blatt, B. Iha ntellectuall isfrandhisedt 'Abed armor

Teachers. Boston: Dept. of Mental Health, 1966.







the tour questiens rich elicited reimposes ostegoristbla by stages) VOWS the

at the sass* stage, he vas given a A score. all his replies bet one tom at the
sane stag*, be naa given a B more. It two replies %ore,' at, one stage s tvo $t
another, be vas Om soar* Maly, it he gave replies at .41 three stages,
he vas given a. D some.

Ibli &Wee of heitageasity ot rgesponses tor individual children ins eausidersible.

Only 1 per cent ot the cbildren tell in the I) (*begot/ and cosily 16 per cent tell
in C category. swots it of .tieristion ovoid *sally be accounted tor 'to salmi.,
potions and adiserenees of ideas tram earlier and inta stages.* lbw, it
**Id mew Um& the stews bad sea* construe validity. Swearer, Z has

*resented scess evidenee indicating that the questions VIM of unequal difficulty*
'Vise uneval tosilarity of the questions any therefore have played 5 pot iii
producing the heterogeneity a replies trait Willem' children, and thus rein',
forcing the oaaclasion that for any given child the level of his responses tends
to be hosagestcra (711)in4 1963, pp. 302.303).

Mlle child s conception of his reliSioull deucajaatiow 11.
C:ith;lic Child. Journal of Genetic Postboks:1', 1962, 101 .185.193.

133rind, D. The child's conception of his religious dencetinaticot lit. The
Protestant Mme. Jownal of Genetic. rechology, 193, 103, 291003016

Elkin d, D. The child's conception a his religious identity. Damen Vita*,

196k, IV, 635416.



TEST A&TA



The other subtest scores could not be satisfactorily divided into comparable halves.
Tast-retost reliabilities for the tains Maturation, and Vision scales wore from .62-.
169. On the Irritability and Vision Scales, the testi-retest agreements after 24
hours wars respectively 752 and 862 of perfect agreement. Statistics on intsrscorar
agreement were as follows: (1) Maturation Scale (r«..97); (2) Vision Scale, (reo.90);
(3) Irritability Scala (682 perfect agreement) . Finally, there was 792 perfect agree-
ment In the Tension Scale (Grebes, 1956, pp. 21-22).

In addition to the reliability of individual raw scores, statistics are provided for
differentiating groups and accurate identification of individuals as ambers of a
particular group. In ths former case, statistically significant differences (p of
.05 or .01) between the normal and trimmetisod groups occurred on all five scales
based, on F test, t test, and Chi. square (Graham, 1956, p. 24). In the latter instance,
two pediatricians rated 25 cases of traumatized Want? with respect to the sorority of
the trauma. " the extant of the agreement vas high and significant as estimated
by a correlation ratio of .86 (Graham, 1956, p. 18).

Bib ug h of 141moit:
Graham, Frances X. 14atarasso Ruth Gilt and Caldwell, Betty. 14. "Behavioral
Differences Between Normal and Traumatized Newborns...." Emile N
amh.00 19560 no No. 20, (WhOle No. 428).



as? DATA 1R$8$ET

types of disabilities. Moreawer, tne qi stQn* W G*5P$fleU zor nU*DCLCLLL7

trained persons. With the ezcsption of Ldenttfyitg data for the child rated
the qeestiozis simply rsq*dxed yes or no respansss An example f!or the set of

questions fOr the verification of Visual impaimrsnt Less buoys:

Visual impairaent: (eck the folloziing 0n17 if they apply to the child named)

25. 11 there a noticeable eye defect, i.e., strabisatsa (crossed eyes),

nyataginus (excassiw eye movement), etc.?
26. Es the child blind? (20/200 vision in better eye with maxin*" correction)

21. Does child have useable vision? (between 20/ZOO and 20/70 with msrtei*m

correct Len)

28. If anasar to No. 21 is 'yes', does child wear glasses?
29. If child wear. gietsaes, can he read ardinsty print and see objects at

rsonsbiø distance with giasses?
30. Does child have only one useabis eye?" (Fcu1*cre, g., 1959, p. 278).

Ii, the use of thvqestLc*n&ir, it ould probably be: worthwhile to study its

specific limitations as presented 1y the authors: "The questionnaire i d.si.ne4

to be self explanatory, and, for this reason, a mtniia of printed instructions

were included. Also, s*cb disability category! did net have a question abitnt
asidoal diagnosia, and, therefore, this check on thft teacher presumed diagnecis

is limited to only several areas of disability. ?o sees extant, these could be

construed as limitation. In three sections cf the form, i.e., speech, bearing

and sastional problems, sa question was felt to exist concerning teacher

Understanding of the items or f their ability to detect observable symptom. with

aufficiant reliability. In indtvLd*l instances. t.absrs xay not hay, been

familiar with the visual acuity limits specified. although the availabilIty of

nurseS as consultants would be expected to compensate at least partly for this

lack" (fouracre, ., 1959, 218).

In addition, these authors have also presented soz* general lfa*itat ions of the

questionnaire: "First, the study has been restricted to pupils enrolled in

school. Second, it was basically a zionumedically COU21rD*d prevalecce study
which would lend itself to * more reliable Idontification of major handicapping

conditions than, of seccndsry disabilities" (Fouraitre, ! *1 1959, 14 and 15).



of
Th411 authani had. provided 13 statistical data at all for this survey form. quit*
pitasibly, however, sone content validity for the questicenaixe appears from the
foliating statements: "The form used for reporting pupils assumed by teachers
to have some type of disability watit developed in 1955 for purposes of a state.*
wide census in another state and was later revised an the basis of that everionce.
The questionnaire vas again revised for use in this study...questions on the form
were designed for the understanding of nowinedleally trained persons and they
were gawped according to types of disabilities.

Severol questions, pertaining to known medical diagnoses, also ism* included,
thereby giving some simple cheeks on the possible accuracy of the referrals
based an presumptive diegnoses." Moreover, "trainod and experienced judgement
eorroborated by common agreements imlependently reached by the two school eystems
concerned has thought to have lessened somerlat the element of error..."
fteursore, et el. 1959, 1143).

itatitash
lauracre, M. H., Rooks., M. Leigh, and Botwin, P. TjLeakintLiMf jahjet the

Needs of ically ditldren PlatilLu
lvania 195814959, Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh Scheel of
ion, 195
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Spache Readability Formula

George D. Sped*

Children etuk adults

Reeding level of material

Type of measure Estimate of difficulty level of reeding materiels

Source from which the test may be obtained See reference.

prac ...teasure:

This readability formula, as other similar formals:so ". is intended to aid in
the evaluation of reading material in preparation of written materiel" (Spache,
1964, p. 27). The reoring system is based on the ellikents of sentence length,
proportion of herd words (those not on the Stone, List) correction factors for
average sentence length, and per cent of hard words (respectively *041 and .086),
and the addition of a constant (.839). The sum of these figures then gives :Ins
the estimated grade level of difficulty for the reading material analyzed. Seae
cites evidence indicating that this index should be based on an average of several
samples. In this connection, the research indicated that ". samples from the
begiretint and and of each chapter was lout accurate, ". . that three samples
Would provide an estimate precise enough for most uses, while twelve or fifteen
samples from a book would give a very careful evaluation, More than fifteen sem-
.ples is usitirrinted in achieving a more precise estimate" (Spache, 1961 .p. 127)*
Accurao,r of these sampling. was gauged by comparing-their results with findings
of coatiirthensive semOlings. Moreover, the suggestion bt Spiche is that each of
these'', three simples be 100 words in length (Spache, 1964, p. 125). Spache further
.Offers a ?wither of interrelated comments relating to Et. purpose, uses, values, and
&tiebacks of readability indices*

ham: "Readability formulas are needed when finer discrimination of a probable
reading difficulty are sought, as in Providini readini'miterials for you c
tan and for poor readers partioulerly. Teachers need and want materials which

'stoutly differ by small degrees of difficulty when. dealing with pupils of lea
010 reading skill.

Whin books have not been evaluated by expert opinion or.,0ther methods, as In the
Oise of new trade books or whn a variety of books list-,**e not available to the
tattler, then readability formulas are of ismediate, Practical service. When the
teacher is doubtful about the accuracy of the pUbIish*St grade level-designatilms,
or the text seems inappropriate for other pupils families provide a quick basis
for reevaluetions. For the estimation of reedini difficulty of such publication.
as bulletins, pamphlet., newspapers, and magazines ;fors which estimates tie not



commonly available from other sources, the appropriate formulas are Meatier
(Spache, 1964, p* 24).

Uses: Readability formula* have been used for a variety of reasons from indivi"

dtuile and varied studies* In the educational field, teaohers have applied these
formulas to all types of materiel and content, including reading text, lefty:moo
tests, written material, quote publishers and writers, particularly those pro-
ducing books for children, have rapidly adopted formulas for thsevaluttion and
grading of their products." linall, both newspapers and industry have used

these formulas fat the simplification of materials as an aid #act tht communica-

tion process*

Values: Boadebility fOrmulas are valid end justified for specific purposes.
The three primary purposes are for arranging material in the order of their

difficulty, for determining the comprehension level-required by materials, and

for the simplification of material*.

Drawbadkal: ". . there are certainly literary elements:in factors of .

difficulty that the formulae do not measure. Th4:40 not reflect Conceptual

difficulties _caused by vory,:contaitual meanings of ,irerds, idiomatic express10**

Or the ratio of abstract and concrete terms. No ferm41 a in current use atcomr»

pushes this type of distinction although leveret hav(vattempted it. SocondW

the formulas do not evaluate th.4 organisational character of materials, the
.matter of presentation or thee degree of explanationReadsibility fOrmulas-de
mt:reflect the difficultra the content. Idually:inlpaChe's estimation, these

orioles ". 4 0 do not reflect the difficulty of tha*Ontent of the reading 002

tor, Obviously, can the formula predict-the, reader's interest in any

Onient" (Spacbe, i964, pp. 23-26).

once of reliabilit validit and standardiut
n, establishing the formula, the author used the fo owing procedure: "the

elements of sentence length and the proportion of hetd: Words were selected

Most indicative of reading difficulty in prim ivy: **leis. This sec.-

on was based on many earlier research studies which *netted these two

elements as the best predictors of readability. Schoo&books in common use
in our country were analyzed in terms of these two factors. He secured 224

samples of approximately 100 words each from 152 such books. The number of

samples varied from one or two in preprimers to five or more in longer books.

All the books were basal readers except for 23 books drawn from eocial

science, health, and scidnce. Each book was assigned grade level desig

nation of the publisher, i.e. preprimers 1.2, primers 1.5 first readers 1.8

and 1.9, second readers 2.1 and 2.7, and third readers 3.3 and 3.7." The

final step included the laborous work of counting sentence length and the

hard words in these books (Spache, 1964, p. 125).

Subsequent to this development of the formula the elements of reading dif-
fuiculty were correlated with each other and with grade level designation*.

The following correlations were obtained: Sentence length with per cent of

bard words (.563), sentence length with grade level (.751), per cent of hard



words with grade level (.683). "The multiple correlation coefficient attined by
combining the sentence length and per cent of herd words in predicting pads level
of books is .818."

"The accuracy of this formula compares very favorable with that obtained fro*
other readability formulas. The probable error estimate predicting the great-
er level of a book by this method is 3.3 mouths. In other 'words, in half the
predictions the error of estimating the grade level will be less than this
amount. In the remaining predictions, the error will be greater than three
months. At the primary levels, where relatively fine degrees of discrimi-
nation are most desirable, this formula evidences a high degree of accuracy
and should be distinctly useful."

According to the author, the validity of the formuLt should be based on this
accuracy in indicating ". the level of pupil reading ability needed to
read a book successfully." be cites one study which gives some supportive
evidence for such validity. In this study, the author ". . used the actual
people performances in oral reading errors and comprehension in scaling a
number of primary reading selections from basal readers. After he scales
these selections, he compared his ranking with that _obtained by our formula.
The author ". 4o found a rank correlation of .70 blsoreen the two scaling*
and Zostnd a mark relationship between the estimate based on our formula on
actual pupil performance in reading books" (Spathe, 1964, pp. 125-127).

Bibliography:
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